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City of Portland
Lead Hazard Control Grants
·are Available
The City of Portland is offering on a limited basis
gr~ts for the following services to qualified single
family and multi-family property owners:
Free Lead Based Paint Testing for single family
and apartment owners in the City of Portland.
• Free lead testing for children under 6 years old .
• Limit~d Grants for Lead Hazard Control to
make your dwellings lead safe.
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Something went off in my head.
~

Call Now!
756-8089

One City Center • Portland, ME 04101

207.772.5444

GEORGE HAMM

..

•

• Services & Amenities • Radiance Day Spa & Massage
• HealthSouth On-Site Location • Yoga Classes & Workshops
• Aerobic & Cycling Oasses • Sanna 8c Steam Rooms
• Pilates Bodywork • Personal Training
• 2 Hours Free Parking

A CONVERSATION WITH

0

Federal Income Guidelines Apply!

www.bayclubfitness.com

The Casco Bay Weekly's .
office will be closed

November 28th & ·29th
space reservation
deadline is extended to
Monday Dec. 2nd @ noon

When George Hamm, 38, isn't yukking it up at Portland's
Comedy Connection, he's playing the crowds in Boston,
Los Angeles and other cities around the country. He says
he keeps his funny bone tuned by keying into the
common human experience.

What happens when nobody laughs?
It's the scariest thing. Dead silence is not good when
500 people are in the room. But you've gotta forget it
and push on. People remember what they laughed at.
Not what they didn't.

How many years have you been at this
comedy stuff?
Since I was at Portland High. I used to be the class
clown.

What about hecklers?
There've been so many. Some we've had to throw out
of the club. I had a guy freak out once and say, 'I'll be
waiting for you outside.'

When was your first open mike?
When I was a Marine stationed in Hawaii. It didn't go
so well. I kind of picked on this Samoan guy and my
buddies were telling me to cool it. They were saying,
'Hey, we didn't really come down here to get our skulls
broken.'

How do you work the audience?
I usually just ask someone where they're from. If he
says, 'I'm from Hollis.' I say, 'Oh, wow, did you drive the
trailer down?' I do this Denny's thin·g, too. I have these
eyes I pop in. People really like that. ·

. How does it feel to do your shtick for a
crowd?
Nowadays I call it the greatest drug in the world.
There's definitely a rush involved. You think, 'Wow,
amazing. Something that was in my wacky mind made
people laugh.'

Have your parents ever come to see you
pelfonn?
Yeah. My mom actually lives in a retirement place in
Portland. I used to host the Sundays down here and she'd
bring 15 ladies between the ages of 70 and 85. l'd say,
'Mom, they're not gonna like this material.' I thought
some of the stuff would be too over the edge for them.

But she'd say, 'No, they loved it!' Now when I go up to
her house all her friends are like, 'Hey, George, you were
so funny.'

What about cursing in front of your mother's
friends?
I don't do much anyway. But I was even more
conscious of it when they were here, so I tried to do even
less. The rule of thumb is, if you're gonna drop the Fbomb, use it where it'll have the most impact.
Whataboutyourdad?
He came into the Comedy Connection once in his
motorized wheelchair. He got in the door OK, but he
was afraid to go down the handicap slope to get further
in. Once I saw him on the street in his chair. He had one
of those big orange flags rigged up. At the time I was
driving along Park Avenue. I had a day job delivering
auto parts. All of a sudden I go, 'jeez, who's this kook?'
Then I realized it was my Dad.

Interview and photo by M. Grace Maselli
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U. S. Military Active Duty or Veteran
and U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary members*
lus~l699oo!
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Italian Kitchen
3 Locations!

•

15 1 Middle Street
Portland Public Market

(207) 77 4-8668 Lower Level

Hannaford Mall

(207) 228-2033

(next to Videoport)

Free Parking

Beer & Wine • Ample Parking

Route 25 Standish
(207) 642-8008

11 Forest Ave., Portland
775·6601

Book oPrinces Alaska or Europe CruiSe

.9f"(~~Tolu~f'Nov

23 ond receive up 'to S200 in travelers checks, up lo
upgrade and more! 1ome re~~rldon< opplf. Col ro..letals.
AsmoR deposit wt11 hold your spoce before the prices go up!
• FREE door prizes ond regisler lo win 1of 20 FREE lrips!
• Prices won'! be lhis low ogoin for lhe resl of !he yeor!

.. This Saturday, November 23 only, from 1OAM·4PM!

Does your computer need
additional Random Access Memory,
operating system upgrade, hardware repair/upgrade,
Preventive Maintenance service, or virus recovery?

$40 dollars discount* with this ad
on a service call in November.

c6~i?~t'~~~o7ksiD)Iss3-ss4ol!
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------,----------·
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12th Annual

Cover Story

Holiday Show & Sale
Fri • Dec. 13 • 9am-5pm
Sat • Dec. 14 • 9am-5pm
un • Dec. 15 • 10am-4pm

~ Falmouth • 190 US Rt. 1 • 781-8252

The potters and jewelers of
Portland Pottery warmly
invite rou to this very
seasonal event.

t.- .~·
,lt.."' .....

Open Tue-Frt, 10-6 • Sat, 10-5 • Sun, 12-5

118 WASHINGTON AVENUE, PORTLAND • 772-4334

Pertormance art
Por1l.lOO

5~f------LP~n~lituirua~l~c~raap~s~h~o~nnt
by Jim Veldoli1i
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Mirotrels find OOme i1the lllrrkeiest " place;
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... local artists pay tribute to Nid: Drake
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_EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT

207-874-0929

Publisher: Lael Morgan
Editor: Sharon Bass
Staff Writer: Theresa Raherty

305 Commercial St (The Baxter Bldg) • Portland

Place a classified ad in
casco Bay WeeklY's

ENJOY

LIFE

WITHOUT

unwanted hair

ITEMS FOR SALE

Arts Editor: VICtoria.Gannon
Photojournalists: Luc DemfiS, Stephen Demetriou, Roger Duncan,
Joseph DuPont Colin Ma~~e. Fran~in McMahon, John Monroe
Hlustrators: David Dowling, Dylan Howard, lawrence Nelson, Hugh Tims
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Intern: Erik Nadolink

DESIGN DEPARTMENT

Look your best, with the latest advances in reducing
unwanted hair, available now at Skin Solutions from Plastic &
Hand. Choose our cool-light LightSheerTM Diode Laser, or our
new breakthrough treatment featuring IPLTM intense pulsed light
technology- the first technology for treating all skin types (from
very light to very dark). Skin Solutions features the gentle and
effective alternatives to plucking, shaving, waxing, electrolysis or
depilatories. It's the easy way to be free of unwanted hair on
• face • underarms • bikini line • arms • back • legs
So instead of worrying about unwanted hair or letting it prevent
you from enjoying all that life has to offer, call Skin Solutions from
Plastic & Hand today. For an appointment, or to leam more about
our comfortable, private and individualized treatments, call today:
775-3446 or toll-free 1-800-924-3591.

Because not
every family
heirloom
wins big on
Antiques
Roadshow

can

774-1234 or
1-800-286-6601

lfl[JJ;)

·skin

PLASTIC & HAND
S t~cu;

..

~

"510(lATtS

244 Western Avenue, South Portland (near the Maine Mall) Tel: 775-3446 or 800-924-3591 www.plasticandhand.com

Art Director: Jeffrey Oiffon!
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Graphic Designer/Web Guru: Josh McDougall
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Circulation Manager: Margo Banzhaf
Distributor: David Turner, On Time Del~ery
Receptionist: Olarity Thackston
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Yon< County loc.!!tions.
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by JIM VERDOLINI
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Freedom is just another
word ...

Casco Ray Weekly 15 also on the

Web at

For iflformation about display ldveftising, call 207-775-66()1 Foc infonnatior1
about dassffied adllertisilg, call 207-775-12]4 CiJSCo Bay Weekly is published
by Maine Publistung Corp., 11 Forest Ave., Poclland, ME 04101 . Subsc:riptioos
avitilable lor $79 per year. Send address change to 11 Forest Ave, Portland. ME
04101.
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I take this democracy stuff pretty seriously. Freedom takes serious work. This election day I
worked a petition drive. Pure democracy in action. A chance for the average citizen to actually
force politicians to do what we want instead of what their party or special interests say.
Of course, the political class does not exactly love the process, especially when it hates the peti·
tion. The bureaucrats work overtime to kill these things. They disqualify signatures and specific
ballot workers and write the actual question that will appear on the ballot in bureaucratic, legalis·
tic gobbledy·gook that no one can understand.
My polling place at the Trinity Episcopal Church on Coyle Street already had two petitions
going. A volunteer was pushing the Maine Taxpayers Association plan to force the state to give
more money for education back to the towns. I .
~~~iii"......
was more than a bit skeptical about this mea·
sure because that turkey does not force the
towns to pass on the new money as tax relief.
I still think it's a disguised tax increase. Still,
one does not slam a petition on Election
Day. The casino crowd had hired a young
guy to work its petition. He was selling his
drive with the idea that it gives the citizens a
chance to vote and gets the issue out of politicians' hands.
I was plugging a plan by Citizens for a Strong Maine Economy to limit spending, reduce the
income tax and give property tax relief phased in over a few years. Unfortunately, those wonderful
folks in Augusta took this simple idea and translated it to this specific wording for a ballot that
could be seen next November:
"Do you want to require tax or fee increases to be approved by 2/3 of a governing body and the
voters at a referendum election and also change the state income tax by lowering tax rates and pro·
viding for a homestead property tax credit?"
Well, maybe ... say what? Fortunately, while trying to get signatures you get to talk to people.
Unfortunately, when it comes time to vote, the voter is presented with crap like that government
wording. They must hate this idea in Augusta. Mark my words, if a single· payer health care system
ever were to go on the ballot, it would read, "Do you want free health care?'' Now that really does
reduce that issue to something the voter can support.
So what exactly was I pushing? Citizens for a Strong M~ine Economy is a nonpartisan group
that simply believes our current, awful, economic condition in Maine is caused almost entirely by
vast overspending at the state and local levels, and that our politicians lack the spine to do anything
about it (actually that last bit is my view). What the petition proposes is a gradual reduction of the
income tax, moving quickly to eliminate the lowest rate, which would remove the really poor from
the burden of paying. Next and key, this is the only tax initiative out there that tackles the cause of
the problem- overspending. CSME proposes that no one can increase spending faster than innation and population growth unless approved by a super majority of the Legislature and voted on by
the citizens at a general election. Finally, it increases the homestead exemption from the current
paltry $7,000 of value to $50,000. This would result in about a $1,000 property tax cui for the
average Portland homeowner when fully implemented.
'Now that's a plan. What's not to like? Well, some politicians hate any idea of a tax cut In fact,
they, along with the media, have made major revisions in the English language to avoid this unfortunate idea. Augusta and the press now seem bent on fixing our economic mess through "reform."
Reform translates directly into "tax increase," but they hope voters are too dumb to figure it out.
At the poll, l took to a~king, "Interested in tax relief?" and things got busy. Seems people are
fed up with our tax bills, especially in Portland, though I did have people say. "no" to me and one
woman said she liked high taxes. (Now that is scary. We let. this woman vote.)
By 3 p.m., I was talked out and had to get my petition forms to a notary. I figured I had done
what I could for the cause. I met a host of people who had some very "interesting" views on politics and the candidates. I met one lady who proudly advised she had voted for Mr. Baldacci for his
tax-cut plan. Thank God l did not have a mouthful of coffee. I met very few who did not believe the
tax burden was out of control, or who thought anyone in Augusta was going to fix it without a
~.&ill...
.
!love elections. Freedom only works when we all participate.

Jim Verdolini can be reached at vverdoli@maine.rr.com.

SALE
EILEEN FISHER
HANKY PANKY
3 DOT
PARTY WEAR
SWEATERS

GREAT
GREAT

'
•

SAVINGs
GIFTSt

AMARYLLIS
41 EXCHANGE ST • PORTLAND

772-4439
OPEN MON-WED 10 - 6
THURS-SAT I o.s SUN II ,J0-6

Open Thanksgiving 3pm-11pm

DRAGONS!
Reign of Fire. v.!lich came out th~ weelt, wasn't exactly a critical darling or anything, but I can personally guarantee that it's
better than each and every one of the dragon movies below. td
stake all of my loved ones' lives on ~~
Me~in's Shop of Mystical Wonder - 119961. I selected
MSOMW under the admittedly m~guided assumption that the
dragon on the box might possibly ensure a dragon in the film. as
opposed to, say, r.ot any dragons at all. In the Bedroom has
more dragons in it Instead, it's about Merlin setting up shop m
latter<Jay California, whereupon his possessed toy monkey
!capable of evil deeds ranging !rom telekinetically toppling bookcases to asphyxiating Golden Re~ieversl is stolen. To top ~ all
off, ~·s narrated by Ernest Borgnine. Say what you will about
Ernest Borgnine, but one thmg remains absolutely certain : ~ sure
would be gross ~ he broke wind in your mouth.

CHRISTMAS

AT THE CATHEDRAL
qffckm[~ Sodtft
The Portland Brass Quintet
Dan Moore, Organ
Cathedral of the
Immaculate Conception
307 Congress. Portland
Decemb<r 7

Conccn Sponsors:

Sat. 8:00PM
December 8
Sun. 2:30 & 7:00PM
Tickets: $15/$12 in advance
$20/S 15 at the door

Dragonwo~d- 119941. Some kid's parents die so he moves to
Scotland to raise a baby dragon. you can tell he's in Sco11and
because everyone plays the bagpipes and res~icts their use of
adjectiVes to the word "bonny", i.e. "Ah, 'tis a bonny day for a
bonny picnic!" and "What a bonny filing cabinet!" The child's
plaintive requests for "hammyburgers" are met with steaming
plates of lamb stomachs. Th~ sure is Scotland, all right' Not
some other place! Scotland!

Dungeons & Dragons - 120001. Hey, look! trs the Dungeons &
Dragons ride' Wow, neat! Gimme a break! I don't like this! Wo!
What's happening' BLARRRRRNOOOOWOOOAAUAHGHGH!
Where are we' Baaaah! Look out! Fear not! Barbarian' Magician'
Thief' Cavalier. .. and Acroba~ Who was that' That was Venger,
the force ol evil! I am Dungeon Master, your guide in the realm
of ... DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS' Dunt duh duh DUNNNNNT'
Awesome! Sadly, this movie isn't as good as the mastertul car·
toon. I shut it off once ~ became apparent that Uni wasn't going
to be in h. ln1erestingly, I stopped watching John Q for the same
exact reason.
Pete's Dragon - 119711. lfs 19B5. rm in the 3rd grade Our
teachers anrt()unce that Friday is going to be a special movie
day. Since Ghostbusters has just recently been released on
videocassette, we all speculate, perhaps prematurely, that
Ghostbusters is without a doubt the movie we'll be watching in
class come Friday, and we can't wait! Special Movie Day rolls
around, and what does Mrs. F~her pop in the VCR' Guess'IHint:
Not Ghostbusters'l. Everyone cries' One kid gets sent to the
principal for throwing a desk!
"limit I

Caii828.Q043 for information

free rental per account per day IJOIOt

accounts count as one accountl, free rental may
not be a new release, regular extra day charges
w111 apply

.'
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and a tack of Planning Board
approval, a housing plan was
approved unanimously

by the City Council
Nov. 18. The new

news-

o-ra ma .

housing plan would
create 4,200 units of
affordable housing over

tile next 10 years. There are no specifics on
how the plan would I>& implemented Or what
the impact would b& on neighborhoods and

schools. The local elemental)' schools are

Whiteout
An all-white panel decides what's best for the new
New year's Portland

themselves doing the JO-)Iear-plan. thing,
dosing and coosolldatlng throughout the
city. However, biJildiog more houses within
the dty, it is argued, helps to combat sprawl,

wttich is good because ...
t Habitat for Humanity of Greater Portland,

the only group that develops truly affordable
housing, has found itself buildin~ further and

further outside of overcrowded Portland,

wttere land is scare and

~e

lind

Is baskaUy an QXJ~Doron. Therefore,
the group could be accused Of contributing

to sprawl. But if there's no Pottland land
available, what the hell is Habitat for
Humanity supposed to do? Ultimately,

there's no way to wrn
affordable housing.

wnet\ ft comes to

MaJbe it's time to swing

the focus from affordable housing to living

wages and lower birth rates.
t Despite the excessive number of empty
ILLUSTRATION I KRISTA ALEXANDER

calories in SQft drinks, SQda manufacturers
are crying foul over a

new i!d campaign by

the state aimed at getting kids to drif)k less

of the sugary, chemical-laden beverage. The
TV and print ads are sponsored by the
Maine Bureau of Health in an effort to

tombat thildbood obesity. Studies
have tinked drinking three or more non-diet
sodas a day with fat kids. B!i Gov. Wm out of
here anyway SQ what do l

()ll~e?l King has

agreed with ttte SQda industfY that the ads
could be retooled. New ads Will say that one

or two sodas won't hurt anyone twell, the
ingredients could, but who cares?). But three

sodas, which is only one ll)ore SQda than two
SQdas, is considered risky behavror.

News-a-ramo was cvJ/ed frOm the Jocaf dOily

by Theresa Rohefty. who reads foOd I(Jbels
oosessive/y in on effort to combat

t SHARON BASS

New Year's Portland is a changin'.
It's getting smaller. Maine Arts, which
ran the event for the past 18 years, has
bowed out. A new public/private board
through the city has been formed to take
over the event. There will be no
Bluntfes.t or The Movies. A guy from
Thomaston is booking the talent.
And all of this is being brought to you
without a single minority, immigrant or
refugee voice. None were invited to sit at
the planning table.
Now, some say, is the perfect time to
revamp the planning process for New
Year's Portland to include ethnic
groups. Instead, the board is comprised
of 12 white people, five women and
seven men.
Not only are no minorities sitting on
the board, which is being led by
Portland Pirates CEO !\rian Petrovek,
but it seems nonwhites didn't even know
there was a new board that is supposed
to represent city residents' desires for a
New Year's celebration. Even the city's

multi-cultural affairs person, who is
black, said she was unaware of the new
Portland board.
"I don't know anything about it. I
wasn't asked to participate," said Rachel
Talbot Ross, director of equal opportu·
nity and multi-cultural affairs. "I'm not
surprised that diverse perspectives were
not sought out. We can talk about diver:
sity, but when it comes to practicing
being inclusive, there isn't a lot of effort
to back up the words."
Oliver Albino, a leader of the
Sudanese community in Portland,
quipped, "It's our fault [that they're
· excluded from the New Year's planning]
because we don't go out drinking that
much."
On a more somber note, he said, "We
haven't been asked. We've been dancing
and singing in Portland. They should
have said, 'Well, there are people here
who should be invited.' It's a cultural
choice. They're not interested. We're
like guests [living in Portland]. We have
no right to react [to being excluded]."

In response, Lee Urban, director of
Planning and Development for the city
and a New Year's board member, said,
"There's no reason anybody is being
excluded. If you know of any [minorities], send them over. We'd be happy to
include them.''
"If we're invited, we're ready," said
Albino.
Urban said the makeup of the New
Year's board just sort of happened .
About a year ago, when Urban said
he realized Maine Arts was pulling
out, he talked with people who are
or were affiliated with Portland's
Downtown District about doing
the event. That discussion, he said,
led to him having lunch with city officials and others from the private sec·
tor. They became the board. So far the
board has raised $150,000 through pri·
vate donations and will get $5,000 in
city money for the New Year's event.
People's Heritage Bank is the lead sponsor.
Urban's explanation doesn 't sit well
with those who have been excluded, not
just from this event planning, but from
others as well.
"It's more of the same. We're only
considered when all the work is done,
then we're invited to [watch] like children. [We're] never invited to do the
original planning," said John Connors,
the state director of the League of
United Latin American Citizens.
"I personally resent being treated like
a child. We're an afterthought if there's
a cultural grant involved. A lot of people
who would go [to New Year's Portland]
won't," he said, because they feel like
outcasts.
Ahmed Hassan, a Somali elder in
Portland , said city leaders "have to welcome the immigrants and refugees. It's a
wise thing to add the minorities because
they can bring a lot of ideas and support," said Hassan, who works for the
Portland school system's multi-lingual
and multi-cultural office.
Excluding people of different ethnic
backgrounds seems to run wun ter to
how the city says it wants to be perceived. For instance, since the late '90s,

all city employees have been required
to attend a day of diversity training,
where they're taught the similarities
and differences among ethnic groups.
The new board of directors for New
Year's Portland includes Assistant
City Manager Anita LaChance; Rena
Masten, director of Portland's
Downtown District; Judith Adam,
director of PCA Great Performances;
Urban; Greg Dove, director of the
Portland Public Market; and the
Pirates' Petrovek.
"We traditionally have a game on
New Year's Eve and we wanted to be
part of the process of rebuilding New
Year's Portland, to take [the event] to
a higher level," said Petrovek. Hence,
the addition of the Civic Center to this
New Year's Eve's lineup.
The event used to span from the
Center for Cultural Exchange to
Merrill Auditorium. It's been scaled
down to going from Merrill to the
Civic Center; the CCE is not included
this year. Specifics about the events
are expected to be announced Nov.
22. A big-name headliner for Merrill is
still being sought with some difficulty,
said Chuck Kruger, owner of
Entertainment
Resources
in
Thomaston, who has been hired to
arrange the entertainment for the New
Year's. Button prices will not include
admission to Merrill, which Kruger
figures will cost an additional $20·
$30, depending on whom he can lure
to Portland on Dec. 31.
"I don't know that the event will be
smaller, but it will be more compressed" than in past years, said
Kruger. "We're not trying to be all
things to all people. We're celebrating
the community. That's what this celebration is all about."
Having a hand in "celebrating the
community" is what minorities like
Juan Lado feel entitled to as Portland
residents. Lado, who does African outreach for the CCE, said, "It would be a
good idea if minorities were involved.
It's always been a tradition back home
(Sudan) to celebrate New Year's on
Dec. 31."
While Lado and others who are
"from away" (who isn't, except for
Native Americans?) will undoubtedly
find smaller, quieter ways to usher in
2003, the city seems to be the real
loser, by not seizing the opportunity to
take a step closer to achieving some
honest diversity.

.Those kids
A downtown task force seeks to broaden the horizons of
merchants and kids
Department (none of whom returned
After months of back and forth miscalls by CBW's deadline) would focus
communication between downtown
on homeless youths and others with
merchants and youths who like to
no place to go.
hang in the area, a group of business
Eventually, funding may be sought,
owners, social service providers, the
possibly through Americorps or Vista,
Portland police and the kids themto hire an outreach worker specifically
selves began meeting over the summer
for downtown. The hope is to enlight1
to discuss the age-old generation gap.
en merchants as well as kids about
"For the first time in a long time,
j
youth services in Portland.
all of the players are talking,"
--·~
Anne Stein, owner of the
said Rena Masten, director of
' ' \ Stein Glass Gallery and a task
Portland Downtown District.
force member , has seen her
"The problem is the groups that·
It'S
share in the 17 years she's been
we're talking about don't [typiin the Old Port. Her gallery is
cally] communicate [with each
always
located on Middle Street, near
irksome Tommy's Park.
other] and now we are."
Finally, something has come
"There have always been
ou.t of their talks. The
that the issues, anywhere in urban
Downtown Young Adult and merchant spaces," said Stein. "It's always
Busine~s Task Force has come
irksome that the merchant
up with a plan of action, said
owner
owner gets accused of san itizgets
ing. We don't want DisneyMasten.
The group's idea is not a forland.''
accused
mal proposal. It's more a
What she does want, she
means of identifying ways in Of sanitiz- said, is everyone to respect
which everyone can work
ing. We
each other.
together to make the Old Port a
"Abusive behavior is not
better place.
don't
acceptable, whether it's harass·
"We need to figure out how
want
ing people or [blocking doorways)," said Stein. Like others
to coexist," said Masten. "This
Disney- on the task force, she sees comis a step.''
"Nobody has said what the
land.
munity involvement as the way
problem is," said Portland City
to go, rather than ordinances
Councilor Peter O'Donnell,
-Anne Stein,
and police action. She's willing
who had broached the idea of Old Port gallery to put her years of business
setting up a task force with
owner
experience to hands-on use,
- Masten.
staging mock job interviews
O'Donnell said he doesn't ,
'' )
and te~ching job-hunting skills.
think a problem truly exists·. ""Stem's gallery was one of
Rather, he said, it's a perception
___..
many businesses caught in a
of the downtown area that gets magwave of vandalism over the summer.
A window was broken, as were some
nified when something bad docs hap·
pen.
of the pieces on display.
"I think what happens, some people
"When our window was broken,
like to portray a conflict," said
kids that came up to me and my husO'Donnell. "This is how we intend to
band were saying they were sorry to
address a perceived problem."
see that happen," said Stein. "When
Under the plan, more community
you talk to a lot of kids, they feel the
cops and outreach workers downtown
same way, didn't feel it was entirely
could help kids learn what resources
[safe] to hang out [in the park].''
are available to them. The Preble
One established program that merStreet Resource Center, Youth
chants can get involved in is Learn to
Alternatives and the Portland Police
Earn, run by the Preble Street T~en
t THERESA FLAHERTY

Center, a state-funded effort in which
kids earn a weekly stipend working at
area businesses. Mary Allen
Lindemann. owner of Coffee By
Design, has had good luck with it so
far.
"The young people who work with
me have been extraordinary," said
Lindemann, another task force member. "There are a lot of young people
doing great things downtown."
Lindemann is also getting involved
in smaller ways, like providing free
coffee cards as a reward for the teens
as they complete steps- such as identifying a career path- in the Learn to
Earn program.
Other ideas the task force is kicking
around include peer leadership, a teen
advocacy project and possibly a graffi.
ti wall.
The task force plan has been
reviewed by the city's Public Safety
Committee and is expected to go
before the City Council. The Council
will not take any formal action
whether to accept it. although
O'Donnell said councilors might make
suggestions. A smaller group will continue to oversee the plan.
"We like the urban environment
and we like the give and take on the
street," said Stein. "That's why we're
here and not in the mall. It's all part of
the mix. Everybody belongs here."
THERESA FLAHERIY

COP BEAT
According to the Portland Police
Department Calls for Service, Nov. 10 ·
17, there were four drug overdoses.
three complaints of drug possession . 41
domes1ic disputes, 20 assaults, four
rape reports, I 1 burglaries, 30 burglar·
ies to motor vehicles, 22 fights and two
cases of road rage. There was a drowning reported at 184 Commercial St. on
Nov. 14. Drunk-in-public complaints
dropped to an unusually low seven.
however there were four cases of inde·
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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cent exposure and one Peeping Tom
reported , in spite of the cold . There
was a cruiser accident at 701 Warren
Ave. on Nov. 13. Despite all this excitement, only four arrests were reported.
Although according to Cumberland
County Jail reports, the PPD actually
delivered 24 prisoners for booking
from Nov. 15-17.
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Friday, Nov. IS
Thomas Joseph Abate, 24, of
Hollywood, Calif., was arrested for
operating after suspension.
Richard Michael Blastow, 45, of
Portland was arrested for drinking in
public.
Concerto Anthony Dipietro, 39, of
Westbrook was arrested for violation
of protective custody.
Peter Morton Estey, 50, of Portland
was arrested for failure to appear.
Dana John Malone, 42, of Portland
was arrested for drinking in public.
Christine Elle n Ric ci, 40, of
Portland was arrested for drinking in
public.
Timothy Ryan Riley , 19 , of Holli s
was arrested for burglary of a motor
vehicle, theft by unauthorized taking
and probation/parole violation.
Robin Lee Weisen stein, 42, of
Amsbury, Mass., was arrested as a fugitive from justice.

Grab Susan Tedeschi's latest CD, Walt FoT Me ·
~or the guaranteed lowest price @

~ Bulllb.()OSe lb.USiC
Bangor • Brunswick • Lewiston • N. Windham • Portland
Sanford • Waterville • Portsmouth & Salem, NH

ONLY LOCALLY-OWNED ALTERNATIVE WEEKLY PAPER DEDICATED TO
PROVIDING ITS READERS WITH IN-DEPTH NEWS, ARTS AND
ENTERTAINMENT COVERAGE. CASCO BAY WEEKLY'S IRREVERENT AND
ECLECTIC APPROACH TO THE NEWS AND ARTS HAS MADE IT
"A MUST READ" FOR ITS

IMAGINE YOUR AD AS
A PART OF GREATER
PORTLAND'S MOST
VITAL & INNOVATIVE
WEEKLY -WHAT ARE
YOU WAITING FOR?

CALL

775-6601

TODAY!

77,000

READERS SINCE

1988.

Saturday, Nov. 16
William Charles Maguire, 4 7, of
Portland was arre s ted for theft by
unauthorized taking.
Joseph Lee Massey, 34, 9f Portland
was arrested as a fugitive from justice.
Larry Denver Otterson, 45, of
Portland was arrested for public indecency.
Benjamin joseph Poirier, 22 , of
Naples was arrested for operating
under the influence and leaving the
scene of an accident.
Robert Eric Rohr, 36, of Portland
was arrested for failure to appear.
jennifer Marie Sinclair, 19 , of
Portland was arrested for operating
under the influence and refusal to sign
a summons.
Clarence George Smith jr, 56, of
Portland was arrested for assault, theft
by unauthorized taking, probation/
parole violation and probation revocation.
Charles Edward Stain, 40, of
Portland was arrested for theft by
unauthorized taking.
Lindsay Rae Tinsman, 20, of Cape
Elizabeth was arrested for assault.
Lloyd Pattison Willey, 30, of
Portland was arrested on two counts of
theft by unauthorized taking and burglary of a motor vehicle.
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during the MECA Bachelor of Fine Arts exhibition. But hearing that synopsis is

;u•t· 1111'111

When people try to put performance art into words, it can sound kind of
absurd. Take this description of "Meat Joy; done by pioneering female perfor-

JltJl'l1111111 lll'l'isl'S tltJilJIIJ l111J lllltltJiiiiiJII

not as fascinating as watching him, for five hours, wearing a white hazardous
materials suit, placing the dirt, hair and cat litter onto the ground in strict lines.

mance artist Carolee Schneeman in 1964, printed in "Performance," by Roselee Goldberg. " ... Male and female performers painted each other's semit VICTORIA GANNON

piece of paper with their bodies. Performance art then moved away from its
preoccupation with the canvas, and the body itself became the site of art. In

If you live in Portland you've probably walked into, past or through a

naked bodies (they wore fur-enhanced bikini underwear), rolled in tight
embraces along the floor ... and threw red meat, fish, and dead chickens into

performance art piece, even if you didn't know it Maybe you walked past

yoko Ono's "Cut Piece; first performed in 1964 in Kyoto, Japan, Ono
kneeled demurely on the floor of a gallery, while viewers approached her, cut-

a U-Haul truck parked in Congress Square one October evening last year,
out of which the Faze collective played music and made noises. Or per-

ting away parts of her clothes with scissors, acting out the uneven power relation between the viewer and the artist.

haps walked by and wondered what those bodysuit-clad artists were
doing in the window of what is now the Space Gallery. The guy in a gorilla suit at the Old Port Festival in 2001, trying to spin plates off his gloved
hand and failing - remember him? That was performance

art

In its varied incarnations, the obscure and misunderstood ait form has
experienced a resurgence in Portland over the last several years. New
venues like the Space Gallery have opened, providing room and freedom
specifically for the sometimes messy and space~demanding works.
Exhibits of traditional media routinely include a performance element, as

wore on. Artists asserted their intentions determined the artistic value of their
work, which means they got away with some strange stuff solely because
they insisted it was art. American artist Bruce Nauman's "Walking In An Exaggerated Manner Around ·the Perimeter of a Square," 1967, was a videotape
showing the artist doing just that In 1968, Austrian artist Otto Muhl performed "Pissaction~ He peed in another man's mouth. American sculptor

Art Gallery this past September. Even the presumably straight-laced Saco

shoot him in the arm in "Shoot,· 19~ 1. He also had himself nailed to

Museum included a performance piece in its "Inspired by Sacq: Artists _
Respond to the Collection of the Saco Museum· exhibit over the sumrner

of a Volkswagen Beetle in "Trans-Fixed," '1974.
Such works fostered a perception of performance art as being overly self"'

of 2001. The Portland Performing Arts Center had William Pope.L on its
stage a few months back. wearing a purple dress on a set painted in

conscious, self-indulgent, exhibitionist in nature and totallyunconc~rned wlth
the audience's experience. The prevalence o( this sort of performance art

stark distinctions of black and white as he performed his provocative
"eRacism." Annual performance art events like the "Sacred and Profane;
held at the armory on Peaks Island, and "In My Backyard; held in

overshadowed the truly effective and powerfJI works in the genre, creating a
stigma that still exists.

don't: ullow tho cunlicmc~o in on whut:
you'1•o doing, it's snlt:·scw\ri'ng."

l'CHI

the back

the performance is done more than once, specifics and details will differ each
time. Unlike a painting or photograph, fixed, able to be reproduced, performance art can't be hung on a wall, printed in a book or preserved. After it

This misperception was further fueled by the fact performance·art can't be
accurately represented after it takes place. Describing performance art is like
feels when someone walks up behind you and surprises you by putting their
cold hands on the back of your neck. The sensation is lost in the translation.

Performance art first became prominent in the '60s, when artists, frus·
trated with the strict confines of modernism, asserted that.the very act of
creating art was iri itself a form of art In 1960, French artist yves Klein,
orchestrated an event in which two female nudes covered themselves in
blue paint and responded to the artist's directives, creating marks on a

Dressed as a banana,

performance artist JeH
Badger performs at this
year's festival of The
Sacred and Profane.

You can hear about artist Ling-Wen Tsai who, in a recent performance during the opening reception of the Maine College of Art Faculty Exhibition, cut
off her.hair in large chunks, letting it fall onto pieces of paper laid on the floor

happens, It relies on ·photographs, video and verbal descriptions to provide it
with an afterlife. However, each of these media is flawed in its ability to accurately represent p~rformance art.
· Because it is,so difficult to describe, it's easy to make fun of. And performance artists? Talk about easy targets. "Look at that guy crawl ing in the window in the body suit! What a nut!" Performance artists have no painting or
sculpture

to hide behind.

Rather they are the art, and that combination of vul-

of the Institute of Contemporary Art. ·aut a description doesn't let you feel the
tension stringing together the room, or hear the gasps let out by some in the

nerability and power defines them.

audience. It will not recreate the way it looked when her black: hairtell.
Portland performance artist and dancer Harold Philbrook excavated the

As a pe,rforrpance artist and dancer, Philbrook purposely creates situations
that would make most uncomfortable. "I set myself up; he said. "I put myself

muck from between the floor boards of his kitchen for 15 hours, cataloguing it
in baggies, then laid it out In lines on a platform in a gallery floor last spring ,..
y

.

work was dance or truly performance art. "For me, I still struggle with it lthe
distinction]. Performance art and dance use the same sensibility, but for all
intents and purposes, people want to consider them separately. Dance is
respected in a different way than performance art'
At MECA, Philbrook said he finally embraced his work as performance
art. "I had the right audience there," he said. "I could dive deeper in myself
and be more self-aware. For one class, we had to create a methodology that
would carry us through the entire semester. I decided to build boxes that
enclosed exactly my body in a resting position. They were made of wood,
and I placed them in busy entranceways in the school. I had a friend screw
the top on and I would .stay in for an hour, using direct audio:· People would
kneel down next to the boxes, where they could hear Philbrook talking. "It
was very intimate," he remembered. "I could feel and hear their breath. I
would say immediate responses to my environment like, 'It's so hot in here:
Lots of people said they wanted to help in some way, that they felt anxious. I
felt I was directly in the heart of everything, but I also felt removed, like a

experience in there, and questioning the body as a shell and object," he

It's the art form that doesn't fit into any category. As lauren Fenster-

itself and slip through different categories."

workshops in dance and traditionf!l theater. Some of his earlier works fell
somewhere between dance and performance art. "It rides such a hard
edge," he said. "It's often been debated in critiques I've had" whether the

dream.
"I felt safe because I had a predetermined time limit. One step further

into words. It is also one of, if not the most, ephemeral of the fine arts. Even if

photographing the way something tastes, paintinQ a sound; drawing the way it

directs the Hay G(lllery, said, "Performance ait blends into theater and

be the perfect environment for developing his performance-oriented work.
Prior to returning for his second degree in 1998, Philbrook was teaching

would've been to have a stranger screw the lid on and wait to see if they'd
remember to come back an hour later. It was about understanding my own

Performance art is coming back. Why? And, for that matter, what is it?

dance and visual arts. Because it's so temporal, it can constantly reinvent

"I us I( llll'SOif, 'J\1•o ynu doing t:his h1•, ut,
to, with Ol' in SIJit:e ol: the~ cn1dicuwo?' Whcm
...

Barry Le Va performed a piece entitled "Velocity Piece No. 2" in 1970. He

did the "9/11: Maine Responds" show at the University of New England

stock, a sculptor and former curator of the Saco Museum who currently

sound?
That's not to say performance art itself is ridiculous, merely that it expresses
itself and. is understood in a way that is nonverbal. It shouldn't translate well

Performance art got progressively excessive <read: weirdl as the decades

ran between two white walls, ietting his body vioiently impact against each
wall before switching directions. California artist Chris Burden had a friend

Yarmouth artist Susan Bickford's back yard, attract large crowds that
include many non-artists.

the mix of hair, paint, bodies, and mattresses.· How ridiculous does that

Philbrook, who received two bachelor's degrees from MECA, one in
graphic design, the other in a self-designed major. found the art school to

'

said.
Despite the introspective nature of his pieces, Philbrook doesn't overlook
the audience. "I ask myself, 'Are you doing this for, at, to, with or in spite of
the audience?'" he said. "When you don't allow the audience in on what
you're doing, it's self-serving . IPerformance artl is a personal endeavor, but
the minute you make it public, it's a product of the world and you should be
really thoughtful. It's necessary to bridge the gap" between the audience
and artist.
"I think being an artist in general leads to this incredible desire to communicate," Philbrook continued. "The more personalized a piece it is, the
less room it allows for someone to have their own experience. And I think
the stigma comes from that. Jt has a horrible stigma, because it's elusive,
time-based, ephemeral, exists only in documentation:'

out there and see what happens. I want to understand more about using my
· " ·body as a medium, so I throw myself1nto these vulnerable places.·

Susan Bickford combats the ephemeral nature of her work with a Sony
VX 2000 video camera. She records and edits her performances, sometimes playing the condensed versions to gallery audiences.
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"I turned to video to be a self-witness; she said. "What starts out as a twohour performance witnessed by 40 people, in the future, it will be a five-

and impulsiveness that exist in performance pieces. While a structure may

minute video with me talking over it." Videotaping her work has allowed Bickford to surmount obstacles performance artists face.

have been necessary for audience comprehension, the piece paradoxically
relied on inspiration and creativity for its content
The .artists involved in "Meeting the Beast" rehearsed regularly, yet Bick-

"Traditional galleries and museums have shied away from performance

ford emphasized there was no script She had to assume the role of director

because it's difficult to show,' she explained. "Video serves as a way of presenting the performance over an extended period of time and makes it available for the time frame most art shows adhere to like Tuesday to Sunday, 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Lots of galleries are interested in video noW'
A graduate of MECA's master of fine arts program, Bickford wrote her the-

PLACE TO FIND INNER PEACE
IN THE OLD PORT
·First 3 Yoga Classes Free·
Prices drop-in only $10 per class
Discounts available on packages
Gift Certificates available for the holidays!

for the week preceding the first performance. "I wanted it to be live; said
Bickford. "Not like theater, in which you need to do it the same every time,
perfectly, but I thought it needed to be tighter to be presented to the public.
I felt it was necessary to pull the pieCe to coherent state.

a

·1 didn't direct it until the last minute. It was meant to be a loose conver-

sis on the ability of technological means to recreate the intimacy of live per-

sation across mediums. During the piece I would g1ve directions," she said.

formance art. However, she acknowledged, "Even showing a videotape is
putting [the performance] in a box. The performance itself is so much blg'ger~

"There was some dissension that I was directing too much:'
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The videotaped version of MMeeting the Beast," edited by Bickford, captures the multi-sensory essence of the work. Some of the artists played
drums; one woman washed potatoes repeatedly throughout the perfor-

WIN 0°/o Financing

mance "serving as a grounding force; said Bickford. She and another artist
spoke back and forth on microphones, sometimes talking about the events
taking place on,_ stage. An artist typed poetry that was then projected onto a
screen bel"l,ind .her. Others entered and exited the stage simultaneously as a

OJ mixed an(l replayed one
. artist's mor;~ologu(:!.
.
"I think !participating artist! Katie Schier summed it up when she said las
part of the performance), 'There's so much going on here, I'm notsure I
~

,
The largest piece Bickford's ever organized _is :'Meeting the Beast,• per.

formed at the St. Lawrence Arts and Community Center in November 2001 .

for 1 full year
ON YOUR TOTAL
OUTSTANDING BALANCE I ! I

~

a .holiday celebration with the

Maine Gay Men's Chorus
and special guests

know what's going on," she said .

formance art is not entertairi~ent It's meant to make you think or

Infinity,· and the events of 9/11. Its goal was to probe the conq:lpt of the

er. It's a provocation. lf~ere's a goal to 'my work, it's to get people to stop,

other and foster communication between disparate forces.

Just to get people to stop. Is it reflection? Maybe...It's not about answers.·

"It was bringing performance art into the theater: said Bickford. "It was
more organized than some performances. There was a captive audience who

Bickford defines. performance art as u~ing the body as your medium,
and
.
'
she's well versed in its history. "It came out of the modernist point of ¥,iew

had to sit in the dark for a prescribed period of time.· The St. Lawrence's w1Uingness to host events beyond just concerts and plays worked in Bickford's

th.at art is autonomous and not connected to life; sfle expl(lined. "But then
there were those famous pictures of.UacksonJ Pollock that ran in Ute," in

favor.

1950, showing Pollock's.unconventional, acrobatic painting style. "!twas a

.

~

'

.

our
card?

~~

pivotal time, the body was implied· in the artwork There was this monumen-

torically perforr.nance and theater have sort of been iri opposition to one
another; she said. "I like to work in between !performance art and theater!. I

tal shift. People wanted to use the body, because modernism ruled that out
•People were interested in it in the '70s, but then it fell off the face of the

understand that there is a time when direction and rehearsal are important:'

earth because a lot of it wasn't very good. There was a lot of bad perfor-

A performance art piece including 25 artists from aU differeryt media
would qualify as one of the Instances when rehearsal is beneficial. Bickford's

mance art, where people violated the audience. There's a contract when
someone enters the theater or gallery that you will not violate them:' People

experience organizing the event exemplifies the tensions between discipline

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14
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1 wanted the audience to get lost; said Bickford. "Layering and chaos· is
what I want' Because life isn't l!ke that It-doesn't come at us in neat tiny little·
bits. It comes all at once and usually too fast In general, the purpose of per-

It was intended to be ·a conversation across media; inspired by the fairy tale
~Beauty and the Beast,• philosopher Emmanuel Levinas' text, "Totality and
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE l2
started to say, 'Oh performance art, that crazy shit: One thing that happened
was a lot of it was myth or was shown as photographs or written about,•
implying those forms of documentation are inadequate.
Video is one possibility for redeeming the art form. "But then video got into
artists' hands," she continued. "With video, I can make a stronger representation of my work. It holds more of what it is. It captures an intimacy 1 could
never recreate~

urns, inside of which she places the diminutive sculptures. Initially, the piece
appears ·to be simply a white block of wood, yet when the viewer looks in
through the small eyehole she has cut, they are treated to an entire scene
in miniature, an enclosed world of the artist's creation. Fensterstock recreated this scenario at the Sacred and Profane, her own body taking the place
of the sculpture.
"I had a small room that I blocked off with an old door I had found," she
said, ·and I inset it with a pair of sterling silver opera glasses, so you could
only enter the space visually, I was wearing this red and white housedress

Jeff Badger, a painter and lead singer of the energetic rock band, The Hot
Dogs, thinks the ephemeral quality of performance art·increases its aesthetic

and I was painting the pattern on the dress onto a mannequin. It was about

value.
"Because it's totally un-sellable and un-recordable, it's the ultimate form of

creating a companion and trying to make relationships. I couldn't tell when
people were looking; she said, perhaps a positive thing for those uncomfortable with being watched. "I didn't think people would even notice the · '

art." he said. "In that way it escapes the commodity aspect of art~ Badger con-

opera glasses in the door, because they were so small. But I heard there

siders his performance work to be just one element of an entire artistic vision.
"Performance has something that nothing else has: an immediate response.

was a line of people waiting to look in, because you could only look one at

You can spend a whole night in an art gallery and never look at the art," he

a

time~

The fact that the only performance she's ever done was inside a closed

said.
Badger's work is more influenced by ·candid Camera· than by the performance artists who preceded him. For instance, at the Old Port Festival in

room, shielded from her audience, is revealing. Fensterstock admits to a
slight discomfort with performance art, as both spectator and performer.

2001, he dressed up in a gorilla suit and "set up all these stunts I couldn't
do," he said. 'Like juggling, plate spinning. I didn't have a permit, so we had to
race away afterwards. Doing stuff like that is how I got interested in performance art, doing it in real space and real time. The ones in the street are fun,
because people don't know they're looking at are
At the most recent Sacred and Profane festival, Badger wore a banana costume he laboriously created out of foam, wire and yellow fabric. "I set up a
Frankenstein's lab," he recalled. "With IV bags and test tubes, and got the
gorilla on the table. I'm the Dr. Banana trying to resurrect him. I give him injections and hit him with the clipboard~
Badge(s parodying treatment of performance art works in his favor, dismantling the perception of the art form as pretentious while simultaneously
endearing his audienc~ to his work's message. And it does have a message.
"All my stuff works toward presenting one vision of absurdity," he said. "A lot of
what I'm concerned with is this uneasy grasp with society. The humor is a lot

"To t:ulco on t:llo most: III"Ot:ont:ious n1•t: t:cwm,
I wondm• how nan I t:al'o it: down u notc~h.
I hcl\10 u well-dcn'C!h»IJOd scmso ot: il•ony. · 1=cw
mo t:o do IHH'fcu·nuuu:n m•t:, it's lilut it: I
t1•icul to dil•eot a ulussic~ul u•·c~hest:l·n."
l»cwh•·numoo n••tist: ,loU lhulgnr

about the futlfrty. The banana was trying to create something he knew would
destroy him.
"I think my wor:k is much more accessible than other performance art
Because performance art has that reputation as the most pretentious medium,
it can almost be egomaniacal. To take on the most pretentious art form, I wonder how can I take it down a notch. I have a well developed sense of irony,"
he continued. "For me to do performance art, it's like if I tried to direct a etas~
sical orchest{a.
·rm never like, you got it' about my work. It doesn't have to be that
defined. You present elements and let people draw their own conduSions. If
nothing else, it's funny. I use humor and bold pop images to draw people in. I
guess I would say I'm a visual artist !rather than a performance artistl, but I
keep on thinking of more elaborate, ridiculous performances and 1 keep doing
them. If I get an obsession, I'll do a performance. I just crack myself up~
Portland sculptor Lauren Fensterstock is another artist who has dabbled in
performance, deSpite her concentration in another medium. ·one of the interesting things about art today is that people seem less tied to a medium, than
to an inquiry,• she observed. Fensterstock's performance, done at the festival
of the Sacred and Profane in 2001, was "an extension of my sculpture, • she
said.
Her ornate silver objects, of mostly a domestic nature, are typified by a
sense of exaggerated sentimentality. Some of ller pieces include white podi-

.

.

•t feel discomfort anytime I see a performance," she said. "It's like the
serenading guitarist I always think, 'Please don't come to my table: Making
people feel uncomfortable cah be valuable, but it can also be heinous. As
with any other medium, It ~n go overboard. There's this sense of exhilara- · ,
tion and dread towards it"
Fensterstock defines performance art from a spectator's point of vieW. "I
think performance art is when you're bearing witness to something that's
real. Not something that's about being personal, but something that's actually personal." She mentioned Ling-Wen' Tsai's piece at the MECA Faculty
Exhibition, in which the artist quietly cut off her long hair, as an example of
effective performance art
you could empathi~e, it was something personal, but totaHy relate-able;
said Fensterstock. "There was an incredible amount of tension in'the room.
It relied on that. It was mildly self-destructive, even. It disregarded her own
history.
"Any art that's one sided is bad, but performance art that's one sided ls
really bad. Art should be a· form of communication, a unique moment
wrought in a language people can understand:"

Victoria Gannon can be reached at liStings@moine.rr.com.
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O'Brien's judgment
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When Michael O ' Brien got behind the wheel of his
car to drive Nathaniel and Crystal and jason home, he
As the father of one of the victims of last jan. 13's
took on a responsibility to get them home safely. He
accident on Tukey's Bridge, I was shocked and
literally had their lives in his hands. It was late and
appalled to read the Comment "Go easy on O'Brien"
he'd been drinking, but instead of driving extra slowly
1
(CBW, 11.14.02) by Zoo Cain. In response, here are
and carefully he chose to drive at II 0 mph and he
the remarks I prepared for O'Brien's sentencing
killed three innocent people. He might as well have
hearing before the Honorable Robert E. Crowley on
been waving a loaded gun in their faces when he drove
Nov. 19:
that fast. At that speed I don ' t consider what
"My name is Douglas MacConnell. My oldest
---..
happened to be a mere accident. I consider it
son Nathaniel died in the accident at Tukey's
murder.
Bridge. I am here today, your Honor, to ask
What Michael O'Brien did that night was so
stupid, so senseless and so irresponsible that
that you give Michael O'Brien, the person who
OUr
to this day I have trouble believing that it
killed my son, the maximum 10-year sentence
it is in your power to give.
really happened. Just like the countless
It would be impossible for me to tell you
Honor,
moments 1 experience every day when 1 can't
how much pain and sorrow has been inflicted
believe or accept that we've lost Nathaniel
on the family and friends of my son,
Michael forever. It was an act that was so selfish and
Nathaniel, by what Michael O'Brien did on
that exhibited such utter disregard for the lives
Jan. 13. It is beyond the power of words. You
O'Brien of his passengers that it is beyond my
could know only if you have experienced this
comprehension. It is an act 1 can never forget
kind of loss and I pray you have not and never
and one that I will never forgive. Never.
will.
mUSt be
Your Honor, Michael O'Brien must be
My son died that night because Michael
punished severely for this horrible thing he has
O'Brien drove his car at a speed of II 0 mph. punished done. Nothing that happens now to Michael
Michael O'Brien did not reach that insanely
O'Brien will ever bring back my son or lessen
dangerous and deadly speed by accident or by
severely the pain and sorrow felt by his family and
inattention or because someone made him do
everyone else who loved Nathaniel. But justice
it. He made a choice to drive that fast and
must be done. Michael O'Brien must suffer the
for this consequences for such an egregious act. If he
either he did not consider or did not care what
the consequences might be. We'll probably
serves his full 10 years in prison his parents
honible will still have a son they can talk to and visit,
never know why he chose to drive his car that
fast. It doesn't really matter why. What does
and when his sentence is over he will have a
•
chance to go on and tum his life around if he
matter is that he did it, he has admitted doing
it and there is no one else but Michael O'Brien
thing
has the will and the desire. My family and 1
who is responsible for what happened.
will never see Nathaniel again. We'll never talk
I will be haunted forever by what I imagine
he haS
with him and visit him . Michael O'Brien took
happened during the last few moments of
away his life and a second chance is something
Nathaniel's life. Try to picture it yourself. You
done.
Nathaniel will never have.
Michael O'Brien's sentence must also serve
are in the back seat of a car accelerating up to
II 0 mph. You are approaching the big curve
as a warning to others . 1 want pe9ple to be
at Tukey'S Bridge. You are terrified. Your
shocked at the harshness of his sentence. So
girlfriend, someone you love very much, is sitting
shocked that there is at least the possibility that
next to you. She is terrified. You are both screaming
the punishment for Michael O'Brien's behavior will
at the driver to slow down, but screaming is all you
scare others away from similar actions . If even one
. can do at that speed. You cannot grab the driver and
person might be saved from the stupid, senseless death
suffered by my son, and if even one family might be
force him to slow down and you cannot take the keys
out of the ignition. You are helpless and all you can do I spared the devastation and heartbreak experienced by
is scream at Michael O'Brien to slow down. All you
my family, then a sentence of 10 years is more than
can hear is the fear in your girlfriend's voice ' justified.
screaming, "Slow down." Then what you were scared I . Thank you, your honor, for this opportunity to
to death might happen, does happen. The car goes out I speak."
of control, spins, flips and sails off into space, and then .
the screams about what might happen become screams
Douglas MacConnell lives in Portland.
about what has happened and then the car slams into
the footpath and there is only silence. We've all been
assured that it was all over quickly.
The car was going so fast that the entire accident
Need to get something off your chest or out of your
took place in a matter of seconds. But what comfort is
mind? Tell CBW readers all about it by sending your
there in knowing that your son was scared out of his
submissions to Comment, Casco Bay Weekly, II
mind for only a few seconds before he died and that he
Forest
Ave., Portland, ME 04IOI; or e-mail to
probably died quickly and painlessly - probably.
editorl@maine.rr.com. Articles should be limited to
What comfort is that? No comfort at all.
DOUGLAS MACCONNELL

y;

1,000 words and may be edited for clarity.

.

If I were an outlaw,
Oh the treacherous crimes I'd commit.
In Portland, Maine, with all the stealth I could muster,
I'd tickle under chins, with an old feather duster,

'.

In Hartford. Connecticut,
I'd get such contemptuous looks,
For reading to canines,
From educational books,

Under the street lights of LA county,
Few dare to go so far,
As to hunt Callosmia Promethia
With a lid and ajar,
'

For at Chicago's finest
restaurants, in the
improper attire,
I'd eat ham and
cheese sandwiches,
While the building
was on fire.
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and she most certainly was never asked to pull up her shirt.
Frankly, had she been accused of shoplifting, the police would
have been called (that is our policy). That is not the case here
and for some unfortunate reason, she has chosen to make up
these falsehoods.

would be rooting for the guy who rammed through the
tollbooth and killed the mom and daughter on I 95 a few years
back. We would let this behavior be an excuse for the
murderous, alcohol-induced fits of passion besieged on others.
This would be an excuse for taking down property behind the
wheel. The list is endless.
What I am trying to say is that compassion aside, judgment
Mary Ellen Pallozzi
was
not used on O'Brien's part from when he left to go out
Ireland's Crystal & Gifts
that night right up until he put the car in gear. Somewhere
along the line, he made poor choices, yet nonetheless, he made
A letter to Zoo
them. The last 20 years have been revolutionary in bringing to
Dear Mr. Cain:
light the destructiveness of drinking and driving.
Nathaniel MacConnell is my nephew. The call I
Campaigns and organ-izations such as MADD have
received in the early morning of jan. 13 has not
worked relentlessly to educate people about the
stopped reverberating in my mind, hearing that
dangers and consequences. Surely Mr. O'Brien was
No Congress Street shopper
Nathaniel had been killed in a car accident inexposed to the messages.
above suspicion
Portland (Comment, "Go easy on O'Brien,"
How can you define him as a substance abuser
Have you
Your article by Sharon Bass, "Stinky interaction" (City,
11.14.02).
and ask that his punishment be lighter in
11.07 .02), leaves the reader wondering why the four to five
Before I left my home in North Carolina for the
comparison to other substance abusers who have
consicustomers during the incident have not been interviewed by
sad trek to Maine, I went to Mass that morning to
killed others? I doubt this was Mr. O'Brien's first
your iiwestigator.
pray not only for the souls of Nathaniel, Crystal and
time drunk behind the wheel. And though l think
We feel the article is biased against a retail business which
jason but also for the recovery of the driver, Michael
dered
the
his will be a life in limbo for the next to years, and
bas consistently served the public well for 20 years, especially
O'Brien, who was hospitalized. In tears, I drove the
that it will dramatically change who he is and what
as the owners of Ireland's Crystal & Craft have not, <\S yet,
18-bour trip to Maine.
teiT'or in he could have been being in prison, l can't help but
expressed their point of view. Your paper is guilty of a rush to
I first went to the funeral home to see Nathaniel,
think he is not a 4-year-old. He is a man who made
judgment. The incident happened on Oct. 28 and you went to
but ~as turned away as his body was not prepared
a
decision about how he was going to behave and
the last
press a week later with a fair determination of the facts. An
for viewing. l next went to Maine Medical Center to
what he was going to do, and the result was tragic
action is equally unsettling in the absence of an unbiased point
give Michael O'Brien a scapular I had had blessed for
momentS for him and all who got into the car with him.
of view. We would expect that your publication would not only . his recovery. To my surprise, he was not in intensive
If someone had sentenced the habitual offender
seek the facts but also make the public aware of the difficulties
care but was alert and oriented, sitting on a hospital
who killed the mother and daughter on I 95 a little
facing shopkeepers in apprehending thieves and unscrupulous
bed on the orthopedic floor with visitors, who were
of
harsher instead .of giving him a slap on the wrist
individuals. This is not an easy task and one in which most
chatting, joking and laughing. I met with his parents
(again and again). maybe this particular tragedy
shoppers would respect the intentions of the shopkeeper by
outside his door and gave them the scapular to give
Nathancould have been avoided. If I were a judge, I would
exercising a degree of tolerance in their dealings. After all, we
to their son. They remarked on what a terrible
revoke O'Brien's license forever and let him learn
as shopkeepers only wish to please our customers with
aecident it was, even though they already knew it had
to take the bus. And I agree with Zoo Cain: his own
iel's,
integrity and service.
been more than an accident, and they reminded me
prison is the judgement and decisions he made that
that Nathaniel would not want Mike prosecuted. l
night.
Crystal's
yes Books
left them to return to their son and his company,
while my nephew lay alone and unprepared on a
Stones and Stuff
Maria Dorn
table in the funeral home.
·
and
Queen of Hats
Westbrook
Have you considered the terror in the last
Book Traders
moments of Nathaniel's, Crystal's and jason's lives?
North Atlantic Leather
Jason's
King sells out to pop
They had no chance to save themselves, no last
As reported by Maine Public Radio yesterday, l
farewells.
Mike
O'Brien
will
experience
a
minor
Editor's note: A co-owner of Ireland's was interviewed by
lives?
was
flummoxed by Gov. King bowing to the soda
inconvenience
of
a
few
years
in
jail
and
then
will
CBW for this article. She confirmed the incident between her
industry
near the end of his era. The powerful,
resume
his
life
with
his
family
supporting
him.
and jessica Dorazio (the woman who was allegedly accused of
ultra-wealthy
liquid-sugar industry had our
Without
appeal,
Mike
O'Brien
meted
out
death
being a thief) took place, but refused to speak on the record
to
Nathaniel,
Crystal
and
jason.
He
has
independent
down
with one blow. A laptop and a
sentences
about the incident. Ireland's co-owner did make several
soda
pop?
A
big,
fat,
sticky
mess, methinks.
forever
altered
our
lives
and
wiped
out
future
comments about the woman, but asked not to have her
Savvy,
Inc.
Public
Relations,
Coca-Cola Bottling, the
generations
of
our
families.
Our
hearts
have
been
ripped
out
statements printed.
and our souls torn asunder, and he never has said he was sorry.
Soft Drink Association attorney and a "nutritionist" of some
sort whined and coerced successfully. Surely, we will be seeing
No sentence will offer justice. There is no way to rectify the
Co-owner swears innocence
soda machines in our schools, every street comer, for years to
reckless taking of three lives and the destruction of so many
Regarding your article "Stinky interaction." The article
others' . But to virtually give no or a minimal sentence is to
come. The cigarettes of the 2000s?
states that l (the co-owner) was aware of the incident
send the message that it is acceptable to drink and drive and to
Dora Mills and her staff, the integrity behind many of the
regarding the accusation and subsequent search of a woman
kill in the process. May you never have to live what we
Maine Bureau of Health programs, was correct by finally
for sheplifting. I had only acknowledged that the woman was
experience daily: an unfathomable pain and sadness that are
informing Mainers that soda pop makes kids fat. I have been
in the store, at no time did I acknowledge that this woman was
easily worsened by thoughtless comments and misplaced
preaching this simple fact for 20-plus years.
accused of shoplifting or had her bag searched, because it was
judgments.
I believe the research stating the 870 cans of soda per
never the case. I was shocked to read the false allegations this
average teenage boy surely is correct or the Maine Center of
woman and your paper aecused me of. The only truths in your
Public Health would not have put itself out on the line. With
Cynthia Holmes
article are that she was in the store and she did buy the
so
many doubting types in Maine, the center's homework must
Mocksville, N.C.
cologne.
be done. Ask to see the homework if you are concerned. Don't
As for the integrity of our store, our record speaks for itself.
be fooled by industry giants or our governor.
Bus-bound O'Brien?
We have been in business for 24 years and have never had an
Let's review some simple Nutrition 101 numbers: 870 12Initially, I felt the compassion and understanding behind
accusation or complaint of any kind lodged against us. We
ounce cans of soda would approximate 130,500 acidic, highZoo Cain's Comment piece and I could relate to what
have always had a good rapport with our customers
~-.._-phosphorus empty calories. That's equal to over 37 pounds of
he was saying - until I was going about my
and the community.
fat
gained per year. By eighth grade graduation, at this rate,
Casco Bay Weekly
business and had a chance to digest it.
When customers come in with bags, we do
that
equates to 335 pounds of sugar-body fat. Many studies for
welcomes your letters. Please
I, too, feel that Michael O'Brien has a
not ask them to leave them at the front as
decades
have linked soda's acid and sugar to tooth decay (a
keep your thoughts to less than 300
harsh, strict punishment. However, Michael
some stores do. We do believe, however,
problem
I never ever saw until moving to Maine). Much worse
words (longer letters may be edited for
O'Brien drank alcohol, picked up keys and
that as shop owners we have the right to
is the fat-induced, adult-type diabetes and early osteoporosis
space reasons), and include your address turned on the ignition. Twenty years ago, we
protect our livelihood, and if we observe
that are results of childhood obesity.
and daytime phone number. Send to
would have let him go, based on arguments
people while they are in our store, then are
Teaching kids is tough enough without having to fight
Letters, Casco Bay Weekly, II Forest
like Mr. Cain's, which says it was a really
we not just doing our job? Regarding the
government
weakness too.
Ave., Portland, ME 04101 or
tough, horrible break for O'Brien, and an
false accusations, let me reiterate, this
e-mail: editorl@maine.rr.com
accident by all means.
woman was at no time harassed or
Joan Herzog, registered dietitian
If this argument were true of all who get
intimidated. She was never accused of stealing
Portland
behind the wheel with a few drinks or hits in them, we

If you're a guy
and not Ustening
to this station...

Imagine that you're a
professional nail technician.
Making people feel good
about how they look...
and getting paid well for it.
Imagine the job security.
Imagine looking forward to
going to work.
Now, stop imagining.
Make the call.
Make it happen!
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...you've got
serious issues

DECEMBER 9th!

Call Kathleen
for more information!

Pierre's
School of Cosmetology
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otted. On the back window of a 1
pickup truck rolling down Forest
Avenue the other day was this
very authentic-looking
sticker. It read

Arts, Entertainment, Weirdness

·e ar

"Maine· in big l.etters; underneath it
said: 'Terrorist
to the
pavement
hunting permit!
According to the state
Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife, the sticker, of course, is ahoax, if
not a very well done one. •tt must be
someone who's against hunting," the
spokeswoman commented. Or someone
who believes Maine's hunting regulations
should include an open terrorist huntIng season.

A break away from the usual
Minstrels find home in the unlikeliest of places

• Stopped. Ablack man, who didn't look ·
a day under 25 If not 30, tried to buy a
pack of Kools at the Cumberland Farms .
on outer WashingtOn Avenue on Nov. 18.
When the cashier asked for his 10 and he
didn't have any with him, she sent him ·
.away dgarette-less. Interestingly, some
white teens, mostly under18, say they
have bought smokes from that same
shop for years, but are usually not asked
to show their IDs. They did ask not to be
tOed by CBW. for obvious reasons.
t Added. Why has the Maine Humanities
Council, a Portl&nd-based nonprofit and
affiliate of the National Endowment of the
Humanities, just added ao out·Of·state
member tq its board? The appOintee is
Joel Rosenthal, preSident of the carnegie
Council on" Ethics ~nd International,
Affairs andedito~o[its j~. Rosenthaf
is also an adjUnctJ!pOiitical profesSor at
~ew York UniVersity. CBW e--mailed
Susan Wilder, director of development
and communiCations for MHC, last week
to discover whY aMaine resident was not
honored. We know many folks !}ere have
the right slant on ethits. Wilder has yet to
respond.

ttems by Sharon Bass and Lael Morgan

No blurring of genres here. Mark Rankin plays pure country. PHOTO/VICTORIA GANNON

• JOE S. HARRINGTON

Upon first entering the Breakaway on India
Street the ambiance is that of a roadhouse or
biker pool hall. Dark, but not too dark, the
venue doesn't possess the noir-ish atmosphere
of the Skinny or even the hometown juice-hall
feel of the Free Street Taverna. Instead, it's a
seaside bar and grill filled with a working-class
crowd consisting of dock workers, and employees from neighboring industries (like the Jordan
meat-packing plant/hot dog factory next door).
Situated in an obscure neighborhood somewhere between Munjoy Hill, the waterfront and
the Old Port, the Breakaway is the latest bar in
Portland to experience a hipster influx. And
while it's not blatant yet, you're not unlikely to
find a pair of bespectacled alt-chicks in fauxretro garb they bought at Material Objects, sitting aloofly at the bar any given night of the
week. With several fine beers on tap and smoking permitted. the Breakaway has a comfy feel
that lends itself to lounging. The circular bar is
something right out of the Wayfarer in Wellfleet, Mass. By last call, the seafaring old salts
are hanging on for dear life. What it really
means is elbow room a-plenty, and what drinker
doesn't love that?
On weekends, the Jenny Woodman Band

rocks the house for the usual biker/sailor
crowd. On Thursday, it's salsa. But it's on
Wednesday nights that the Breakaway is attracting perhaps a new audience with the Maine
Songwriters Association open mic night. The
series isn't new. As Maine Songwriters founder
Judd Mulkerin says, it's been going on for over a
year now. But with ranks swelling to over 100
members, the scene, given its inherently selfsupportive nature, is thriving.
How did the series come about? According
to Mulkerin, "I was playing open mics around
town when I determined that, given the constrictions of the time you got to perform, three
songs just wasn't enough to get comfortable
with your material or really get into your set."
Inspired by the idea of offering singer/songwriters perhaps more of a continuum where
they could actually play a whole set a few weeks
in a row and perhaps gain a legitimate following, Mulkerin formed the Maine Songwriters
Association.
• As I was doing the open rnic nights," Mulkerin says, "the Maine Songwriters Association
was evolving in my mind. I knew a lot of people
that were in that initial crew, who were mostly
playing at Granny's Burritos. I hooked up with
Abi Tapia who was doing song-swaps in her liv-

Based on the original screenplay by Dean Pitchford

Stage adaptation by
Dean Pitchford &. Walter Bobbie __.........Music by Tom Snow

ing room."
"We started a Web site," he says. "The initial
thing was to develop a purpose by bringing people together. It's not a competition. We're all
trying to get our careers or whatever going."
A business association with Breakaway
owner, Jim Gilbert - who also owns Gilbert's
Chowder House in Portland -nailed down the
venue as the likely forum for the series. As
Mulkcrin notes, "We'll bring in more of an intellectual element which is what songwriting is all
about anyway."
Mulkerin so far has had no regrets about the
establishment's blue-collar rep. "That's where I
came from anyway," he says. Originally from
Ohio, Mulkerin says it was growing up in the
shadows of such local favorites as the Outsiders
and the fames Gang that made him ponder a
career in music.
Originally a drummer, Mulkerin landed in
Portland 30 years ago. "When I arrived there
wasn't even an Old Port yet. I always thought it
was a very cool town, very art-friendly, and it's
just been growing so I love it."
Although Mulkerin is impressed by the wide
scope that the city's arts/music scene encompasses, he confesses, "The music scene could be
a little hipper. In the late '80s/early '90s, it
seemed there were more clubs an"d better support for original music, and that's what we're
trying to stress with the Maine Songwriters
Association."
As for the venue, Mulkerin says, "For music,
the Breakaway is a nice room. It has nice spotlights and a nice stage and a little taste of the
roadhouse atmosphere."
That atmosphere lends itself well to performers like Mark Rankin, who wears a Garth
Brooks!Tom Mix cowboy hat and whose emotional delivery combined with memorable material has attracted somewhat of a following.
Rankin is one of those performers whose
approach is so raw and real that at first the listener feels almost voyeuristic, as if he's walking
into someone's most private emotional
moments. Rankin, whose background includes
chorale training as well as a lifelong appreciation of country music, says. "I write songs from
inspiration. It's like a constant churning of emotions. It seems like with my music, if I just let it
rip, instead of playing fancy lines and scales, it

comes out better."
For this reason, Rankin
subscribes to the stark formula of a Bob Dylan or Neil
Young, an authentic wrangler of
emotions whose style may not be
complex but is certainly effective.
Other artists performing regularly
include Mark Rodrigue, another chordal
guitar player a Ia Rankin , whose musical evolution has more or less happened in real time
onstage at the Breakaway; Shanna Underwood, an original stylist with a rich voice a Ia
Bonnie Raitt, who lets it roll off her tongue in
a bluesy way- definitely appropriate for her
sparse acoustic accompaniment. Underwood

c

regularly plays with Mulkerin, who, despite
his role of stewardship, still performs often.
Mulkerin is wise to stagger the performers
in the series, so there's always overlap. All
artists play four Wednesdays in a row, but
they don't always coincide on the same
Wednesday. A musician on his fourth week,
for instance, may be on the same bill as an
artist who's on his first week. That way, regulars always get to hear someone new. The
bill is always rotated, so someone who went
on at 9 p.m. the previous week might not go
on until II p.m. the following week.
It's all part of the unpredictability that
makes Wednesday nights at the Breakaway
the pre-eminent open mic night in Portland.
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Expression among the stacks
The reedy Alison Hart has spent many an hour this month getting stared at by Casco Bay Books customers as she danced among -and climbed upon- stacks of books. Hart has been rehearsing a site-specific dance piece called, "Rapt: AMoving Celebration of Reading, Romance, and Raumatazz."
As registrar of the Bates Dance Festival and a dancer-teacher at the New Dance Studio in Portland, Hart
is an active member of the local modern dance world. But like many members of that world, she finds it a
bit small.
"There's just really not enough of a dance scene here," she says. )'ou tend to see the same faces over
and over again."
How do you expand the audience for dance?
Well, one way is to take dance .out of the studio and
into the world at large. Ever since studying site-specific and community-based choreography at a dance
workshop four years ago, Hart has been interested in
doing just that. "Rapt' is her first attemp~ and she's
been careful to promote it as an ·unusual, interactive
and accessible evening," to quell the nerves of those
intimidated or turned off by the insular abstractions
of modern choreography.
'Rapt" will move around the bookstore, featuring
Hart and her fellow dancers Erin Cummings and
Marieke VanDerSteenhoven. Books will be
embraced, celebrated, danced about. Some of Hart's
young students from the New Dance Studio will perform an ode to Harry Potter, clutching J.K Rawling
n~vels while crooning along to soul music. And the
whole brief extravaganza will end in what Hart dubs
Alison Hart is enraptured by books.
PHOTO/LAEL MORGAN
'the grand finale of coffee-stirring and razzmatazz."
Hart says ' Rapt" is meant to be interactive. So
now she's giving spectators a chance to take-part in her piece- including members of the Casco Bay
Books staff, at least three of whom have promised to participate in the stirring finale. And the making of the
piece itself "has been pretty collaborative," says Hart. "I've been asking the dancers to create."
Having brought her moves to the bookstore, Hart says her next site-specific work may be ' a secretary
piece in an office with lots oi cubicles." In the meantime, "Rapt' is a success even before its premiere,
thanks to the open rehearsals in the store.
"We've gotten a lot of positive response,"'Hart grins. "It's exciting to have people stop and say, What
are you doing?'"
"Rapt" at Casco Bay Books, 151 MiddleSt, Portland (above VideoporV. Friddy, Nov. 22 at 7:30, 8:15, 9
and I 0:15pm. 541-3842
JASON WILKINS

When -you asked . ?
? Eva cass1d'Y ·
Nina Simone.
Service
tCustomer
You get grea
know music!
because we

THE CD AUTHORITY
We have the music you want to hear

* Convenient Location * Easy Parking
Mill Creek Shopping Center South Portland 799-9833

PRE-HOLIDAY SALE
Come in and get a glimpse of all the gift &
decorating goodies we have for the holidays

lOOfo everything,
200/o holiday items
thru Wed., Nov. ?.7
candles, candle holders, incense, books, frames,
calendars, date books. ornaments, boxed holiday cards

DRoP M£ AliNL
~

611A Congress Street • Portland

773-5547

, Progressive Cards, Gifts & Decor
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Over the River and
Through the Wo~
By Joe DiPietro
Directed by Bria11 A lim

QIDCKPICKS .
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22
• "Stellaluna," the classic children's story of a bat who loses its mother and must live with a family of birds, is enacted
by the Children's Theatre of Maine. It will be the first time
the story has ever been perfonned as a play, and "Stellaluna" author janell Cannon will attend a signing of her book
at CTM, 317 Marginal Way, Portland, from 2-4 p.m. She'll
also attend the opening pctforrnance at 7 p.m. Play continues through Sunday, Dec. 22. Frjdays at 7 p.m. Saturday and Sunday at II a.m. and 2 p.m. Ttx: $15-$25 opening night. 828-061 7.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22
• "American Massive," a documentary of the American rave
scene, shows once in Portland, and then , like the scene it
documented, is gone. At The Movies, 10 Exchange St.,
Portland, at 9:30p.m. Ttx: $5. 772-9600.

JDii!!!J!

saturday, november 2 3- sunday, november 2 4

154 MIDDLE STREET
PORTLAND • 772-3477

"JERRY GARCIA- A VISUAL JOURNEY"
Toward the end of his life, jerry Garcia's persona and idol status overshad-·
owed his actual work. This posthumous show includes the drawings, watercolors and sketches Garcia worked on over his life. The exhibit is traveling the country, just like the Grateful Dead used to do. It has a weekend stay
at the Holiday Inn by the Bay, 88 Spiing St., Portland. Free. 775-2311.

friday; november 22
ROYAL MAJESTY
DRAG CONTEST AND SHOW
Time to bring out the glitter and pearls. Squeeze into
those stockings, cinch up that waist, tease your hair
and practice walking in high heels. The "Royal Majesty
Drag Contest and Show" is back. The deadline has
passed for auditions, but that doesn't mean you can't
dress up in the clothes of the opposite sex just to feel
like you fit in. Extravagance encouraged. The show
and contest are hosted by Crystal Ball and Otto Sensation, at the Woodbury Campus Center, University of
Southem Maine, Portland, at 8:30 p.m. Tix: $3-$5 .
228-8235.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 27
• Watching movies inside is not only wise from a temperature perspective, but if you watch "Outriders,'' being
shown by the Portland Organization to Win Economic
Rights, you'll learn something about a group of poor and
homeless families who embarked on a monthlong tour to
document poverty in the United States. Open your eyes
when it plays at Pmiland West, 181 Brackett St., Portland,
at 7 p.m. Free. 775-280 I.

Nov 14-Dec 1

www.goodtheater .com

" ... alternates between raucous belly

Tickets $15-18
Call 885-5883

Performances Thu 7:30, Fri 8, Sat 4 & 8, Sun 2pm

ART

MAKERS

with ~fo'-- proudly presents

JERRY GARCIA

.•. A Visual journey . . . .

A nationally touring exhibition featuring artwork BY JERRY

GARCIA. The collection includes pen and inks, lithographs, etchings and silk screens created by Jerry Garcia of the Grateful Dead.

Sat, Nov 23, 2002- 10am-10pm
Sun, Nov 24, 2002- 10am-6pm

Holiday Inn By The Bay
8 8 Spring Street, Portland ME
( 2 0 7 ) 77 5-2 3 11 for directions

Reluctant Dragon by jerry Garcia

Free admission • All artwork is for sate • www.imagemakersart.com

() EST illt'

uf ~ Giu c1a

sunday; november 24
HALL AND OATES
What child of the '80s hasn't been waiting for thi s concert since it was announced way back in August? It's hard to even think of the coiffed duo without suddenly getting one of their many hit songs stuck in your head, which
isn't a bad thing. They just don't make songs like '·t Can't Go For That (No
Can Do)" anymore. And who still says, "No can do" for that matter? What
about "Maneater" or "Kiss on My List?" Their songs are like time capsules
from the decade that spawned ingenious creations such .as the Rubie 's Cube
and "Diff'rent Strokes." You remember the words, you know you do. Sing
along at the Merrill Auditmium, 20 Myrtle St., Portland, at 7 p.m. Tix:
$43.25. 842-0800.

friday; november 22

Inc

SOUND BITES
• Ransom holds a CD release concert to commemorate putting out "Cyanide Sky" Friday, Nov. 22 at the Well, 369 Forest Ave., Portland, at 7 p.m. Ttx: $7. All ages. 828-1778.
• Shanna and the Haak, the musical duo of Shanna Underwood and Haak Kallweit, bring their down-to-earth
acoustic sound to a show Saturday, Nov. 23 at Free Street
Taverna, 128 Free St., Portland, at I 0 p.m. 772-5483.

JOHN MAYER, NICKEL CREEK
Mayer, shmayer. Eamest singer-songwriter john Mayer may be headlining this show, but it's worth going
just to see Nickel Creek, the four-person, bluegrass/
country band in which all the members are barely over
20. Not only are their songs pretty, their instrumental
skills are overwhelmingly impressive. To give him his
due, Mayer is all right, too. His first release consisted
of solo acoustic renditions of his songs, his second
heard him with a full electric band. Hear his range
when Mayer and Nickel Creek pay their dues at .the
Cumberland County Civic Center, Spring and Free
streets, Portland, at 7:30p.m. Ttx: $29.50. 775-3331.

beauty,
warmth and
comfort.
Hand woven
chenille scarves

•Reluctant Dragon," by
Jeny Garcia, is part of
•Jeny Garcia - A Visual
Journey" showing over
the weekend at Holiday Inn By the Bay.

specializing in fiber arts
open Tues - Sat noon - 5 pm

463 stevens avenue • portland, maine 04103
207.780.1345

·

5pm-9pm

Location: J.92 DesVJs ...... Podlaul Ilk. :Z07.76UM6t

lius(or afllig~elli · · pd'J81jrliglllll*phei5

.';(.\ l.
'

central
square
studios

Win
Raiser
Saturday November 23, 2002

t

1

SUBMISSIONS TO THE CALI!NDAR MUST Bl. RECEIVED in writing

by the Thursday two weeks prior to publication. Send your calendar
listings to Victoria Gannon, casco Bay Weekly, 11 Forest Ave.,
Portland, ME 04101, or e-mail listings@maine.rr.com.

Featuring ationally renowned storyteller

Lorraine fohnson-Coletnan

~t
f•

'\

and Poetry by Dr. Chinyere Grace Okafor
igerian poet and playwright
Sugg~s~d dmwtim1

y'~ ~
J(l't

!i ~\'
. , .tf~ • ~~i, ""
l I:1\
·4

•

Longfellow Bod<s & Portland Public library

~

'.

~

is $lD.OD prr pnsun ·

1

r
f

IIWIIes you

to join

Women In J¥eed Inc. It l.olraine Johnson-Coleman
11 t

tlte Ri11es A~tditllrium ill tlli! Portland library
for .an ,.fkm_oon of book :51gttlltg and storirs

1_2pm-2pm rrtovember

: u.

2002 207.772.4045

Sponsored by 6&'0 Hanu{actwillg Co, artd 71te Oty of Portland
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21+
Sundays

r«lvoke 9-c~se

j\(,«)\;/'\t\\()\,1\
"1\}0

V

Dance w/DJ Dave
9-close

Mondays

Queer As Folk,

Ab Fab & Morel
Yo~r

favorite filn1s

too!
Wednesdays

9-c~se

Thursdays

Local artists pay tribute to Nick Drake

w/DJ Silver Spice
Spinning Top AD's

Fri, Sat & Sun

Fri- DJ Nova
Sat- DJ Dan
Sun- DJ Dave

RIPPY HOUR Wed-SUI, 4-8111
I

---

$2.50 well• $2 Pints •$21ongnecks
Email IS at lheag3sprlnU@aol.com

It's the rare tribute album or concert that actually
improves upon the original artist's material. The imitating
artists can try to sing the songs in a totally unconventional way, putting a quick beat behind an originally lulling
ballad, or slowing down a rock song. But what's important
isn't doing the music in a radically new way, but somehow
making the music their own, either because the musicians relate to or empathize with its message.
Such a task shouldn't be so hard to achieve with the
music of Nick Drake, the focus of a tribute concert happening Monday, Nov. 26 at the
Skinny. Drake's songs are all ballads,
they're all sad, they all basically
make you want to cry. Anyone
who's ever had a bad day should
be able to find something to
grab onto in his music.
Born in 1948, Drake didn't
see much success before his
drug-overdose death in 1974.

CASCO BAY WEEKLY

Performance listings-

100 % mime free

lit's uncertain whether it was
accidental or intentional.) His
first album, "Five Leaves Left,"
came out when he was 19 years
old and a student at Cambridge
University. He recorded a total of three
albums and rarely performed.

It's ironic that most people who now have his records
were born after his death. Drake's music has been rereleased up the wazoo, box sets have come out, as well
as a CD solely of demos and outtakes. Add in a
Volkswagen commercial featuring a group of disenchanted kids driving around listening to Drake's "Pink Moon" a
few years back. The result is the mythic figure Drake has
become: a moping Englishman with a mod haircut that
nobody listened to when he was alive, but everyone can
identify with now that he's dead.
A cache of local musicians are participating in the concert, the proceeds
of which fittingly benefit Ingraham,
a social service agency for people with mental health disorders. Singer-songwriter Jason
~anging on a
Star," the title of
Spooner, Skinny co-owner
th~ worl< by
Johnny Lomba, Joshua
Michael Perrone,
Is the theme for a
Eden, members of Slowing
tribute to the
Room and Burning Paris and
music of Nick
Drake, Nov. 25 at
the Skinny.

a few others will perform.
Bring a hanky.

"Nick Drake- Hanging -on a
Star;· happens Monday, -Nov. 25
at the Skinny, 625 Congress St.,
Portland, at 9 p.m. Ttx: $5 donation.
(21 +). 871-8983.

VICTORIA GANNON

The Alehouse
Boombazi IIOpm/no cover/21 +I
The Big Easy
Pneuma I I Opm/$3121 +I
Corlhell Concert Hall
Portland Youlh Wind Ensemble, Porlland
youth Symphony Orchestra, Porlland
young People's String Consort
17:30pm/$3-$51
Digge~s /li quid Blue
OJ night !dance and R&B/9pm/
cover tba/21+1
First Parish Church
Deborah Friou, Julia Lane
!Celtic harp/12 .15pm/freel
Free Street Taverna
Open Mic Night w/Tyler Stanley of Sly Chi
IIOpm/no cover/21+1
The Iguana
Dance night 19pm/no cover/21+1
Liquid Blue
DJ Thunder IR&B old school/no cover
before IOpm/21+1
Did Port Tavern
Karaoke !9:30pm/no cover/21 +I
Sierra's Bar and Grill
Karaoke with Surf 'n Turf 19pm/
no cover/21+1
Sisters
DJ Molly IBpm/$5/21 +I
Somewhere
Karaoke with Larry 19pm/no cover/21+1
The Station
Karaoke night 19pr,dno cover/21 tl
Three Dollar Deweys
Ben Trout, Charlie Schmidt 16pm/
no cover/21+1
The Underground
Ladies' Night w/ DJ Silver Spice
ltop 40s/9pm/no cover/11 +I
The Well
Revelation lgoth/7pm/$51
White's Cue Connection
Gray Plaza, Gray 657-4852
Open Mic 18pm/21+1

friday 22
The Alehouse
Seth Yacovone Band 19:3 0pm/S3-$5/21 +I
Asylum
John Brown's Body, Babaloo
IBpm/$ f 0/2 f tl
Bramhall Pub
Karaoke with Don Corman 19:30pm12:30am/no cover/21+1
Breakaway
Jenny Woodman Band 17pm/21+1
Center for Cultural Exchange
Carol Noonan, Kevin Barry
18pm/$151
Civic Center
John Mayer, Nickel Creek
lall-pop rock, bluegrass/
7:30pm/$29.501
Digge~s/liquid Blue
DJ DoubleD
lretro/9pm/cover TBA/21 +I
Free Street Taverna
The Hay Makers 1t Opm/2 t +I

Geno's
Milk ol Amnesia
IIOpm/cover TBA/21+1
Gritty McDuff's
Jason Spooner lsingersongwriter/9:30pm/21 +I
Headliners
DJ Thunder 19:30pm/$1/21tl
The Iguana
Dance night 19pm/no cover/21+1
The Industry
Hip-hop party w/ Jay-C
110pm-3am/$10 for 18+, $3 for 21+1
Old Port Tavern
In the Red lrock/9pm/21 tl
RiRa
Plaid Daddys 19pm/21+1
Silver House Tavern
Karaoke 19pm/no cover/21+1
Sisters
DJ Kim ldance/9pm/$2/21 +I
The Skinny
Eldemur Krimm 19pm/$5/21 tl

The Underground
OJ Nova, Jen and Heather's Juke Box
Singalong 19pm/$3/21 tl
The Well
Ransom llpm/$7/all agesl
White's Cue Conneclion
Steve -The G-Man· Garzianni
lkaraoke/8pml21 +I

The Station
Club Fusion w/ DJ Omar. Koko-P
llalino mus1C/S5/21 tl

The Underground
Gothic/induslrial mght 19pm/S3/21 +I

Una
DJ lan Hammond !trance, house/IOpm/
no cover/21+1
The Underground
DJ Dan 19pm/S3/21 +1

tuesday 26

saturday 23

sunday 24

The Alehouse
Apocalypse Brass Band 19.30pm/
$3-$5/21 +I
Asylum
DJ Jam ldance/9pm/S5/21 +I
Bramhall Pub
Muddy Marsh Ramblers
lbluegrass/1 Opm/no cover/21+1
The Breakaway
The Rogue Pogies r9pm/cover T8A/21 +I
C.J. Thirsty's
DJ Jesse Butler 19pm/no cover/21 +1
Digge~s/Liquid Blue
OJ Double D lretro dance/9pm/
cover TBA/21 +I
Free Street Taverna
Shanna and lhe Haak lacouslic roots
music/10pm/$2/21 +I
Friend's Meeting House
1837 Forest Ave, Porlland 588 0347
The Wage of Sin, All for Nothing, Genital
Panic, Pinko and the Action Boys, Kurixis.
Nario lpunk, hardcore/5pm/S5-$71
Gena's
Macrofuser, Bottle Rockels, Hall of Juslice
II Opm/coverTBA/21 +I
The Iguana
Dance nightl9pm/no cover/21 tl
The Industry
DJ Tonik IIOpm-3 am/$10 for 18+,
S3for21+1
The Kerrymen Pub
U.S. Roule 1, Saco
Saco River Band Iclassic rock/9pm/ll +I
Kresge Auditorium
Bowdoin College, Brunswick 725-3847
Bowdoin Chorus. Ernesl Bloch's ·sacred
Service' 17:30pm/freel
The Mercury
DJ Cutlarug and guests 19pm/
no cover/2 1+I
Old Port Tavern
In the Red lrock/9pm/21 tl
Orion Performing Arls Center
Topsham 725- 14 20
Oratorio Chorale: Handel's 'Judas
Maccabeus' !7:30pm/$ 15-$17.501
Saco Coffeehouse
60 School St, Saco 883-4482
Leah Wolfsong Band 17:30pm/$71
Silver House Tavern
Karaoke 19pm/no cover/21 +I
Sisters
DJ Richard ldance/9pm/$3-$5/21+1
The Skinny
SR-71, The Exies 14:30pm/$7-$10/
all agesl
Check Engine, Adamo, Conifer
19pm/$6/21 tl
Somewhere
DJ Larry 19pm/no cover/21+1

The Alehouse
Stream lreggae/9.30pm/cover TBA/21 tl
McCormack Auditorium
Gorham High School, 41 Morrill Ave
780-5555
USM Concert Band, USM W1nd Ensemble
13pm/S3-S51
Free Slreet Taverna
Vanous Local Talent IBpm/no coverllltl
Mathew's Lounge
Karaoke w1th DJ Bonme 19pm/
no cover/21 tl
The Mercury
DJs Anlhony Masters and Ryder
llrance/9 30pm/no cover/21 +I
Merrill Auditorium
Hall and Oates 17pm/S43.251
Old Port Tavern
Karaoke w/ Sid Thorne
ldance/9 .30pm/no cover/21 +I
Portland Public Market
Van Voorsl Jazz 112pm/freet
Pub 21
Karaoke with Joeyoke 19pm/
no cover/21 +I
RiRa
M1ke O'Brien 12pm/21 +I
Sacred Heart Church
Yarmouth 725-1420
Oratorio Chorale· Handel's 'Judas
Maccabeus' 13pm/S 15 -$17.501
Three Dollar Deweys
Gary Shackelford 14pm/no cover/21 +I
The Underground
OJ Dave 19pm/no cover/21+1

monday 25
The Alehouse
local Musi~ Showcase: les as DJ
UltraNoid 19.30pm/no cover/21+1
The Big Easy
Pneuma lblues/9 JOpm/21 +I
Cathedral of the Immaculate
Conception
Gregorian Chant 17:30pm/freel
Free Streel Taverna
Hip Hop Open Mic IIOpm/no cover/21+1
Granny's Burritos
Open Mic 17pm/no cover/all agesl
Old Port Tavern
Karaoke !9 :30pm/no cover/21 +I
O'Rourke's Landing
Free rehearsal space nighl18pm/
no cover/21+1

Pub 21
Ben Rowan's karaoke 19pm/
no cover/21+1
The Skinny
Nick Drake Tribute w/ Jason Spooner,
Slowing Room, Joshua Eden, Johnny
Lomba, Ryan Halliburton, etc.
19pm/$5121+1

The Points
Gena's 11/29
Hall and Oates
Merrill Auditorium, 11124
Leftover Salmon
The Skinny, 1213
Guster
Slate Theatre, 1216
Dark Star Orchestra
Stale Theatre, 12/11
Yo-Yo Ma
Merrill Auditorium, 1/21

The Alehouse
Open M1c N1gh1 19 30pm/no cover/21 tl
Commercial Slreet Pub
Acoustic open m1c w11h Ke11h Bnne
19pm/no cover/21 +I
Free Street Taverna
Scott Girard I I Opm/no cover/21 +I
The Iguana
Dance mghll9pm/no cover/21 +I
The Mercury
DJ Moshe, DJ Cutlarug 19pm/no
cover/21+1
Old Pori Tavern
Karaoke w/S1d Thorne ldance/9 30pm/
no cover121 +1
Pub 21
Karaoke 19pm/no cover/21+1
Somewhere
Karaoke w11h Jell Rockwell 19pm/
no cover/21 +)
Three Dollar Deweys
Dan Stevens 16pm/no cover/21+1
The Underground
Queer TV IBpm/no cover/21 tl

wednesday 27
The Alehouse
A Band Beyond Description
11am band/9 30pm/no cover/21+1
Asylum
Seether, VacatiOnland, Ra, Boombaz1
18pm/S 712 I +1
Barbara's Kitchen & Cafe
live Jazz N1ght 17pm/no cover!
The Big Easy
Zion Tra1n rreggae/9 30pm/21+1
Breakaway
The Maine Songwriters Showcase
18pm/no cover/21 +I
Free Street Taverna
Comedy N1ght IIOpm/no cover/2 1+I
Geno's
Open Mic MuSIC Ct1n1C
19pm/coverl BAlli +I
The Iguana
Dance nlghrl9pm/no cover/21+1
Mathew's Lounge
Karaoke with DJ Bonn1e 19pm/
no cover/21 +I
O'Rourke's Landing
Karaoke with Don and laura 19pm/
no cover/21 tl
Old Pori Tavern
Karaoke w/Sid Thorne !9:30pm/
no cover/21 +I
Pub 21
Karaoke w1th Joeyoke 19pm/no
cover/21+1
RiRa
Irish session night 16-9pm/no cover/21 tl
Sierra's Bar and Grill
Live DJs 19pm/no cover/21 tl
Three Dollar Deweys
Souder and Williams 16pm/21 +I
The Underground
Karaoke w/ DJ Digger 19pm/cover
TBA/21+1

thursday 21
wcyy 94.3 FM
On 'Spinout," Emilia Dahlin
lsinger-songwriterl at apm.

friday 22
WMPG 90.9 FM and I04.1 FM
On
Folk' Matt Newburg
!singer-songwriter) at 9am.
On 'Local Motives' Boomslang
al 7:30pm.

·us

•
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SUbmissions for the performance section
should be received two weeks prior to publication.

PERFORMANCE

UVE MUSIC

7 MGHTS A WEEK

A Band Beyond

Horse Theatre, in association with Flaming Productions,

BOOiibazi

Talking turkey with Vacationland

Seth Yacovone Band

the

Les as D.j. Ultranoid
Portland Rock

ACOUSTIC
OPEN MIC NIGHT

EVERY FRIDAY

Jenny Woodman
Band
$5 COVER- 9:30-1 PM
ROCK 'N SOUL REVUE
www.JennyWoodman.com

30 MARKET STREET 253·51 00
I

WWW.WMPG.ORG
USM COMMUNITY RADIO

-

or e--mail: listings@maine.rr.com.

"The Laramie Project' Through Sun, Nov 24. Mad

Description

Local Music Showcase:

Send to : Victoria Gannon, casco Bay Weekly,
11 Forest Ave., Portland, ME 04 10 1

2002
FALL BEGATHON
OCTOBER 21ST· OCTOBER 27TH

874-3000
92 BEDFORD ST. ON THE USM PORTLAND CAMPUS

Upon walking in on a recent Vacationland practice, my first impression was an ominous one:
:JLEEEESTHLUSS1' I gasped. 'Wallerstein's sportin' a ponytail? Who's he tryin' to be? John Wobbly?"
Then I realized it was the lanky musician's guitar strap that I was seeing in the dim, mid-afternoon haze
at the Skinny.
Since we last left our heroes they were grappling with the demands of local fame versus creative
freedom, while becoming arguably the region's most marketable export. Now with a full-length record
in the works, a pair of upcoming gigs, a new song on the radio and apparently some major label interest, the boys are hoping the "vacation· is going to be permanent.
The band insists, despite the brief burst of local fame, their songwritin9 is still the main thing.
"In addition to the stuff we've recorded recently; says singer/guitarist Jim Wallerstein, 'we've got a
ton of material."
"A double album's worth; adds guitarist Shawn 'Buck Dharma• Saindon.
"Time is the big issue for us: says Wallerstein. 'We perform a lo~ rehearse a lot and are self-managed. It's a lot of work. I wish we had more time, but principally everything's going great.'
'We're writing more as a team now; says Saindon. "In the beginning we'd bring in a song that was
done and now we're writing together:'
·
As Wallerstein, the other principle songwriter in the band, clarifies, "The way it used to always go
was that I wrote the faster songs and Shawn wrote the slower, more brooding pieces. But his latest song,
Jerkwater Town; is a faster_song by Shawn than usual~
Upon previewing the tune, I agree it's Saindon's vehicle all the way, most notably in the embryonic
guitar leads. The next number, 'Why Wair another new one, has an almost Blue Oyster Cult feel in a
hypno-sneaky way. Good dynamics, especially in those flowing Don Roeser-esque guitars !again courtesy of Saindon). I can't hear the vocals, but this is rehearsal.
As they slam away on this tune - the best thing they've done since the still-as-of-yet-unrecorded
)'ou Got it All Wrong" - the sweeping crescendos are abetted immensely by the always sold rhythm
section of Tim Morin- of the coconuts-on drums, and Andrew Gilbert- of the haunch-on bass. Gilbert
is literally conversing with his amp by turning around and facing the sucker as he plucks out a succession of long and solid notes.
The next song is the venerable favorite ' Crybaby Killer:' Even though they've played this tune one
million times, Wallerstein's still trying to redesign the song's basic structure. It just shows the meticulous
mindset of the man who recently had his mug pasted in Playboy on the occasion of his recent union to
Bebe Buell, which Vacationland got a gratuitous mention out of.
A pair of upcoming gigs, sandwiching the Thanksgiving holiday, will help solidify their always-fanatic hometown support. The first one, at Asylum on Nov. 27 with the South African band Seether, is a
WCyy holiday show. Two nights later, Vacationland will invade the hinterlands for a gig at the Raven in
Lewiston. While the redneck crowd might look askance at the invading pretty boys- "Waaah, what's
that boy got there? A bandana?' -Wallerstein sees no reason to fear.
'We're pioneers: he says. 'Our music appeals to everybodf.
' Lewiston is a good rock town; adds Saindon.
For their latest single, 'Addicted to the Knife; Vacationland once again employed the three-way tandem of producer Warren Bruleigh/Big Sound recording/Gateway studios. The song, which deals with
self-mutilation, is another Saindon original.
"It's about people I knew in the pas~ · he says, "who committed suicide, but mostly it's about cutters
- people who get a thrill out of cutting themselves ~
I think it's very cool that someone's talking about it." says Wallerstein.
"Ws about self-mutilation in a positive way; says Morin.
Speaking of self-mutilation, I ask the band if the sometimes exaggerated rivalry with Pictionary
champs the Points has gotten more intense since the two bands are now playing gigs together, and in
some sense cohabiting, thanks to bassist Gil be~ who actually moved into the same apartment as Points
frontman Rob Graves.
'Moving in with one of the Points is probably the worst thing I've ever done in my lite; Gilbert says. .
Meanwhile, Morin claims that Vacationland now has new rivals on the scene in the form of no ir-ish
rockers Berlin 45.
As the drummer says: 'Now THOSE guys are bad-ass and I hear they even have a girl in the band.'
Vacationland, with Seether, Ra and Boombazi, play the Asylum, 121 Center St, Poltland, on
Wednesday, Nov. 27 at 8 p.m. 21 +. $7. 772-8274.

DANCE
New Dance Studio 61 PleasantS~ Portland. Sa~ Nov
23. A. studio show of recent dance works by studio
artis!S Usa Hicks, Harold Philbrook. Maria Tzianabos, Jill
Eng, Alison Hart and others, at 6 and 8 pm. 780-0554.
"Rapt" Fri. Nov 22. Alison Hart choreographed this performance, which includes student dancers from the
New Dance Studio. The dance is inspired by the relationships that form between readers and the characters
of books. At Casco Bay Books, 151 Middle S~ Portland.
Shows at 7:30,8:15,9 and 10:15 pm. Free. 541-3842.

THEATER/COMEDY
Comedy Connection Custom House Wharl, Portland.
Thurs. Nov 21 -Sa~ Nov 23. Frank Santorelli, Ace Ace·
to, Dave Rattigan. Thurs-Fri at 8 :30pm. Sat at 8, g :45
pm. Tix: $6 Thurs. $10 Fri -Sat 775-5554.
"Eyes of Persia" Thurs. Nov 21-Sat, Nov 23. An original theater production based on Persian mythology
and contemporary Iranian culture written and directed by Bowdoin College student Bobak Bakhtiari. At
Wish Theater, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Thurs-Sat
at 7 pm. Free. 725-3375.
" Footloose" Fri. Nov 22-Sun, Dec B. The Lyric Music
Theater presents this tale of a town in the Midwest that
prohibi!S dancing. At the theater, 176 Sawyer St,
South Portland. Fri-Sat at 8 pm. Sun at 2:30 pm. Tix:
$ t 3 -$15. 7gg. 1421 or 7gg-6sog.
• James and the Giant Peach" Through Sun, Nov. 24
The Theatre Projecrs young Company takes on Roald
Dahl's story of a miserable lad named James Potter
who finds empowerment when he becomes captain
of a gargantuan peach, at the Theatre Proiec~ 14
SchoolS~ Brunswick. Fri-Sat at 7 :30pm. Sun at 2 pm
Tix: $10. ng-8584.

presents this play based on interviews with residents of
Laramie, Wyo., following the 1gg8 murder of Matthew
Shepherd. Directed by Andrew Sokoloff, at the Studio
Theatre, Portland Perlorming Arts Center, 25A Forest
Ave, Portland. Thurs-Sat at 7:30 pm. Sun at 5 pm. Tix:
$8-$16. 347-52 t8. !Reviewed in this issue.!
Mission Improvable Thurs. Nov 21 . lmprov Comedy
Troupe perlorms at the Cellar Door, Main Street,
Auburn at 8 pm. Tix: $3. 786-2730.
"Over the River and Through the Woods" Through
Sun, Dec 1. The Good Theater company presents this
production about a young executive whose grand parents try to bribe him so he will not move away, at
the StLawrence Arts and Community Center, 76 Congress St, Portland. Thurs at 7 :30pm. Fri-Sat·at 8 pm .
Sun at 2 pm. Tix: $15-$18. 885·5883.
"Royal Majesty Drag Show" Fri, Nov 22. Crystal Ball
and Otto Sensation host this annual event, at the
Woodbury Campus Cen!er, University of Southern
Maine, Portland, at 8 pm. Tix: $3-$5. 228 -8235.
'Sleuth" Through Sun. Nov 2 4 . Portland Stage Company presents this story of an English mystery writer
who lures his wife's lover into a scheme, at the Portland Perlorming Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave. Portland. Wed-Fri at 7:30pm. Sat at 4 and 8 pm . Sun a! 2
pm. Tix: $20·$27. 774-0465.
"Songs for a New World" Sa~ Nov 23-Sun, Nov 2 4.
A musical revue. directed by Edward Reichert, in
which several characters' stories are told individually.
The common theme is the fragility of their current
states. Performed by students from the University of
Southern Maine, at Corthell Concert Hall, USM.
Gorham. Sat at 8 pm. Sun at 5: 30 pm. Tix : $3-$5 .
7 80-5555.
"Stellaluna" Fri, Nov 22-Sun, Dec 22. The Children's
Theatre of Maine presents this produc tion of the classic children's book in which a bat loses its mother and
must learn about life from a family of birds. At CTM,
317 Marginal Way, Portland. Fri at 7 pm, Sat-Sun at 11
am, 2 pm. Tix : $15-$25 opening night $6-$8 other

Stuff Somebody's
Stocking with
these way
cool gifts.;.
blank cd's & cass•ttes
collectible lunch boxes
t-shirts, hats, hair dye
posters, key chains
music books, body jewelry
blank cd wallet5
incense & candles
Harry Potter journals
bookmarks, etc.
bumper stickers
window decals
and much morel

art makes
great gifts

pertormances.
"Tellabration• See Center Stage.

E

verybody likes hearing a story. But after we reach a certain age,
storytelling simply for its own sake, at bedtime or throughout
the day, seems to cease. 'Tellabration· is an annual storytelling event for grownups. National and international storytellers, as
well as locals affiliated with the Maine Organization of Storytelling Enthusiasts <MOOSEl, will perform. Usten up Saturday, Nov. 23 at the
Center for Cultural Exchange, 1 Longfellow Square, Portland, at 7:30
p.m. Tix : $9-$1 0. 761-1545 . .

o·e cember 5-8

Cumberland County Civic Center
Charge by phone:
ticketmaster 207-775-3331 or box office 207-775-3458
Groups 15 o}}nore call 207·775·3481 ext. 348
you've gotta hear this one. Jean Annstrong is one of the performers
participating In "Tellabratlon" at the Center for Cultural Exchange.

www.sesamestreetlive.com
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EMPTY HOMES

Thurs-Sat 10 am-7 pm. 756-73g9.
Gallery 7 49 Exchange St. Portland. Ongoing exhibit of mixed media vignettes by

v ISU a L
Submissions for the visual

arts section

should be recetved two weeks prior to publication.

Send to Victoria Gannon, Casco Bay Weeldy,
II Forest Ave., Portland, ME 041 0 I
or e~maillistings@maine.rr.com.

r
t

S

• "Facully Exhibit" continues through Sun, Dec 22.
Maine Maritime Museum 243 Washington S~ Bath.
'Working the Coas~· an ongoing exhibit of paint1

v IS U a L

Johnny Alexander dep1ct1ng scenes

from Italy. Hours: Mon-Thurs 10 am-6
pm. Fri-Sat 10 am-9 pm. Sun 12-6 pm.
761-7007.
Gallery Framing 12 Pleasant St,

i~~i~~ ~~i ~"1.~~~~ie~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~t~~~~;

Brunswick. "Innocent Expectations,'" an exhibit of black and white
photographs featuring expectant
mothers, children, and families by

r
·t

Renee C. Cages. Exhibit continues
through Sa~ Nov 30. Hours: MonFri 9 am-5 pm, Sat 10 am-2 pm.
Greenhut Gallery 146 Middle St.
Portland. An exhibit featuring Maine

images by Glenn Renell continues
through Sa~ Nov 23. Hours: Mon-Fri
10 am-5:30 pm. Sat 10 am-5 pm. 7722693.
Harlow Gallery 160 Water S~ Hallowell.
"Stirring Up Still Life; an exhibit of unique
still lives, continues through Sun, Nov 24.
Hours: Fri-Sun 12-4 pm. 623- 1780
Hay Gallery 594 Congress S~ Portland. "To Save a Riv-

S

•"'Leonard Baskin: Monumental Woodcuts," an exhibit of large scale woodcuts made by the American artist

er,'" an exhibit of environmental photographs by Dennis
Schulz, continues through Sun, Nov 24. Hours: Mon-

Openings and Events
Friday, November

22

Firehouse Gallery 1 Bristol Road, Damariscotta. "Toy
Stories and Diminutive Masterworks,· an exhibit of whim-

sical handmade toys by New England toy makers, opens.
Opening reception takes place Fri, Nov 29 from 5-7:30
pm. Exhibit continues through Wed, Jan I . Hours: luesSat 11 am- 5 pm. Sun 12-4 pm. 563-7299.
Saturday, November

23

Holiday Inn by the Bay 66 SpringS~ Portland. ':Jerry Garcia - A Visual Journey," a traveling exhibit of the late
musician's drawings, sketches and watercolors shows

through Sun, Nov 24. Hours: Sat lOam-10 pm. Sun 10
am-6 pm. 775-2311.
Tuesday, November

26

Hay Gallery 594 Congress St. Portland. "Andy Newman:
Inland; an exhib~ of paintings depicting isolated inland
Maine locations. Opening reception takes place Fri, Dec 6
from 5-6 prn. Exhibit continues through Sun, Jan 5. Hours:
Man-Sun 11 am-5 pm. Thurs-Fri 11 am- 8 pm. 773-25 t3.

galleries
Acropolis Gallery 2 MaineS~ Richmond. Exhibit of black
and white photographs by J. David Hathaway and Sarah
E. Sutter continues through Sa~ Nov 30. Exhibit of nonrepresentational works by Ruthanne Hamill Harrison is

ongoing. Hours: Mon-Thurs 4-7 pm. Fri 6-8 pm. Sat 10
am-4 pm. 367-4749.
Area Gallery Woodbury Campus Center. University of
Southern Maine, Portland. "After Hours; an exhibit fea-

turing the creative pastimes of USM faculty, continues
through Thurs. Nov 21. Hours: Mon-Thurs 8 am-1 0 pm.
Fri 8 am-5 pm. Sat 9 am-5 pm. 780-5008.
Art Gallery University of So~thern Maine, Gorham.
·Pushing Clay," a juried exhibit of ceramics from national artists, continues through Sat. Dec 7. Hours: Tues-Fri

Sun 11 am-5 pm. Thurs-Fri 11 am- 8 pm. 773-25t3.
ICON Contemporary Art 19 Mason St, Brunswick. "Furniture V," an exhibit of Maine-made furniture, continues
through Man, Dec 23. Hours: Mon-Fri 1-5 pm. Sat 1·4
pm. 725-8157.
Institute of Contemporary Art at Maine College of
Art 522 Congress S~ Portland. Faculty Exhibition continues through Sun, Dec 15. Hours: Wed-Sun 11 am-5
pm. Thurs 11 am-7 pm. First Fri 11 am-7 pm. 879-5742.
Jameson Estate Collection 305 Commercial St. Portland. "A Tale of Two Cities; an exhibit of photogcaphs featuring New york and London by Alvin Langdon Coburn,
continues through Wed, Nov 27. Hours: Man-Sat 10 am6 pm or by appointment. 772-7833.
June Fitzpatrick Gallery 112 HighS~ Portland. "Beach
Series," an exhibit of recent paintings by Tim Beavis,
continues through Wed, Nov 30. Hours: lues-Sat 12-5

pm. 772 -1961.
June Fitzpatrick Gallery at Maine College of Art 522
Congress S~ Portland. An exhibit of sculpture by Lynn
Duryea and altered books by Sherrill Hunnibell continues through Wed, Nov 30. Hours: Tues-Sat 12-5 pm.
879-5742 X 283.
Lewis Gallery Portland Public Library, 5 Monument Square,
Portland. "Frame By Frame; an exhibit of photographs by
William Legere, continues through December. Hours: Man,
Wed, Fri-Sat 10 am-6 pm. Tues. Thurs 12-9 prn.
Mainely Frames & Gallery 534 Congress St. Portland.
Pen-and-ink cityscapes by William C. Harrison and other work by gallery artists are ongoing. Hours: Man-Wed
10 am-6 pm. Thurs and Fri 10 am-8 pm. Sat 1o-s pm.
Sun 12-5 pm. 828-0031.
Meyer Studio Gallery 51 Oak St. Portland. Ongoing
exhibit of recent works by Louis Meyer, Matthew Meyer
and Nathaniel Meyer. Hours: Wed-Fri 4-6 pm. Sat-Sun
12-4 pm. 879- t323 .
Ocean Street Arts 520 Ocean S~ South Portland. "Fine
Arts and Maine Crafts; an exhibit of work by artists from
Spindleworks of Maine and Fine Arts and Maine Crafts,
continues through Tues. Dec 24. Exhibit of paintings by
Kate Winn, Willa Vennema, Holly Brooks, Adam Earley
and Dee Adams; appliques by Leah McDowell, is ongoing. Hours: Tues-Sat 11 am-5 pm. 767-7773 :
Portland Coalition Art Gallery 688 Congress 51, Portland. Ongoing exhibit of mixed-media works by artists
associated with the Portiand Coalition for the Psychiatrically Labeled. Call ahead for hours. 772-2208.
Portland Glassblowing Studio Nissen Bakery, 24
Romasco Lane, Portland. Glassblowing demonstrations

11 am-4 pm. Sat 1-4 pm. 780-5009.
Atrium Gallery University of Southern Maine LewistonAuburn, 52 Westminster St. Lewiston. "Transformations; an
exhibit of art objects made from recyded and transformed
man-made materials, such as plastic bags and Styrofoam,
continues through Sa~ Dec 14. Hours: Mon-Thurs 8 am-8
pm. Fri 8 am-4:30pm. Sat 9 am-3 pm. 753-6500.
Aucocisco 615A Congress Stree~ Portland. "New Paintand ongoing exhibit of contemporary glassware
ings: Heimsuchung; an exhibit of paintings by Dozier
designed and made by studio owner Ben Coombs.
Bell, continues through Sat, Nov 30. Hours: Wed-Sat 12Hours: Fri-Sun 10 am-6 pm. 409-4527.
5 pm or by appointment 874-2060.
Aucocisco at the Eastland Park Hotel 157 HighS~ Port- • Toby Rosenberg Gallery 293 Read S~ PorUand. Handbags, clothing, cloth dolls, pottery, contemporary Amerland. Exhibit of mixed media worl<s by Michael Lewis and
ican crafts, sculpture and Judaica by artists including
ink drawings by Vincent Hartgen continues through Sat,
Deena Whited, Susan Butler and Gail Platts are ongoing.
Nov 30. Hours: Wed-Sat 12-5 pm or by appointment.
Hours: Mon-5un 12-6 pm. 878-4590.
775-2227.
Richard G. Sandifer Studio 151 Newbury S~ Portland.
C.W. White Gallery 656 Congress S~ Portland. "Home
Black-and-white photographs from SandHe(s trip to Mexfor the Holidays," an exhibit of mixed media work by varico are ongoing. Call ahead for hours. 761-3916.
ious artists associated with the gallery, continues through
Salt Gallery 110 Exchange St, Portland. "A Celebration
Sa~ Dec 21. Hours: Wed-Sat 11 am-6 pm and by chance
of Surviving: Celebrating the Strength, Success and
or appointmenl871-7282.
Diversity of Survivors of Domestic Violence," an exhibit
Elements Gallery 3 t3 Main S~ Rockland. An exhibit of
of photographs by Donna Galluzzo, continues through
paintings by Philip Barter; drawings by Laurie Downey
Fri. Dec 6. Hours: Mon-Fri 11:30 am-4:30 pm. First Fri ·
and Jen Blackstone; and assemblages by Gaal Shepherd
5-8 pm. 761.0660.
continues through Sa~ Nov 23. Hours: Wed-Sat 10 amSilver Image Resource Gallery 500 Congress St. Port5 pm or by appointment 596-6010.
land. "Floral Scanograms; an exhibit of digital prints;
Filament Gallery 181 Congress St. Portland. "New
' Bayview Diptychs; an exhibit of hand colored silver
Work,· an exhibit of mixed media sculpture by Pia Walkgelatin photographs by Donna Lee Rollins; and "New
er, continues through Sa~ Nov 23. Hours: Thurs-Sat 11
Pigmented Giclee Prints; an exhib~ of work by Dennis
am-6 pm or by appointment. 221-2061.
Stein, are ongoing. Hours: First Fri 5-8 pm. Other hours
Fore Street Gallery 366 Fore St, Portland. "Gallery
by appointment. 767.0711.
Group Show; an exhibit of original works by Brad Betts,
Stein Gallery 195 Middles~ Portland. "New England Glass
Paul Black, Carlton Plummer, KD Nelson, John Wagner
Artists; an exhibit of decorative and sculptural works by
and others, continues through Sa~ Nov 30. Hours: ManNew England glass artists, continues through Sun, Nov 24.
Sat 11 am-6 pm. Sun 12-5 pm. 874-B084.
Hours: Mon-Sat 10 am-6 pm. Sun 12-5 prn. 772-9072.
Gallery at the Clown 123 MiddleS~ Portland. "BoundStudio 656 656 Congress St; Portland. Works by John
aries and Beyond; an exhibit of New England landDriscoll are ongoing. Hours: Thurs and Fri noon-6 pm.
scapes by Mary Hughes and Kathleen Robins continues
871-3922.
through Fri. Nov 29. Hours: Man-Wed 10 am-6 pm.

Man-Sun 9:30 am-5 pm. Admission: $8.75 1$6
under 17, kids under 6 free!. 443- t316.
Portland Museum of Art 7 Congress Square,
Portland. Hours: Tues-Wed, Sat-Sun 10 am5 pm. Thurs and Fri 10 am-9 pm. Admission :
$8 1$6 for students and seniors. $2 youth 6·
17. Free for kids under 61. Free every Fri from
5-9 pm. 775-6148 or 800-639-4067.
'"The Art that is Glass: Selections from the
Greenberg Collection: an exhibit of art
glass made from the years 1888- 1920 collected by Sylvia and Morris Greenberg in their
travels through Europe, Asia and the United
States, continues through Sun, Dec 15.
••charies Cadman: The Landscape of Art and
Culture in 19th Century Maine," featuring many
newly-preserved paintings, continues through Sun,
Jan 5.

"White House," by Andy Newman, Is part of his

exhlbi~

"Inland,"

opening Tuesday, Nov. 26 at the Hay Gallery.

Andy Newman's houses are both desolate and populated
Starting to Snow," by Margarite Robichaux, is

11

Uving in Maine, we are familiar with the curious blend of isolation and security that
our homes can evoke. At this time of year, the cold and darkness descend upon us and

part of "Home for the Holidays," at the C.W.
White Gallery through Saturday, Dec. 2 t

who lived from 1922-2000, continues through Sun,
Dec 1.
Saco Museum 371 Main S~ Saco. Hours: Mon-Fri 124 pm. Thurs 4-8 pm. 283-3661 X114.
..Art for the People," an ongoing depiction of American middle-class family liFe in sculpture by artist John
Rogers.
••Molds and Intaglios," an ongoing exhibit of neoclassical sculptures featuring figures from popular nineteenth century.
••Dolls by Lois McAuliffe: Original Art Dolls" continues through Thurs, Feb 27. ·
··once Upon A Time: Historic American Dolls from
the Collection of the Saco Museum• continues
through Thurs. Feb 27.

other venues
Bella Cucina Restaurant 653 Congress S~ Portland.
An ongoing exhibit featuring new paintings by artists

Three Fish Gallery 377 Cumberland Ave, Portland.
"Here's Looking at You: Mirrors by Seven .Portland
Artists, .. an exhibit of objects and frame designs incor-

Broadbent and Dahlquist Hours: Tues-Thurs 5-9 pm. Fri
and Sat 5- 10 pm. 828-4033
Borders Books and Music 430 Gomam Rd, South Port-

become both warm havens and cold, drafty prisons, the site of holiday parties and lone-

porating mirror made by local artists Jill Dalton, Ernest

land. "Maintaining Equilibrium," an exhibit of paintings by

some meditation. This is our contrasting sense of home -

Paterno, Duane Patricio, Michael Branca, Gretchen
Duane and Ron and Christine Spinella, continues

Lori-Rae Palumbo continues through Sa~ Nov 30. Hours:
Man-Sat 9 am- t1 pm. Sun 9 am-9 pm. 775-6110.
Casco Bay Books 151 MiddleS~ Portland. "Small Art, "
works by Shannon Rankin, Rufus Tureen and Roz Cockrill is ongoing. Hours: 10 am- 11 pm daily. 541-3842.
Center for Maine Contemporary Art 162 Russell Ave,
RockpOQ "I of the Eye; featuring the work by ten curator-artists; "Megalitechtronic; a cardboard and fluorescent light installation piece by Jason Rogenes; and
"A Lebanese Family in Waterville; a photo essay by
Sean Harris, continue through Sat, Dec 28. Hours:
Tues-Sat 10 am-5 pm. Tix: $3. 236-2875.
Center for Maine History 489 Congress S~ Portland.
"Longfellow: The Man Who Invented America: continues through Tues. Dec 31. Hours: Man-Sat 10 am5 pm. 879-0427.
Chocolate Church Arts Center 798 Washington St.
Bath. An exhibit featuring the work of Priscilla May Alden,
Clare L Bridge and Amelia Kunhardt continues through
Fri. Nov 22. Hours: Tues-Sat 12-4 pm. 442-8455.
Falmouth Memorial Library 5 Lunt Rd, Falmouth. "The
Pictorial Rug; an exhibit of tapestry-style, hand-hooked
rugs by Jane Halliwell continues through December.
Hours: Man, Fri. Sat 9 :30 am-5 pm. Tues. Wed, Thurs
9:30 am-8 pm. 78t-2351.
Freeport Public Library 10 Library Dr, Freeport. An
exhibit of still life and landscape paintings by Catherine Breer continues through Wed, Nov 30. Hours: Man,
Wed 11 :30 am-8:00pm. Tues, Thurs 9:30 am-5 prn. Fri
tl :30 am-5 prn. Sat 9 am-3 pm. 865-3307
Glickman Family Library University of Southern Maine,
Bedford Street and Forest Avenue, Portland. "Exodus
• and Exile: The Spaces of Diaspora; a yearlong exhib-

the snow and ice keep us homebound. Yet the holidays are on the horizon. Our homes

a place of both loneliness

and celebration.
So it makes it a fitting time of year to open an art show portraying this oddly comfortable paradox. Andy Newman's new show at the Hay Gallery is an homage to this
sensibility. Although he is not a Maine native, Newman's exhibit entitled "Inland" is concerned with houses in often empty or abstracted landscapes. All share a sense of emptiness and a vast potential for togetherness.
The visual vocabulary of Newman's work complements his content. Large farmhouses are rendered in bright, almost pastel colors, but remain uninhabited and distant,
like childhood memories of the homestead. Closer, more intimate renditions of capes
are suffused with red and orange, suggesting the rising or setting of the sun. The residents have just gone to bed, or are just about to rise. All of the artist's work has a heavily textured, layered feel, hinting at generations come and gone, each leaving a strata
of stories behind. But perhaps like the pages of each subject's history, these paintings
look like they have been forgotten and left in the rain . Their colors run together, their
lines seem blurred. It is as if the rain has removed the polished exterior and left us with
a rough-hewn architectural frame, a chunky, colorful skeleton.
It is impossible to avoid references to Andrew Wyeth, particularly in Newman's
choice of framing and content. But Newman is not imitating Wyeth, rather he is riffing
on the theme of the homestead in New England, and his view is unique and well executed. The voice of these paintings is clear and sound. They are all houses with dark
windows, yet they remain concerned with the potential for human habitation. His work
is populated with beautifully lonely places that tell long stories with their silence.

ALLEN BALDWIN

"Inland," an exhibit of paintings by Andy Newman, .opens Tuesday, Nov. 26. Opening
reception takes place Friday, Dec. 6 from 5-8 p.m. Exhibit continues through Sunday,
Jan. 5, at the Hay Gallery, 594 Congress St., Portland, Hours: Monday-Sunday 11 a.m.-

5 p.m. Thursday-Friday 11 a.m.-8 p.m. 773-2513.

through Sa~ Dec 26. Hours: Thurs-Sat 12-6 pm. First Fri
12-9 pm. 773-4773.
Wiscasset Bay Gallery 67 Main St. Wiscasset.
"Approach of Autumn; an exhibit featuring oils.
acrylics, and watercolors from as far back as the 18th
century continues through Fri, Nov 22. Hours: Man-Sun
10:30 am-5 pm. Sat 'til 8 pm. 882-7682.
Dorothea C. Witham Gallery Creative Photographic
Arts Center, Bates Mill Complex, 59 CanalS~ Lewiston.
An exhibit of photographs by Thomas Birtwistle continues through Fri. Dec 20. Hours: Mon-Thurs 9 am-9
pm. Fri 9:30 am-4 pm. Sat 10 am-5 pm. 782- t369.
Woodford's Gallery 651 Forest Ave, Portland. Ongoing exhibit of work by area artists. Hours: Sat noon-S
pm, or by appointment 842.0182.

museums
Bates College Museum of Art Olin Arts Center, 75
RussellS~ Lewiston. Hours: Man-Sat 10 am-5 pm. Sun
1-5 pm. Free. 786-6158.
..Intimate Wilderness," landscape paintings by Joel
Babb continues through Sun, Dec 29.
•"Transforming Silence, Translating Light," an exhibit of nature photographs by Wilfred E. Richard, continues through Suh, Dec 29.
Bowdoin College Museum of Art 9400 College Station, Brunswick. Hours: Tues-5at 10 am-5 pm. Sun 25 pm. Free. 725-3275.
••American paintings by Gilbert Stua~ John Singer
Sargen~ Thomas Eakins and others are ongoing.
...Artand lJfe in the Ancient Mediterraneal\• and European art from the permanent collection, are ongoing.
•"The Canvases of Tanya L Tobey," an exhibit of paint-

it on the Jewish and African migration experiences.

Hours: Tues 12:30-4:30 pm, Wed and Thurs 12:30ings inspired by childhood explorations, continues
4:30 pm and 6-8 pm, Sat 9 am- 1 pm. 760-4850.
through Sa~ Nov 30.
Hole in the Wall Studioworks Route 302, Raymond.
*"The Culture of Violence," a multicuftural examina"Fantastic Flowers; an exhibit of close-up cropped
tion of the presence and Influence of virnence in conacrylic flower paitnings, continues through Fri, Jan 31 .
temporary American culture, continues through Sun,
Hours: Wed-Man 9 :30 am-5:30 pm. 655-4952.
Dec8.
J. Dostie Jewelers 154 Middle St. Portland. Exhibit of
••painted Art Quilts by Kimberly Becker, • continues
traditional Native American pottery continues through
through Sa~ Nov 30.
December.
•"Power of Thought: The Prints of Jessie Oonark,"
Katahdin Restaurant I 06 High S~ Portland. Ongoing
continues through Sun, Dec 22.
exhibit of dig~! and traditional color photographs by
•"Through the Fence: Three American Artists in
Grace Hopkins-Lisle. Hours: Tues-Thurs 5-9:30 pm.
Cuba," an exhibit of mixed media works by Barbara
Fri-Sat 5-10:30 pm. 774-1740.
Cone, Leah Gauthier and Barbara Yontz, continues
The Kltclien 593 Congress St. An exhibit featuring paintthrough Thurs. Nov 28.
ings by Lori Rae continues through December. 775-<l833
Colby College Museum of Art Colby College, WaterLincoln Center for Arts and Education 24 Lincoln S~
ville. Hours: Man-Sat 10 am-4:30pm. Sun 2-4:30 pm.
Rockland. "Tllomaston Prison : The Last Days; an
Free. 872-3226.
exhibit of paintings, works on paper and photographs
..Afterlife: Ideas About the Dead In East Asia," an · by Thomas Birtwistle, Tillman Crane, Erik Damon and
exhib~ of funerary and tomb a~ continues through
others continues through Sa~ Dec 14. Hours: Mon-Fri
Sun, Jan 5.
1-5 pm. 594-6490.
•"focus on Nature: American Photographic Views,"
Local 188 188 State St, Portland. The gallery and
an exhibit featuring American photographers· Inter·
restaurant's Benefit Show includes artist made artides
pretations of nature, continues through Sun. Dec 15.
of clothing. Opening reception for exhibit takes place
••Richard Serra: Recent Prints• continues through
Thurs. Dec 5 at 5 pm. Hours: Tues-Thurs 5- 10 pm. FriSun, Dec 22.
Sat 5-1 0:30 pm. Sun 9 am-1 pm. 761-7909.
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her work at the Children's Theatre of Maine, 317
Marginal Way, Portland, from 2 -4 pm. 878-2774.

ILl STINGS
Casco Boy Weekly listings are a fun and ~ee seMce to
our reade<s. To have aUsling coosidered lor publicatOn,
send complete inlormatioo 6ncluding dates, times,
costs, complete address, a contacl telephone number)
by noon oo Thursday priOf to pob'ication.
E-mail: listings@maine.rr.com.

~APPENING~
Thursday, November 21
Abyssinian Meeting House Lecture The Committee to Restore the Abyssinian Meeting House
and Greater Portland Landmarks sponsor this
lecture by John A James and Brian Powell on
their investigation into the architecture of the
meeting house. Held at the Portland Museum of
Art, 7 Congress Square, Portland, at 6 pm. Free
with $2-$8 museum admission. 774-5561 .
Arctic Art Lecture Marie Bouchard, Canadian
art historian, will give the lecture, "From
Thoughts to Art: The Prints of Jessie Oonark;
coinciding with the current exhibit at the Bowdoin College Museum of Art. Lecture takes
place at the Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick, at 3 :30 pm. Free. 725-3275.
Author Reading David Schmahmann, author of
"Empire Settings; will read from and sign copies
of his book, at Longfellow Books, 1 Monument
Way, Portland, at 7 pm. 772-4045.
"Cancer Connections Conference" A conference for cancer patients, families and caregivers.
at which information and resources will be available. It takes place at the South Portland Sheraton Tara Hotel, Maine Mall Road, South Portland,
from 8 am-4 :30 pm. Tix: $75 for health care
professionals. Free for cancer patients and their
caregivers. 871-6880.
Lecture Mark Tappan, of the education and human development department at Colby College,
presents the lecture, "Internalized Oppression as
Mediated Action: Implications for Critical Pedagogy, at the Roberts Building, Colby College, Waterville, at 4:30 pm. 872-3195.
"Live Poets' Sodety" New Hampshire poet
Nate Graziano will read his work as part of the
monthly event held at Gena's, 13 BrownS~ Portland, at 8:30pm. Tix: $3. <21+l. 772-7891 .
Mystical Lecture Kyriacos Markides, a sociology
professor at the University of Maine, Orono, will
give the lecture, '111e Forgotten Path of Mythical Christianity; at the Woodbury Campus
Center, University of Southern
Maine, Portland, at 7 pm.
780-5256.

Saturday, November 23
"Bittersweet Battles" Asiatic bittersweet is one
of Maine's most invasive species, posing a threat
to other plant species. Help the gardeners of
Gilsland Farm clip and cut back the bittersweet
that grows on the farm . Refreshments provided,
at Maine Audubon, 20 Gilsland Farm Road, Falmouth, from 10 am- 12 pm. Free. 781 -2330
x215.
Christmas Bazaar and Korean Meals The Rainbow United Methodist Church holds a bazaar at
which it will serve Korean food, at 618 Washington Ave, Portland, from 9 am -3 pm. Meals
served from 11 am-5 pm continuously. Tix: $4$6 donation. 797-6633.
Craft Show The Brunswick Hockey Boosters Organization presents its ninth annual Christmas
Craft Show, at Brunswick High School, Maquoit
Road, Brunswick, from 9 am-4 pm. 729- 1404.
"Happy Holly-Days Fair" The Falmouth Congregational Church hosts this fair, featuring
baked goods, gingerbread houses, sewn crafts,
hot dogs, jams, jellies and lobster slew. At the
church, 267 Falmouth St, Falmouth, from 9 am2 pm. 781-3413 .
Holiday Craft Fair The South Portland Church of
the Nazarene hosts a fair featuring work by over
30 Maine craftspeople, at the church, !i25 Highland Ave, South Portland, from 8 am-2 pm. Free.
883-6879.
Holiday Fair Seventy-Five State Street, a retirement home in Portland, holds its annual holiday
fair. Items for sale include jewelry, books, plants
and handmade gifts. At 75 State St Portland,
from 10 am-2:3 0 prn.
Holiday Fair The Portland Recreation Senior
Adults holds a craft and food holiday fair in the
multipurpose room of Northfield Green, 147
Allen Ave, Portland, from 9 am-3 pm. 756-8275.
Portland Pirates Local hockey team takes on the
team from Lowell, at the Cumberland County Civic
Center, Spring and Free streets, Portland, at 7:05
pm. Tix: $9-$18. 775-3331 .
Southworth Planetarium See Fri, Nov 22 for
full listing. "Our Place in Space· at 3 pm. "In
Search of New Worlds" at 7 pm. ' Laser Show:
U2" at 8 :30 pm.
"Stellaluna Author" Janell Cannon, author of
the classic children's book, will sign copies of
her work at Books, Etc, 240 U .S. Route 1, Falmouth, at 10 am. 781-3784.
"Village Christmas Fair" The Women's Fellowship of the First Congregational Church of Buxton hold this fair featuring baked goods and
crafts, at Bar Mills Parish House, Route 41, Bar
Mills, from 9 am-2 pm.

Sunday, November 24

Craft Show The Brunswick
Hockey Boosters Organization
presents its ninth annual Christmas Craft Show, at Brunswick
High School, Maquoit Road,
Brunswick, from 10 am-3
Friday, November
pm. 729- 1404.
22
Hanukkah Book Reading
Holiday Fair The PortThe Levey Day school
land Recreation Senior
sponsors two events at
Adults holds a craft and
Nonesuch Books, one
food holiday fair in the rofor parents and one for
tunda of Portland City
kids. For adults, Adaia
Hall, 389 Congress S~
and Abraham Shumsky
Portland, from 9 am-3
will discuss their book,
pm. 756-8275.
"A Bridge Across JorPeople's Free Space
dan : The Friendship BeBenefit There's a lot
tween a Jewish Carpengoing on at this benefit
ter and the King of JorThe Ponys, Crank Sturdan .· There will also be
geon and Falafel Attack
Hanukkah storytelling for
are playing. The Portland
children, at the bookstore,
Puppet Department is
Mill Creek Shopping Cen·
Yikes! It's holiday fair season again.
putting on a show called,
ter, South Portland, at 10
"Freedom of Dissent;
am. 799-2659.
about police repression. It happens at Space,
MUSE The networking group for creative types
538 Congress S~ Portland, at 7 pm. Tix: $5-$10.
hosts two speakers at this month's meeting, Ron
Rave Movie "American Massive; a documenD'Amico and Joan Emmons, creators of Skytary about the rave scene in America, shows for
dancer's Healing Hearts, at 222 St John St,
one night only, at the Movies, 1 0 Exchange S~
+240, Portland, from 4-6 pm. Tix: $2 donation . .
Portland, at 9:30 pm. Tix: $5. 772-9600.
657-5329.
Southworth Planetarium · The University of
Open Photography Studio Local photographer
Southern Maine's planetarium, Falmouth Stree~
Tanja Alexia Hollander holds an open studio,
Portland, offers a variety of educational programs
where she will sell her prints for half price, at 37
and laser shows "Our Place in Space" at 4 pm.
PleasantS~ 416, Portland, from 12-5 pm.
"Seeing the Invisible Universe" at 7 pm. "Just
Portland Pirates Local hockey team takes on the
Imagine· at 8:30 pm. Tix: $4.50-$5 <$3.5().$4
team from Worcester, at the Cumberland County
kids, students and seniors>. 780-4249..
Civic Center, Spring and Free streets, Portland, at
"Stellaluna Author" Janell Cannon, author of
the classic children 's book, will sign copies of
LISTINGS CONTINUED ON PAGE 3 t
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Fresh Pasta, Ravioli &
Sauces

I

\w\ia S1Jt·c·t

Pasta
47B India St., Portland
Store Hours: Mon & Tue 1I-5
Wed-Fri I I-5:30 • Sat 11am - 5:30pm
(207) 772-9500

Maine's first
Mexican Restaurant!!!

~

THREE DOLLAR DEWEyS. A restaurant and pub with
70 different kinds of beer, full bar and hearty pub fare.
Specialties include 3-alarm chili, smoked seafood
chowder and our fish and chips, prepared with fresh
haddock. We also serve a variety of burgers, nachos
and many vegetarian entrees. Specials changing daily.
241 Commercial Street, Portland . 772-3310.
WOODY'S BAR & GRILL. Serving creative fast food
cusine. Featuring local natural beef and chicken, and
focus on fresh local ingredients. Make sure to try the
already famous "Woody Burger; and the soon to be
famous Fish Tacos. Daily specials include natural
steaks, vegetarian and vegan dishes, soups and wine.
There's also gelato and other fresh desserts. Woody's
serves this all up in a relaxed, cozy and casual atmosphere. "A burger joint in the best sense of the word,"
say Portland Press Herald. Open for lunch Tuesday Friday, dinner Tuesday - Saturday. 43 Middle Street
Portland. 253-5251 . www.woody'sburgers.com
THE BREAKAWAy. Now open 12-5pm daily for lunch'
Hearty pub fare including a fantastic barbeque on
Wednesdays on the deck featuring burgers, ribs and
steaks! Check out our changing menu daily. Smokers
welcome. See our ad in the clubs section for date info
on nightly entertainment! 35 India Street, Portland.
541-4804.
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BARBEQUE

13runch 7am .. 2 pm 1Jaily
I
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BEALE STREET BARBEQUE & GRILL. Under the
bridge in Knightville, South Portland. Features hickory
smoked and grilled meats, poultry, fish & seafood as
well as creative daily lunch and dinner specials. Full
bar featuring Maine microbrews on tap. Reservations
are not accepted. Children are welcome. Open all day,
seven days a week. 90 Waterman Drive, South Portland. 767-0130.
CAFE

•

J

I

I

on r~ld greens, with asw11t )l{llato relis~ coconut
Wi!labi dmsing and won too crisps

Penne with Grilled Chicken

I

Sauteed with shiitake mushroolll!, spinae~ o~Yf!.
l)ilrlic,olill' oil and riot,rilh pacmesan sbuings

Portuguese Seafood Stew
Abrlrt) &lhkt blrnd elloullilb and sbrllfis~ roall·
eli iffts, Jim~ IOIDIIO &g!flic D1tr grilled Ullllini

Ouicbe of tbe Day
Ask yollf rmer for om 11ieclio~ srll!d Jilh.demi sa~d

Black Tie Veggie Wrap
With !llinacb, saulltd sbiilakr, swi!s,tomato and
roasted iffks.

I

'

I

A!Jars A1ail<blt:
!andwidtes ·Spe!iallif! ·Smips
~~
Wraps·Salads·8urgell
Demi Salad· Black 1le Potato Silad ·81act Tie Chili
•Dailr Soups· Dess1!1!
Ask your smer lor tad•r'ssrle<tiom
Selling Lunrb 1!:30-21XI pm d~~

Enter Walkway between 44& 50
Mange Street > Po~laod's Old Po~

BINTLI.W:.W:'S
AM£R
AN

@a
774-0005
98 Portland St., Portland

BINTLIFF'S AMERICAN CAFE. !Serving Brunch Daily
7am-2pm.l Featuring... custom omelets, tortillas, specialty benedicts, homemade granola and other American Fusion Cuisine. Full bar and everything is complimented by warm, comfortable Greek Revival surroundings. 98 Portland St Iacross from the Post OfficeJ
774-0005.
FRIENDSHIP CAFE. Enjoy breakfast and lunch in a
friendly, casual atmosphere. For brunch, over-stuffed
omlettes, fresh quiche, pancakes and more served all
day. Lunch includes a wid e variety of soups and sandwiches. Daily lunch and brunch specials also available.
Specialty coffee drinks. Rated **** in Go magazine.
Open Mon-Sat, 7am-2pm, Sun 7:30-2pm. 703 Congress St. in Portland. 871-5005.
THE WINE BAR & RESTAURANT. Enjoy the popular
lobster brie ravioli or spicy crabcakes in the historic
• Old Port. We offer 120 labels on our wine list with 10
• weekly changing wines available by the glass, and
cocktails too. Open 7 days at 5:00. 48 Wharf St Portland. 773.6667. www.cafeatwharfstreet.com
CAJUN
BAYOU KITCHEN. Serving some of Portland's most
unique cajun style b-lasts and lunches for 13 yrs. We
now proudly offer dinner on Fri. nights. Our dinner
menu changes weekly and includes: Special Jambalayas, our Award Winning Gumbo and Beef Chili and
caesar salad topped with blackened catfish. Call for
this week's specials! Sorry credit cards not accepted.
See our review at www.foodinportland.com. 543 Deering Avenue, Portland. Open Mon-Sat 7-2 and Sun 8-2
Friday Dinner from 4:30-Spm. 774.4935 .
CHINESE

ORIENTAL TABLE. Szechuan, Hunan & Cantonese. We
will prepare any of our dishes to your liking. We are
happy to accommodate your special request; please

~AviDS
..::»

GOOD FRIENDS AND
GOOD FOOD CONE
Tile Place to

'

SUSHI ~ SASHIMI SPECIAL

~

"Abrigh1spot inPortlood ....
•
an intelligent hood in the kitchen {__ -::::11?
... what you'd expect in New York
restauran1s, for han as much ... ~---Tile New Yorll Times

Meet
[;Eat

~

On Our Menu:
Lobster, scallop and sweet potato cahs with
roasted red peppet and fobster sauce

in PONTLAJ(D

Dinner Seven Ni ~hts at 5 • Lunch Weekdays 11:30 · 4
Located on Monument Square • 7734340

703 Congress St • Portland

www.da¥1dsrestau13111.com

Mon - Sat

let us know your preferences. We serve many vegetarian and heart-smart choices. Hrs: Mon-Thu 11 :30amBpm, Fri & Sat 11 :30am-9pm, Sunday closed. 106
Exchange St <top of the Old Portl Portland.Tel: 775Fax:
772-3388.
FOOD:***1/2,
3388,
SERVICE:****· VALUE FOR THE $:**** from
Portland Press Herald-Go Cheap Eats, Nov., 2000.
WOK INN. Szechuan, Hunan, Cantonese & Thai.
Excellent food, fast and affordable. Choose from more
than 130 delicious menu items. Eat in or take out
Delivery to Cape Elizabeth, Cumberland , Falmouth,
Gorham, Portland, Scarborough, South Portland, Westbrook, yarmouth. Hours: Su-M 11 :30am-9 :30pm, T-Th
11 am-11 pm, F-Sa 11 am-2am. 1209 Forest Ave., Portland. 797-9052 or 79.7-9053.
CHINESE/ASIAN
FAR EAST RESTAURANT. The Bayside neighborhood's newest restaurant serving fresh, delicious Chinese & Asian dishes. Appetizers, seafood, house and
luncheon specials & desserts. Take out & dine in; open
7 days: M-Th 11 am-9pm. 40 Portland St. <in old
Natasha's spoO. Portland. 207-76 I -9998.
CONTINENTAL

BASIL'S RESTAURANT & LOUNGE. Basil's at the
Highlander Inn, features creative continental cuisine as
well as an excellent wine selection that offers traditional elegance combined w/ the warmth of home.
Whether dining in our glass enclosed veranda, our
main dining room, or just enjoying a cocktail in our
lounge, you'll be pampered by the friendliness and
dedication to excellence in service of our staff. 2 Highlander Way, Manchester, NH. 603 .625.6426.
DEUCATESSEN

FULL BELLY DELl , "By George We're Good." Offering
breakfast, lunch, dinner, catering and meats/cheeses
by the pound. Choose from a variety of kosher style
sandwiches such as hot pastrami, corned beef and
chopped liver. Also, hot and cold sandwiches, burgers, pizza, soups, salads anp more. Or, start your day
with a breakfast sandwich, omelette or bageL M-F
7am-7pm, Sat 7am-4pm Pine Tree Shopping Center.
772-1227.
ECLECnC
100 CONGRESS. A True American Bistro, serving
Tuesday - Sunday with live music Sunday evenings.
Come join us on the East end & experience a whole
new side of Portland dining. Intuitive, creative & always
changing, everything a neighborhood restaurant
should be. Call for reservations. 207.775.7772
THE ALEHOUSE. Featuring "Portland's Best Burger" in
"Portland's Best Bar" CCBW Best of Portland readers'
poll 2001 and 2002) Over 100 beers including
homemade root beer. Now serving Bray's Beer! Open
noon-1am daily. 30 Market Stree~ Portland's Old Port.
All Major Credit Cards. 253-5100.
AURORA PROVISIONS is a treasure located in the
heart of Portland's West End at 64 Pine Street, 1 112
blocks from Congress Street's Longfellow Square.
Aurora is well known for delicious cafe lunches, gorgeous "take-home" dinners, off premise catering,
exciting wines, unique gifts and free parking. Come
see us mornings for great coffees and breakfast treats
made daily.
Open Mon-Sat Bam-6:30pm.
207.871.9060.
BIBO'S MADD APPLE CAFE. Located right next to the
Portland Stage Co. at 23 Forest Ave. BiBo's features
American Bistro Fare focusing on fresh local ingredients
artfully presented. BiBo's also features an extensive
eclectic wine list. Serving lunch Wed.-Fri. 11 :30-2, brunch
Sun. 11-2:00 and dinners Wed.-Sat from 5:30 and Sun.
from 4. Rated ***** by Maine Sunday Telegram and
5 plates by foodinportland.com. 774-9698.

$t E.tch
Nov. Z5 - Dec:. 1 only

BLACK TIE. continues to serve a casual yet intimate
lunch Monday through Friday in the Old Port. The take
out cafe on Middle St. offers lunch and dinner, wines,
desserts, hostess gifts and more. Always serving fine
fare prepared by Maine's largest catering establishment Black Tie Cafe- Portland 761-6665; Black Tie To
Go · Portland 756-6230.
CLAYTON'S GOURMET MARKET, CAFE & BAKERy.
Coastal Maine's most unique gourmet market and
cafe. A five-star lunch cafe with overstuffed sandwiches, delectable soups and salads, as well as a full-service bakery. Bulk candies and chocolates for the
young with fine wines, savory cheese, pates, fresh
breads and gourmet groceries for the young at heart.
Open lues-Sal 189 Main Street, downtown Yarmouth
846- 1117.
COMMISSARy. Featuring Mediterranean Fare, with a
touch of Maine cuisine from local seafood to filet
mignon to pasta. Offering a metropolitan ambience
with exceptional service. Full bar including speciality
cocktails and a select wine list. Open 7 days for dinner. Call for information. 37 Wharf Street, Portland
Maine 04101. 207-756-6111.
DAVID'S CREATIVE CUISINE. An established Portland
favorite, David's offers casual fine dining in a comfortable atmosphere. Featuring nightly specials made with
the finest local ingredients, fresh baked bread and professional waitstaff. Extensive wine lis~ full bar and the
best single malt scotch selection in Portland. Located
on Monument Square across from the Portland Public
Ubrary, within walking distance to Merritt Auditorium .
Reservations recommended. Lunch 11 :30-4 M-F Dinner 7 nights at 5pm. Sunday night jazz 6-9pm. 7734340.
GREAT LOST BEAR. Full bar- now featuring SO beers
on tap. Extensive menu ... sandwiches, soups, salads,
platters. Lunch or dinner in the mysterious Woodfords
area. MC, Visa, Amex accepted. Parking. 540 Forest
Ave. Portland. 772-0300.
PAT'S GROCERIA CAFE. Above Pat's Meat Market
Come & discover the jewel of Deering Center. Featuring rustic Mediterranean fare with fresh meats from
Pat's Meat Mar1<:et, fresh local seafood and local produce. Enjoy our beautiful second floor deck for an
unforgettable treetop dining experience. Serving dinner Tues • Thurs from 5-9pm and Fri. and Sat. from 59:30pm. Deering Center, 484 Stevens Avenue, Portland. 874.0706.
PEPP,ERCLUB. 78 Middle St, Portland. 772-0531, FAX
879-9597. Credit Cards • Free Parking • open 7 nights
• chef owned. Changing menu serving world cuisine.
Homemade bread and soups. Local seafood and
meat, chicken, vegetarian/vegan - entrees from $7.95$13.95. Over 25 wines by the glass, organic wine and
beer selections. CBD organic coffee, handmade
desserts. Now open Sun. & Mon. at 5pm.
JAPANESE/KOREAN
BEN KAY. Sushi Bar & Japanese Restaurant Known for
premier quality sus~i. traditional and fancy maid rolls,
tempura, teriyaki, sukiyaki, shabu-shabu. Elegant dining for the discriminating sushi lover. Delightful vegetarian and cooked selections. Serving lunch and dinner; Rock 'N Roll Sushi Thurs-Sat until 1am. 2 India
Street, Porttan~ Undia at Commercial) 773-5555.
OISHI! JAPANESE FOODS. Quick, healthy Japaneseinspired foods to go! Choose hot entrees such as
Katsu, Ramen, yakisoba, Curry, Chahan, Udon, GingerPork, just to name a few! We have the best California,
Tuna, Spicy Tuna & tnari-zushi in town! Check in daily
for our popular sushi & entree specials. Call-in orders
encouraged. Portland Public Market 25 Preble St
Portland 228-2050.

DON'T FORGET

There!

ROCK 'N ROLL

Now Featuring·

Friday &. Saturday

ALL YOU CAN
EAT LUNCH BUFFET $5.95

until lam!

Monday · Friday: llam • 2pm (Except Holidays)

SUSHI

TEL: 761-9998 '"' 761-9989 • FAX : 761 -1999

BEN

V AV
~

21ndla St, Portland
(India at Commercial)

1

Sushi Bar&. Japanese Restaurant

i O Purrland Srrto.!t. Panland. ME
Mon-Thunllam-9pn • Fri-Sit llam·IOpm • Sun

12oo~·9oml

.. We uw

773-5555

NARA SUSHI. NEW is South Portland' Treat yourself to
exquisite Japanese and Korean cuisine, featuring a full
range of Sushi, sashimi and maid as well as favorite
Japanese and Korean dishes presented by New York
sushi chef Kazo Ozaki. Open Mon-Sat 11 :30amto 2pm
for lunch, 4pm to 1Opm for dinner and Sun 4pm to
9pm. 50 Maine Malt Road, South Portland . 772-0006
or Fax 772-4440.
rJAUAN
ROMA CAFE. Voted Portland's most romantic restuarant 5 consecutive years, The Roma features casual elegance in 6 intimate dining rooms. Award-winning food
& service wit!J private dining rooms for 10 or more.
Lunch Mon-Fri, Dinner Man-Sat & Sunday in December.
769 Congress St Portland. 773-9873.
MEXICAN

AMIGOS. Maine's first Mexican restaurant Celebrating 25 years in the Old Port. Full Bar - Happy Hour 48, Microbrew specials. House specialty, Beef, chicken
Habanera dinner <not for the faint of heart.) Outdoor
Patio Now Open! Hours: Lunch- Tues-Sat 11 :30am2:30pm, Dinner- Tu-Th 5-9, Fri & Sat 5-10. Lounge &
Patio- Sun-Mon 4pm-1am, lues-Sat 11 :30am-1am.
Take out available. 9 Dana St, Portland. 772-0772.
GRANNY'S BURRITOS. All of your Mexican favorites
featuring Portland's Best Burritos. Everything prepared
w/fresh ingredients & made daily on premises. Start w/
nachos or quesadillas, then try one of our burritos
<chicken mango, sweet potato, vegan, beef, etcJ or
create your own' Beer & wine, music upstairs in
Granny's Attic. M-Th 11 -1Dpm, F 11 -12, Sat 12-12, Sun
12-9. 420 ForeSt 761 -0751 .
SEAFOOD

J'S OYSTER. Enjoy white linen quality dining in a
relaxed atmosphere with a lovely view overlooking
Portland's working harbor. Savor our specialty shellfish and pasta dishes and much, much more. MC/
Visa/ Discover accepted. Parking in adjacent tot 5
Portland Pier, Portland. 772-4828.
GILBERT'S CHOWDERHOUSE. Enjoy fresh Maine
seafood and award-winning chowders in a casual
atmosphere. Daily lunch and dinner specials including all-you-can-eat Friday Rsh Fry 11 am-4pm only
$6.95. Full bar featuring local microbrews. Take out
menu available and all major credit cards accepted.
.fl2 Commercial St, Portland . 871. 5636.

Portland's Best, Copied by the Rest
WEDNESDAY BREW NIGHT- NOVEMBER 20
•FEATURING HARP • 4-8PM• $2.50 PINTS • GIVEAWAYS

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 26
BEN TROUT & CHARLIE SCHMIDT • 6-lOPM
Beer Special: Harpoon • 5-9PM • $2.50

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 24
GARY SHACKLEFORD • 4-SPM
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 26
DAN STEVENS • 6-lOPM
Beer Special: Magic Hat • 5-9PM • $2.50

NIGHTLY DRAFT SPECIAL $2.50
A HEARTY MEAL FOR UNDER $10 . 00 • AS ALWAYS FREE POPCORN
36 DRAFT BEERS • 42 BOTTLED BEERS

_COME IN ... RELAX •.• ENJOY
www.3dollanlc:wcys.com 241 Commercial Street, Portland, Maine (207) 772-3310

-~tb~~
MONDAYS & TUESDAYS ARE

sHORT" BEER NIGHTS

THAI
WOK INN. Szechuan, Hunan, Cantonese & Thai.
Excellent food, fast and affordable. Choose from more
than 130 delicious menu items. Eat in or take out
Delivery to Cape Elizabeth, Cumberland , Falmouth, ·
Gorham, Portland, Scarborough, South Portland, Westbrook, Yarmouth. Hours: Su-M 11 :30am-9:30pm, T-Th
11am-11pm, F-Sa 11am-2am. 1209 Forest Ave., Portland. 797-9052 or 797-9053.

~

JJYJ~

AT PINT PRJ:CES
540 FOREST AVE, POR'Il.AND 772-0300

http :1/www .grcatlortbear. com

THURS~A'f !M«Jif~A~~

VEGETARIAN
LOIS' NATURAL MARKETPLACE DELl & CAFE.
Enjoy wheat free muffins and scones from our bakery. Great vegetarian soups and other vegetarian and
vegan house specialties including: vegetarian stuffed
cabbage, sweet 'n sour meatballs, grilled tofu and
organic greens. For lunch: organic green salads and
roll up sandwiches.Simply the best natural foods deli
anywhere. Dinners to go also available. Deli open
daily. Cafe open 8:30am-6pm M-F 152 US Route 1,
Scarborough 885-0602.

SERVING

$1.99 PXNTS - FABULOUS PIUZES - !5-9 PM

Thursday 11/21

B.4SS & GUINNESS ... It is the season for two of the finest
and best selling beers in the world ... Black & Tans too!

Thursday 11/27

.4LLAGASH BREWING CO., Portland, ME ... Boy Brewer Rob
Tod will be hosting .his annual pre-Thanksgiving Showcase!
Allagash White, Grand Cru and Allagash Double. _
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for Columbine"
Directed by Michael Moore. Rated R. Nickelodeon Cinemas.
Temple and Middle streets, Portland. 772-9751.
The only thing better than preaching
to the choir is being in the choir while
it's being preached to. There's a nice
sense of false comfort in going to a movie
like Michael Moore's new quasi-documentary,
"Bowling for Columbine," and finding oneself surrounded by politically like-minded people, espe·
cially on days when this seems like just one, big
Republican world. Problem is, even the side we
agree with has an obligation to do more than
just re-enforce our own sense of self-righteous
indignation. While "Bowling for Columbine"
scores some strong and well-defined political
points, it suffers, in the end, from a case of a
strong and well-defined ego.
Moore became famous with "Roger and Me."
his look at the ravages of the auto industry in his
hometown of Flint, Mich.
"Bowling for Columbine" shows the filmmaker as having succumbed to the cult of his own
celebrity. Occasionally funny, sometimes hilarious, and frequently right on political target,
"Bowling for Columbine" is a mess of a film. In

lously maudlin, emotionally false try at getting
Charlton Heston to recognize the tragedy of a
child's death by gunshot. We don't need Moore
to tell us how horrible this is; as a matter of fact
his actions serve to trivialize the event, making us
see, once again, that what's important is not a little kid's death but Michael Moore's indignation
over that death.
By putting so much of his own personality in
the movie, Moore gets sloppy, leaving himself
open to easy counter-arguments. At one point,
he argues that the American media are too fearoriented, promoting stories guaranteed to make
us look fearfully over our shoulders, at our fellow
human time bombs. He'll have us believe that
such fear is an illusion of circumstance and media exploitation. And yet his whole movie is
telling us to be afraid, of guns and irrational violence and of the crazy people living next door,
like Terry Nichols and American survivalists.
Moore's point about Canada's high rate of gun
ownership and low rate of murder makes just
the opposite argument he is trying to make; it

LISTINGS

NEW RELEASES
BLOODY SUNDAY This movie, done in the
style of a documentary, recreates the events
leading up to the infamous massacre of Irish
civilians in 1972. If you've only heard of the
event through the U2 song, this movie is for
you. The Movies.
AMERICAN MASSIVE A documentary about
the American rave scene, shot from the
ravers' perspectives. That should be a blurry
view. The Movies.
DIE ANOTHER DAY Halle Berry, fresh from
an Oscar win, plays a Bond girl in the latest
007 installment. Pierce Brosnan plays
James Bond. Hoyts Clark's Pond, Hoyts Fal·
mouth 10.
THE EMPORER'S CLUB An adaptation of
Ethan Canin's short story, "The Palace Thief,'"
about power struggles between an East
Coast prep school student and one of his
teachers. Hoyts Falmouth 1 0, Nickelodeon
Cinemas 1-6.
FAR FROM HEAYEN Julianne Moore plays a ·
housewife who discovers her husband,
played by Dennis Quaid, isn't telling her the
whole story. Nickelodeon Cinemas 1 -6.
HALF PAST DEAD Is the title of this movie
referring to Steven Seagal's career? Unfortunately not. The pony-tailed stud plays an
FBI agent who tries to stop a criminal genius
irom committing a crime. Hoyts Falmouth
10.

Casco Bay Weekly listings are a fun and free service
to our readers. To have a listing considered for publi-

cation, send complete infOfmatioo !including dates.
times, costs, complete address, a contact telephooe
number) by noon on Thursday prior to publication.
E-mail: listings@maine.rrcom.

LISTINGS CONTINUED FROM PAGE 27.
4:05 pm.1ix: $9-$18. 775-3331.
Southworth Planetarium See Fri, Nov 22 for full
listing. "Mr Man in the Moon" at 3 pm.

Monday, November 25
"Cafe Review Open Poetry Reading" The
monthly reading takes place at the Center for Cultural Exchange, 1 Longfellow Square, Portland, at
7:30pm. 761 -1545.

Tuesday, November 26
SCORE Workshop The Service Corps of Retired
Executives, a volunteer organization sponsoring
small businesses, holds a workshop entitled, "Market and Sales, How to Attract Customers" at the
SCORE offices. 66 Pearl St. Room 2)1, Portland,
from 6-9 pm. Tix: $25. 772-1147.

Wednesday, November 27

fRf);ruES. 11:1

ALSO SHOWING
8 MILE (RJ Eminem keeps it real and proves

Michael Moore's "'Columbine" is more about Moore than the tragic event.

keeping with its theme, its arguments are scattered like so much buckshot over its social targets. Its points are made, re-made, and then belaboreCI. This was no collaborative effort but the
work of one man, completely self-enamored and
unable to edit himself.
It's a pity, because somewhere among the
scattered points and over-indulged arguments of
this movie lies a real political treatise on guns and
violence in America, just waiting to be properly
edited and sequenced. Moore is politically and
socially astute, and his film is mostly about guns
and violence in American life, but it's also about
Michael Moore and his feeling about guns and violence in American life. And that's a problem.
Moore seems at his best as a benign, detached, bemused satiric presence. And at his
worst when, as at several points in the movie, he
tries to be the personification of righteous indignation. politically camouflaged as everyman. This
includes an idiotic and unfunny query to a cop
about possibly arresting someone for causing
pollution in California; a lame attempt to get Dick
Clark to talk about social issues; and a ridicu-

begs the question of whether those NRA guys
are right when they say, '"Hey, guns don't kill
people .. ."
He's on many right tracks. He gets Kmart to
face up to its tawdry sale of ammunition. He
smartly, without relativist equivocation, traces the
tradition of American violence through militarism
and government amorality. He understands the
American psyche, its love of things that go crash
and bang in the night with a flash and explosion
of flesh and material. But Moore makes the same
points over and over again and ultimately, the
mirror he holds up to American soqiety reflects
more of himself than anything else.
ALLEN LOWE

he can act <like himself, that isl in this tale of
a hopeful rapper growing up in a desolate
section of Detroit. Hoyts Clark's Pond,
Hoyts Falmouth 1 0.
HARRY POTTER AND THE CHAMBER OF
SECRETS The kids have been waiting for this
one. Harry Potter is back for his second year
at Hogwarts. Trickery, secrets and magic
abound. Hoyts Clark's Pond, Hoyts Fal·
mouth 1 0, Nickelodeon Cinemas 1·6.
BOWLING FOR COLUMBINE (RJ See review,
this page.
MIYASAKI'S SPIRITED AWAY This tale of a
Japanese girl who travels through a tunnel
battling monsters to rescue her parents is
Japan's highest-grossing film ever. Nick·
elodeon Cinemas 1 -6.
MY BIG FAT GREEK WEDDING Comic Nia
Vardolos' one-woman play hit home for Rita
Wilson and her husband, Tom Hanks - so
they decided to make the film version. Vardolos stars alongside John Corbett and
N'Sync's Joey Fatone, in this romantic comedy about family, heritage and love. Hoyts
Falmouth 1 0, Nickelodeon Cinemas 1·6.
PUNCH-DRUNK LOVE Leading man Adam
Sandier is a salesman intent on earning frequent flier miles through pudding. Along the
way, he falls in love with a business woman
!Emily Watson). Nickelodeon Cinemas 1-6.
THE RING Teenagers who watch a video that
just happens to be lying around get a warn ing that they will die in seven days. They do.
Hoyts Clark's Pond, Hoyts Falmouth 10.

o,

HAARYI'OTTER
SECRETS WG}
,
FRI.· TUES. 11, 11;:30, 1.;30,2:30, 3, 3;30,
5, 6;05, 6:30, 8:30, 9;30
HALF PAST DEAD CPG-131
FIU,i!UE. ll~:ZOJ 1:4S; 1_~ 101 6t45

Video Showing ··outrider"" is a documentary
filmed by poor and homeless people in the United
States about poverty and homelessness. h's showing at Portland West. 181 Brackett St. Portland, at
7 pm. Free. 775-2801.

Ongoing
Amnesty International meets the second lues of
the month at Casco Bay Ferry Terminal"s Confer-

ence Room, Commercial Street, Portland, at 7:30
pm. Free. 874-6928.
The Casco Gay Men meets every Mon at 7 pm.
The first Mon of the month is potluck dinner night,
the third is game night. At Williston West Church,
32 Thomas St. Portland. 774-5087.
Creative Resource Center Activities November's
activity is the making of stenciled canvas placemats. Kids ages three and up are welcome to drop
in lues-Sat at the Creative Resource Center, 11 03
Forest Ave, Portland, from 11 am-5 pm. 797-9543.
Debtors Anonymous is a recovery program for
people with chronic debt based on the 12 steps of
Alcoholics Anonymous. The local chapter meets
every Tues at the Woodfords Congregational
Church, 202 Woodfords St, Portland. at 7 pm. Call
774-4357 for more information.
Divorce Support Group The Greater Portland
Support Group for the Divorced and Separated
meets every Tuesday at the Holy Martyr's Church,
Route 88, Falmouth, at 7 pm . For more information
call 797-9374 .
Food Not Bombs The group distributes free food
to the masses in Monument Square, Portland,
every Sun from 2-4:20 pm. 774-2801.
The Greater Portland Maine Genealogical Society meets the first Sat of the month. All are welcome. Help is available for beginning family researchers. At Thomas Memorial Library, 6 Scott
Dyer Road, Cape Elizabeth, at 1 pm. 767-4490.
The Greater Portland Parkinson Support Group
meets the fourth Sun of the month at the Falmouth
Congregational Hall, 267 Falmouth Road, Falmouth at 2 pm. All those with Parkinson's, as well
as their families and friends are welcome. Call
797-8927 for more information.
The League of United Latin American Citizens
meets the fourth Thurs of the month at the Reiche
School, 166 Brackett St, Portland, at 6 pm. 7673642.
Man to Man Monthly discussion group meets first
Thurs of the month to discuss issues pertaining to
men's lives. All men over the age of 18 are wel come. At the Center for Cultural Exchange, 1
Longfellow Square, Portland, from 7-9 pm. Free.
865-2048.
Salvation Army Senior Center Men and women,
60 years and older, are 1nvited to come to the
center for lunch and special programs >UCh as

cribbage, one of the most challenging and excit·
ing card games known to man. Cribbage workshops and the occasional tournament happen
every Thurs at the Salvation Army Senior Center,
297 Cumberland Ave, Portland, at 10 am. 7746304.
Underground Railroad Tours Peace Action Maine
member Wells Staley·Mays gives tours of Portland's Underground Railway and other sites important to African-American history. Complete tour
is two hours or less. Tix: $6 per person !minimum
group of sixl . 772-7249 .
Women in Black Vigils Women in Black "stand in
silent vigil to protest war, rape as a tool of war, ethnic cleansing and human rights abuses all over the
world. We are silent because mere words cannot
express the tragedy t11at war and hatred bring."
Vigils take place Fridays at Temple and Spring
streets from 12-1 pm, and at Congress and High
streets from 5-5:30 pm .
Writers Jam Sessions The Maine Writers and Publishers Alliance sponsors informal writers groups.
All genres welcome every other Mon. at MWPA, 14
Maine St, Suite 416, Brunswick. at 7 pm. Free.
729-6333.

~ERFORMIN~
~
ARTS
~
auditions/submissions
Actors, Actresses and Filmmakers Portland Media Artists seeks actors and actresses to star in
current productions. The group meets the second
and fourth Mon of the month at Java Net, 37 Exchange St, Portland, at 7 pm. In addition, original
films can be sent to PMA, c/o Frank McMahon,
452 Cumberland Ave #2, Portland, ME 04101.
Actresses Auditions for "Thanatron; a play run-

ning in February, are being held by Cauldron an
Labrys Sun, Dec 8 at the Portland Performing Art
Center Studio Theatre, 25A Forest Ave, Portland,
from 4-6 pm. Call Carolyn at 774-4 231 for more
specific information.
Artists SPACE is reviewing submissions for PLOW.
a group art exhibit that will run from December to
February at the gallery. Send 4- 12 slides of any
medium, resume and a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to PLOW. PO Box 1419, Portland, ME
04101 . Email questions to wintershowatspace@hotmail.com.
Dancers The Centre of Movement m Gorham
holds auditions for their production of "Cinderella"
on Sun, Nov 24 at the center, 19 $tate St, Gorham,
from 1-5:30 pm. Call 839-3267 for more information.
Duck Stamp Contest The U.S. Fish and Wildl1fe
Service invites students up to high school to ere
ate designs featuri ng ducks, swans or geese in
their natural habitats. The winning entry will be
used to create the Federal Junior Duck Stamp.
Deadline for entries are March 15, 2003. Call the
Rachel Carson National Wildlife Refuge at 6469226 for more information.
Words and Images University of Southern Maine's
journal of art and literature, is seeking submissions of unpublished prose, poetry or color prints
of artwork. Send to Words and Images, USM. 11
Baxter Blvd, Portland, ME 04103 Deadline for
submission is Tues. Dec 31 .
Writers above beginning levels are encouraged to
submit poetry, fiction or nonfiction for a monthly
reading group. Contact Christopher Bowe at
Longfellow Books. 1 Monument Way, Portland, ME
04101.772-4045.
Young Artists Maine College of Art is accepting
submissions from middle and high school artists
for the annual Scholastic Art Awards, a natidnwide art event. Students must enter through their
art teacher. Deadline for submissions is Sat, Dec
14. Call 775-3052 for more information.
young Writers The Maine Center for the Book of
the Maine Humanities Council is the statewide
sponsoc;. for the national competition. "Letters
About Literature ~ Writers ages 4· 12 are invited to
write a short letter to an author explaining how
their book effected them. Deadline is Thurs. Dec
5. Call MHC at 773 -5051 for more information.
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ComJtlfll.,..~Sgl'.lrce for ~fve}yth_irtg You Need to Make Your Hou•e a Homel

h@g

M. C.

ta\:ar~s & rav~re~ ltd.
pamtmg spenahst

Your Complete
Home Contractor

20 ye2rs euroP.C'ln experience
intenor & exterior free estimates

domingos borges tavares
office:

(207) 883·920?

cell/voice;

671-6053

CONSTRUCTION Co.
• Custom Hom""
• Remodeling & Renovations
• Plumbing & Electrical
• Painting & Roofing

r':ii:..'
\::!:1

A&A

Free Estimates

Prooerty Services
Generai Contracting & Maintenance

Office 774-2330 (ask for Mike) • Pager 780-2330

Remodeling, bathrooms,
kitchens, finished basements,

41 Vesper St. • Portland, ME 04101

roofing, decks, additions. interior
and exterior painting, vinyl

siding, complete mobile home
set-up and service.

No job too big or too small.
Miriam Oris AUen

Prompt, reliable service, insured.

1106 Highland Ave.
S.Portland, ME 04106

AI Merola

"B" 207.741.2010

Call 871-0093

~· ' lnstallation

12 I'<Ars E"xperknct

• Fini•hing

Smoothee Floors Inc. - . •Sanding
Gorham, Maine
llo..tahod lao""

su

A\Vll\.T

n.t\. W l'l

' Free E.timateo
• Residential
•Commercial

HARRINGTON Office:
839-4078
Cell: 632•1051

HELP YOUR BUSINESS GROWl YOUR AD COULD APPEAR HERE FOR AS LITTLE AS $11 PER WEEK
U.Ctriclc.na, ..-.ow ....,..ov•l, _.luntber•..- ~uilders, paln. . ra, hou.-.clean•ra, handymen/women,. maaona, rnov.ra, roofe.ra,. •id•ra, or cn\yon• •••• provlding . . rvlce• In Greater
Portlaftd, pa.a .. call ouf' cl•••lfMd c&.pa."""'ent" 0 775 .. 1234 e~~nd -«'Qf"t Q morlc..tlng campalt~~n todoyl

32)
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~wheels

~roommates

1979 CADILLAC HEARST- Dark
blue, 801<. runs well. garaged. $1 ,900/BO
Call after 7pm. 989-4880.
1996 AUDI QUARTRO WAGON.
Super clean. 7 passenger. All options.
Impeccably maintained. 125K highway.

$11,500/80 563-1013. prd@gwi.net
2000 OLDSMOBILE ALERO.
Excellent condition. 39k. loaded, 4 door,

red, CO/cassette player. $9,500. Cell:
207·233-3686.
84 BMW. Black exterior, red leather interior Mint, no rust. Power everything, power
sunroof. New alloys and rubber. IV.any other
new
parts.
Completely
restored.

CATEGORI£.$
4Ut1lon$

bill!elln board
lOst & found ctreel
employment oppottUnllies

tatwr~

WHERE CAN YOU GET A JOB WITH GREAT
BENEFITS & HAVE YOUR DAYS FREE?
AT...

,.,

positions wanted
child care
roommate$

==n!l!t
rooms/rent

SIIIISOfl8ll'el'lt8t

Olfi<:eslreilt
sn !ltl.ldfoslrfiQt
bu9ness rental
rentl!ls wanted
~
11!81-9
condos tor'Sale
land for sale

body&SOUI

insttuCilon

lectures & workSIJops
llducatlon

advanced stages of HIV disease. Our six-bed facility provides 24-hour core in a home-like setting. Residential Aides

We are offering full time positions (7-10 hr shifts/night) with starting times
varying from 8 PM to midnight.

molllle~

fitm!ss

to provide support and care to residents with varying levels

We are looking for energetic, dependable, hard working individuals to help
process & develop overnight photofinishing at our Scarborough location.

.

BENEFITS INCWDE:
• Starting rate of pay $7.50/hr
A $200 signing bonus after

professlonsl setVIces

bUSiness S«:Nices
computfliS
llnandlll
kerns tor sale
yard sales
antiques
wanted

60 days
• On t~ job training

• Medical/Dental/Life & Vision
Insurance
• 11 paid holidays/year
• Tuition reimbursement

•
•
•
•

months

• Discounts on cameras & film
developing plus much more!

ac1S

holiday gifts
bed &. breakfasts

If you would like to become a part of our team, please stop by our Scarborough Lab at 71 US Route One, Tuesday-Friday, anytime 24 hours a day to

rar~tivals

fill out an applicatio~,;.

Wheels
motorcycles

trucks/vans
RVs
boats
campgrounds
summer camps
publications
animals
legal notrees
dating services

Konico Quality Photo is an equal opporlunltv ~mplover.

CLINICAL

OPENINGS

·~

· garderling

announcements

RATES
FII'St 15 woras - $11/Weel< add!.

woros @ 25¢ each.

Buy 3 wks., get the 4tlt tree
Wl1eels & Keels <leal· $25/run
until it sells ! 15 words; vehicles
and ll<lats only> Call for details.
Display ad rates. Webvertisiog.
and frequency discount info
available upon request
Deadline: Mon, 3pm, pre-paid

work closely with the medical

CSI is a comprehensive and integrated community mental health
center serving adults and children with serious mental health and
substance abuse problems. Since 1971, our outpatient clinics and
community services have grown to serve over 6,000 adults and
children annually through a variety of traditional and innovative
programs.
We've learned that the healing process is a journey with many
unexpected twists and turns through a landscape of emotion, and
are currently expanding a number of our Adult and Child Programs across York County (Saco and Springvale). We are currently seeking highly skilled:
MASTER"S AND BACHELOR'S LEVEL CLINICAL STAFF assist our
clients live their lives with grace, vigor, and joy. A sense of humor,
along with direct experience working with either children/families
or adults is essential for these small multi-disciplinary teams.

& social

cation preferred, CNA/M, RCS and MHRT certification
desirable. Competitive benefits package. Submit resume

A well-established company
is looking for

electricians helpers
with a min 2 yrs experience

service staff, and

volunteers to assure resident needs are met. CRMA certifi-

cover letter by Nov.

40 l(k) plan
Monthly incentive bonus plan
Paid sick lime
Paid vacation time after 6

86 SAAB 900S. 40, 2901(, sunroof, 2
studded snows. $1,000. 773-5450.
87 SAAB 900. Outstanding condition.

seeks applicants for
FULL-TIME AWAKE OVERNIGHT RESIDENTIAL AIDES·
of need in Maine's only assisled living facility for persons in

3RD SHJFf OPENINGS AVAilABLE

smith.com/bmw.

comprthcruivc tnv .- AliJS Krvict.J

&

• Good Benefit PackaQe •
This position Is for lonQ-term
employment

Please reply to:

29 to:

Residential Aide Search, PO Box 5305,
Portland, ME 041 0 1

Anthony Mancini Inc.
(207) 774-5829

I collect calls accepted I

Frannie Peabody Center is on equal opportunity employer and values divenity.

Donegal Town, Inc.
Supported Living Provider

DIRECT SUPPORT PROFESSIONAlS
Donegal Town is a family-oriented agency committed to assisting children and
young adults with developmental disabilities to enhance their personal growth and
independence. Part time positions are available in the Brunswick/Harpswell and
Sebago/Casco areas, in Portland, and throughout Cumberland County with full
rime possibilities. We are looking for individuals with JXJSilive allitudes to provide
direct one-on-one support services to children and young adults with developmental disabilities. Some programs may involve personal and physical care. We
provide company paid training and highly competitive pay along with medical,
dental and retirement benefits (or full time employees. If you truly want to make
a difference in a young person's life, please call, email, mail or fax a resume 10:

'

Carl

will call.

$2.000/80.

Days

865 -9700,

87 SAAB 900S. blACK. ssP, moonroof, tan interior. No rust Runs great 144k.'

$1,500. 799-7444 or 671-0512.
88 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL No
rust. Needs some work. 80k. Butler's Hollis.

Best offer. 929-5733 or 284-8309.
90 MITSUBISHI VAN ,$t,2oo. 92
Dodge Shadow. $1.000/80. 88 Plymouth
Voyager, $400. 88 Plymouth Sundance,
$250. Call318·9328
96 FORD TAURUS WAGON.
Loaded, leather, A/C. Very reliable. Snow
tires included. $3,850/80. 885-0804.
99 HYUNDAI ACCENT. 2DR hatchback. Standard, 27k, 5yr/60k bumper to
bumper warranty. $4,000/obo. 781-7191 .

Money back guarantee!

1-800-682-6103 OP#t6. No salespe=n
BETHLEHEM, NH Cannon Mountain Area.
Mount lafayette Views. 2.44 acres,
$2 2,900! 90% owner financing. Snowmobile, hike. fish, ski, or just RELAX! Beautiful,
privately wooded setting accented by
southern mountain exposure. Only 15 minutes to Cannon Mountain and Echo Lake.
Surveyed/Warranty Deed. Call toll free now
1+877-640-LAND, 7 days or northernacrescom

lAND FOR SALE BERKSHIRE lAND SALE:
2+ to 4+ acres.•$14.900 lo ·$27,900. As
low as $119/mO. Beautiful opened and
mixed wooded parcels. Great views, Short
drive to Lenox/Stockbridge. Surveyed,
perked, ready to build! Low as 20% down,
t5 years @ 8.75%ARM. Won't last long.

1-BOD-811-3564 x 669.

Also, 89 Saab 9000 parts car. $500/bo.
GAS TANKS New Gas Tanks at Wholesale Prices. $99.00 for most GM, FORD,
& CHRysLER. $119.00 for most imports.
Buy Direct from the Distnbulor. Call us
Toll Free Mon - Fn. 9-5 at
1-800-561·8265.
RADIATORS, GAS TANKS, & SENDING
UNITS. 99% chance you will have your

~ o#ices/rent

part tomorrow. INholesale prices, major

$345-$375/mo. all inclusive. FIRST
MONTH FREE! Ample parking includ-

a Massage Therapist . Apply now to the
Downeast School of Massage for Massage

shared utilities. 892·6646.
M/F, N/S to share 3BR house. Parking,
buslme, W/0, dishwasher. $300/mo. plus.

at 207-773 -2 547 or 1-800-339-6516

797-9206.
NORTH DEERING COLONIAL needs 3rd

PEAKS ISlAND. 28R, first floor, heat and

Voice/TTY
H/W induded. Oose to school, store,

ferry. WID available. $750/mo. 766·2295.

sunroom. $385+/mo. 878-6555, weekends 371 -2449.
PORTLAND, DEERING HIGHLANDS
Rackleff St .. N/S female wanted to shar~
28R apartment. WID. $500/mo., utilities
included. References. Call Paul 3 18-2893.
ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE 48R on

Come to "The Fine Crafts Show at the Hol-

iday Inn 8y The BaY: 88 Spring Sl. Portland, on Saturday Nov. 30th from 9:30am
to 4:30pm. Call Julie Howison for more
information 772·1197.

\

THE DRIVING SCHOOL. Classes
ongoing, Call for prices. 797-9292.
997 Forest Ave. Portland, Me. Serving the
Greater Portland Area.

for trainee cuts & colors

Call

772-9060

GET IT TO US
PhoJle: 775-1234 or
1-800-286-6601

FAX: 775-1615
Mail: Oassifieds
P.O.Box 1238
Portland, ME 04104
Hand: 11 Forest Avenue
or you can visit our website at:
www.cascobayweekly.com/ctassllleds

able.
$3BO/MO..
please
call
207-781-4910 for info.
SHARE SEXY APARTMENT with class.

FINE PRINT
Oa.ssified ads must be paid lot in advance
with cash, personal cflOCI-, mooey order,
VISA. MC.Lost~ Fcund'nems listed ~ee.
CBW shall not be liable lor any l)'fx>graphk:.al erron, omissions, or changes In
the ad whidl do not alfe<t the value or
content or substantially Change the meaoing of the ad. Credit will be issued when a
'fiable error has been determined within

ooe week of the public:a~on.. Readers are
ad\lised that an attempt was made to verify the authenticity of aH ads, but that SUGi1
verification is not always possible. The
Better BUSiness Bureau may have more
information on the companies a~ng
in lhis pubication.

In addition, we have job opportunities in the following programs:
Supported Living Services, Adult Residential, and Crisis Stabilization Unit.
Our benefit package offers a generous time off program, as well as
a comprehensive medical, dental, and life insurance benefit, plus
other attractive incentives. Please submit your resume with cover
letter or e-mail to:

Greater Portland's oldest, locally owned alternative
weekly is seeking freelance writers for:

land. materials, labor, & closing costs. Our
unique sweat-equity program SAVES
NO payments while you build. For moti·
vated families with 1ncomes over

• News and Features, with understanding of alternative
media & style;
• Arts, Music, Movies & Theatre reviews.

Human Resources Department, Counseling Services, Inc.
P.O. Box 1010, Saco, ME 04072
E-mail: human.resources@csimaine.com
www.councelingservices.org
Providing Community and Mental Health Services
Counseling Services, Inc.

EOE

Please send published clips and resume to:
Casco Bay WeeklySharon Bass, Editor
PO Box 1238, Portland, ME 04104
email: edltor1@maine.rr.com
FAX: 207.775.1615
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.
EOE

$500/day for television, CO/videos, film,
fashion. One week course in Loa Angeles
while building your portfolio. Brochure

31 0·364·0665.

www.MediaMakeu-

pArtjsts.com

PETITION FOR A CASINO. FULL TIME
$12/HR, PART TIME UP TO
$ t50 per ~gnature. 773-8686.

Call for an Open House Schedule or our
2002-2003 Catalog

Qanimals

SSCASHSS lmmed1ale Cash for struc

3 FIXED MALE CATS. Would like to go to

GOVT FORECLOSED HOMES. $0 or low
down 1HUO, VA, FHA. OK credit! For listings, 800-501-1777, ext. 7114.
HOUSES FOR RENT STOP RENTING '!'

same home, but not a must No children,
no other pets_ Call 415-7668.

(fbusi~ess

$0 Down Homes! No Credit OK'
1-800-501-1777. exV 2794.

serv1ces

40% on 6 Factory New High quality,
super insulated home packages. Simple
Assembly your foundation/finishes. Flexible
layout
3/4/5
bedrooms.

Omusicians
wanted

f'il

condftion. 879-0808.
DARK CHERRY STAINED pine TV table.
$20. About 3' tall. Excellent condition

879-0808.
FREE CHRISTMAS PAPER. Jewelry box
asking $5. Kids pool asking $3. Call
775-4426.
FREE DIRECT TV SysTEM, including 3
months FREE Showtime Unlimited. Access
225+
channels.
Digital-quality
picture/sound. Packages from $3 1.99.
Limited
time
offer.
cau now

1-800-963-3289.
FREE umbrella and christmas paper. Dish

set $5. 775-4426.
MOSCON1 BILLIARD

COLLECTIBLES

"King
of
the
Pocket
Billiards·
http://WWN.cueking.com.
Autographs,
cards, posters, game room pool table for
birthdays, Christmas. $ave on great gifts.
!Oip and save!)

NEED A COMPUTER 8UT NO CASH?
You·re APPROVED! Financing GUARAN·

TEED! No Cash Needed Today! Bad Credit OKAY! No Credit Check· Affordable Pay-

ments!
t-800-560-9782.
WWW.PC4SURE.COM
NEED A COMPUTER? Don't want to
spend a lot of fl.lOney? Comptete systems.
fully loaded, unbelievable low prices. Call

888-376-8364.
NEED A COMPUTER? Forget financing!
Brand new Intel Pentium computers
offered by a national leader at 50% off!
Limited
supply. Act
Fast!
Call

1-877-842-3200 ext. 577
RECYCLE TONER CARTRIDGES AND
SAVE Cartridges from $45.00, including
pick-up and delivery. Guaranteed. Discounted toner lor copiers available. We
buy empties. 800·676.0749, www.nationaltoner.com

NOTES-31
BE DEBr'FREE. Low Payments.-Reduced
lnleresl Stop Collector calls, Stop Lale
Fees. Non-Prof1t Christian Agency
Recorded Message 800 714-9764
FAMILY
CREDIT
COUNSELING
PAYCHECK LOANS up to $500! Never
leave home! County Bank of Rehoboth

Beach, DE. Member FDtC/EOL Check
'"9 account requtred Not ava1lable CO,
DE CA WV FL. I 866 823-0348
TOO MANY BILLS? Consolidate Credit
Cards' No up lront FEE' Stop harassment! One low monthly payment Cut
mteresl 1
NOT
A
LOAN
t-877-866-6269, EXH47 FREE'!
www lHaveTooManyBills.com.
Since
199 11

business opportunities

!11 1! READERS ARE ADVISED THAT AN
ATTEMPT WAS MADE TO VERIFY THE
AUTHENTICITY OF ALL ADS, BUT THAT
SUCH VERIFICATION ISNOT ALWAys POSSIBLE. THE SETTER BUSINESS BUREAU
MAy HAVE MORE INFORMATION ON THE
COMPANIES ADVERTISING ANY BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES IN THIS SECTION'!
$$$$WEEKLY Processing HUD/FHA mortgage refunds. No experience required. Call
1-800·449·4625, ext. 6000 for more information.

$1000

tured settlements, annUtttes. real estate
notes, pnvate mortgage notes, acodent
cases, and msurance payouts 877

www_f~milycredit .org

BURNS
CLEANINGHigh
Detailed & General Residential
Cleaning; Commercial Cleaning
and Carpet cleaning. Insured. Ref·
erences available. 857-9119.
HOUSE CLEANING PAR EXCELLENCE. Efficient, reliable, reasonable rates, 15 years expenence.
Relerences.
Free
es timates.
12071741 -2010.

1-800-485-0624.

frame. $185. Natural wood color. Excellent

HOLIDAY SHOPPERS! Check up on stores
in your area. Part/fun.time, training, no
selling. Call toll-free 1-888-478-042 ext.
2627.
MEDIA MAKE-UP ARTISTS earn up to

allcl Cultlnal

ext 504. www.IHEonline com

BEAUTIFUL FINISHED PINE double bed

Career By Promoting Radiohead, Jackass
the Movie, and Avril Lavigne. Apply for an
internship With Hi Frequency online at
www.findyourtreguency.com!

(207) 832-5531

WANTED: OLD STONE WALLS.
Cash paid. 413-323-7430
WANTED: STAMPS, COINS, PAPER
MONEY. Post Cards. Ephemera
Dealer stocks, Large.accumulalions,
store
invenlories.
Toll
free
1-866-288-3388

BUILD YOUR NEW HOME WITH NO
MONEY DOWN. 100% financing on

$50. About 6'll:2 112', adjustable shelves.
Excellent condition. 879-0808.

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRy· Start your

24, Waldoboro, Maine 04572

commerCials, filrn, pnnt Call D1g1tal Exposure @ 1-800·260·3949 ext. 3025

( l real estate

area. $75. 774-1 942.
AQUA-BLUE STAINED PINE bookshelf

FREELANCE WRITERS:

Box

$tate
Dept. of Eel.

Must be dean, healthy and willing to share
the work. $400/mo. includes everything.
Have cat t'lnd furniture. Paul, 773-2794.

ANTIQUE RADIATOR, silver 3 foot steam.
excellent condition, can deliver Portland

(207) 774-5829 (we will~ oollect mlh]

for further information contact

DOWNEAST SCHOOL OF MASSAGE

800-806-0083 ext 203

• Good Benefit Package

Please reply to: Anthony Mancini Inc.

CGMTA, YA

approv.cland
llctnstell>y

MOVIE ~TRAS" $100 - S400~day potential All looks needed. No experience requ 1red TV

• 5-10 years experience
This position is for long-term employment

~by

SS BARTEND$$ Have fun. make money. Up to $300 per shift. No eJ~:penence required Call

5BR house in Falmouth. Utilities included,
phone extra, Road Runner access avail·

• Current Stale of Maine Journeyman's License
CLINICAL TEAM LEADER provide oversight to a a-member multidisciplinary team in either our Adult or Child Assertive Community
Treatment Program. The qualified candidate will take an active and
assertive leadership role in managing the day-to-day program operations for one of these teams. A sense of humor, excellent organizational skills, and creativity along with prior management and
direct experience working with all age populations is essential.
Master's Degree in Social Work or related field along with licensure
to practice as an LCSW, LCPC. or RN,CS is required.

Select Sport Massage, Shiatsu or Sody-Mmd
courses to compliment the tore curriculum.

www. downeutschoolofmassage. net

TUBA and EUPHONIUM advanced
players wanted for TUBA-EUPHONIUM
ensemble and performances, Portland.
Call Elliott 797-3661.

Awell-established company is looking for a person
with the following qualifications &criteria:

T!Npto,ram
at I>SM 1$

Servlco.

761·2016.
SEEKING PROFESSIONAL TO SHARE

$50,000. Call today' t-800-779-7790,

AKARI HAIR CARE
Needs models

Therapy courses offered in a day and night
schedule, beginning September and January.

~lnt

the West end. Mother of one looking to
share aparrment. Sober, smoker OK.
$475/mo. plus 1/2 utilities. Info call

Thousands $$. NO DOWN PAYMENT and

233-7750 for details.

Practice in a rewarding health career as

ments. Available immediately. W/W car·
peting, on·stte laundry, parking for one
car Easy access to public transportation
and downtown Portland Please call Amy

OFFICE SPACE

ed. Please call Kate at 846-04 20 or

MASSAGE THERAPY

area. No pets, No smoking. Available
immediately. $800/mo. plus. 874-7855.

MUNJOY EAST END. 2 bedroom apart-

available on Main St. Beautiful space
There are 5 approximately 12ll: 12 feet
offices Can lease all together for
$1,370/mo. all inclusive or individually at

YARMOUTH

775-3 128 or 508-954-8217.
28R. 8UT lARGE, off-slreet parking, USM

SACRIFICE' THIS WE~EKo-";O"N:;;L-;,Y::-!"'s,-av-e

'tr.i\...,

/

Interest - $99/month t$9995 total!. Free
information.

brands No sales lax. 1-800-827-4323
or 1·603-358-3036. Radiator Express,
Inc.

Amber Schmaling • 765 Congress St. • Portland ME 04012 1 /
tel (207)553.2275 • fax (207)553.2277
amber@donegaltown.org
- \..:/~
.

ARIZONA LAND LIQUIDATION. Near Tucson. Football field sized lots. $0 Down - $0

Rusl free body and frame. Excellent
mechanical. Ssp, radio/CO. V3K.fFiorida

eve/wkend 642-4446.

IBR BEAUTIFUL WEST END Available
12/1. $650/mo includes heat and Hffl

professional M/F, N/S, 27+ for sunniest
BR. Parking, large yard, deck, fireplace,
H/W and tiled floors, french doors and

$8,000/BO. 874-2443. www.portlandweb-

FRANNIE PEABODY CENTER

ALL AREAS · ROOMMATE.COM. ilfowse
hundreds of online listings with photos
and maps. Find your roommate with a
dick of the mouse1 Visit.· wwwRoommate.com
Female housemate wanted. Windham, private home. Shared kitchen, livingroom,
dinmgroom, bath, study Own bedroom
Wonderful housemates. $350/mo plus

WEEKLY

POSSIBLE

Mailing

brochures from home! Easy! Free Supplies!
Genuine opportunity. 1-800-749-5782 f24
hrs.l
$2500+/WEEKLY Now hiring envelope.
stuffers I 0 yr nattonwide co needs you
Easy work from home. Free postage, supplies prov1ded Written guarantee! Free
informatton. Call now! 1-800-314·9082.

8E YOUR OWN BOSS Control hours. Excellent income & trainmg Free information
EJO-Home Business.com/ 888-673-3 197
BILLERS learn £Z Claims Processing for
local Doclors. Full train1ng, support. Computer r-equired. 1·800-513-7570. ext. 4453

COMPUTER/INTERNET USERS Wanted to
work onhne $25 · $125/hour Training
prov1ded Bonuses, Free vacat1ons
www moneywave2success.com

EARN INCOME FROM HOM
"'E'Cc-yo_u_r_own
_
business. Control your hours Full training
& support. Free tnfo. www SeekyourOream.com. 1·800-810-7311.
GOVT JOBS Wildlife and Postal $48,000+
a year Patd training, full benefits, no ell.perience necessary. For applicat•on and
ell.am Nlformation, call 1·888· 778-4 266 x

780.
HOME

BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITY

Improve your family's future_ PT/FT Free
info, Full training www. 123forsucess com,

888-224-5 549
Metropolitan .V.Ortgage & Secunt1es Co..
In c buying seller-financed mortgages
through brokers stnce 1953 To broker a
note, call 1·600·268·9184. Visil us online
at 'W'WW.metrobuxsnotes com

T-SHIRTS Custom Printed. $4.50 heavy-

COMPUTER INTERNET PEOPLE Wanted to

OWN A VENDING ROUTE Earn big

weight. "Fruit of the loom·, Hats, $2.75,·
Mugs
&
more.
Free
Catalog.

wort online. $75- $125/hour. Full training,
vacations, bonuses and incentives. 53 countries. Bi-linguals also needed. Free E·Book!
www.seizeyourfuturenow.com

money I 0 machines $3495. Plus
Coke/Pepsi/Poland
Springs/Frito-lay

1-800-242-2374. Berg Enterprises_ 40.

route $9995. 1-866-823-0282 17
AINf01-Q04

days!
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a
LT's inc.

professional services

• Self Actualizt~tion
-~·.-.~·-""'

Dameron Midgette • Rolling Movement & Structurallntegrauon

~

;). .

!t
1~ Know/edge

grace

~nov

freedom

comfortrelief
connection

INC. 153 Pari! RIW. Brunswlcll. 373-1236. bodJ-Iolowlldi8.CDIII

ART THERAPY
ED OECHSLIE, KfR-BC
Spu ializing in trauma &
./ Post-tt:lum:nic strrs.s

,/

~cowry:

Codependency

./ Chemical and behavioral addictions
./ Love and relarionship issues
Call 831~1134 for more information

"CHRISTOPHER BEAcH'
JUNGIAN ANALYST
Dipl. C. G. Jung lnst. -Zurich
32 Pleasant St., Portlaoo, ME 04101

'

I
.

~?.~!!~.g®

• Creates more efficiency, ease,
balance & flexibility in your body
• Relieves chronic pain, stiffneu,
tension & improves your posture

•

Curious?

lncreo~es

energy, improves

flexibility & coordination
a.come more awcrrw ol
Call for a FREE consultation
your fxxly, minJ & #tearl
- "'"' Cl..uoina Fil'l!erald 318-8808

HANDLING ANGRY
FEELINGS
A Skilled Based Group

772-2779

Therapy for
Women

Tuesdays 7-8:30 pm • Portland

FMI: Cathy Langevin, LSCW
838-2943

Fr<:der1<1:a Chapman, M.S.

20J-82B-J200

~'t: ·. FREE WILL ASTROLOGY· WEEK OF NOVEMBER 21
• -.1• •
..-·. :·. :.;·
. \. :-.< © 2002 BY ROB BREZSNY
,_
'~-.

san.

2.-"""""

TAUROS IApli 2GMay 20!: a alllhe signs n lhe zodiac,
yoo're mos1 ~ ~ fight laily, T.l'-'1.0. Sneak iilads oe
rnt<!y apart of yoor ltrllegy. )llo're not prooe to usi>g
Sjlie!, spe.mg ""'¢'e propagiWida, or riiOlipJiating
ilooce!it ~ ilto sermg hidden agendas. I krle
ill tlis abolt yoo. AIJI y.t ttl be true to lhe astrological
omens, I must make the f<jlooilg suggestion: ~ the
roming..OO. ooe""" !~lie lhillllsual FigUie OLihow
you can~ glleflia tactics and lhe e1eme1tt of surprise without ddllilg your iltegliy.

~ llri of )00 that you
atithenticly.

Yarmouth • 846-0848

CANCER llile ll·.hJy 22!: St 1to5e of Lilla lli86-t6t71
was50detemiro<lnottobe~iltosil

lowman tm. HulthSiops • m.aa</8
WWW.FULLCIR:CLESYNER:GY.COM

Readings by
Dina Duval
Psychic Medium
838-5349 freeport

Julia H. Ackerman •Lcsw
Jungian/Existential
Psychotherapy for Adults
•Eotlnc Di101de11 •Splritulluuto

Traditional Chinese Medicine

Acupressure · Jin Shin Jyutsu ·Shiatsu' · Chi Kung
111~

l>ody Is an lnstrum~nt which can I>~ tun~d

annfosteromalneehlateu.com 'N'WW.tt'Uillne6hlat6U.com 774.3465
Peaks Island

&

Ma~eercard

Porcland

I Vi5a

accept&:~

774*6486

Mark Nakell, MA. LCPC
lndividu<il &Couples Counseling
Awareness-l:>tt6i:d Psychothera

Call 773-4413 For

Free Initial Coneultatlon
further informgtion: www.co.re.erarts.com

1 PIMsant St. Portland

Ann Foster Af>T

•EMDR, Trauma Worto •Relotlonohlp lu1111

LIVE FROM YOUR CENTER

~mnokell@careerarts.coin:

......,them will your

Ron L
Chris Satori Lemire •

c....m. C....S.Iiog For
AOliLTS 4 CHIUlREN

Trciriftg for PROFESSIONALS*
callforbrochorc
I.DC, RADAC. REAT

.,..

(207) 761·7C173 (PORTlAND)

YOGA
1':'\ Aikido of Maine

~. -Aikido is a mania! an for self
defense & spiritual development"

•Daily basics • Adult & Youth Classes
•Morning. afternoon & evening classes
226 Anderson Street, Portland

879·9207
www.alkldoofmaine.com

)OIIr~sailt

LEO Ill~ lJ.,Iug. 221: \11\at metaphor shalwe choose
to refer to lhe role you\! played 50 skilfuly ;, recerl
-·leo? Ardla<ologist of lhe NJysSII'klmhef illhe
trldel1ow' Scr.ongel of lhe soap heap of listtry? I krle
lhe ...,., re50110!1Jtness )00\! """"""" '" you'\0
cleaned out lhe gunk that was cklggilg up yoor rlepths,
~ any case,l's now IJ11e to ""' up Ill.( olllle <rod:
iWid lllill center stage. ywre plined 10 ~art tiinding us
\1RGO IAIIg. 23-Se!122l: /Jier W1i1ing """'11101 30
i)OI.( Shellor:t Homes, Sit' Altlu Cooan l»f<
~wed of hilt~ t893. the Engish au~'<>~ kiled (jlfis
- - . sendilg lim pilngilg (jl Re<flen.
tladl Fals .tile i1 a struggle Will lis .,ch<Oelll)', Prolessoc Moriarty. Reader! were I.I'II'W)' wih lhe detisiln,
ll'ooljl, iWid nine yea<s later Cooan l»f< lei COI1'Il'lled
to "'"" Hl*neslor another OOg llfl.l..,;rate lim to
be yoor role model lor lhe ne.1t few woeks. V1190 )lio.
too, n ind good reasoos 10 ....,ect "' ofttleoce 1nrn
lhe past or bring illl old chalacter bad< ilto yoorlile.

~.STUDIO

SUZ.4NNE LABERGE

fl!he<prelty

face that she disligtred I will ~ iWid peppe< Th~
yoo\!""" gone lhallar, Canceria1, you too""' jjj.
den or """""" yoor ""' beauty. )1>11 too """ been
afraid 10 """ lhe <awiMjesly ot yoor 1e.i "'· P'oase
dool do that ooy """· Reject lhe ~notion
that tlldeMiuilg )'OIIlel can """ ooy good ii at To
se> yoor ~I trge you~ make 1to5e of lima

ill will )IMJ ig~ agail.

The EXPRESSIVE ARTS
.,L&. PLAY THERA~

(207) 253-5200

'

AlliES Ll\lldlli-Aj>i 1~: 01aa; ooften good to
avoid. But not now, Arie!. )lio're in a jilase m clvilg
no 1J1C1!1tain1t v.ookl be iertie iWid ~.May 1
sugges1, lhen,lhal yoo plocl."""' ~ iom IJis.
corilanism? ~s oro~ lhe '"' relgioio lhal takes
acaJIJit of Ral>h - · · asserOOn that healt p/l)liol·
ogisls inll """ ct.os illhe """"r heir! 11101 olhe
side heart. Here's a""'li1g ot Oiscordi.Jn ten<IS. t.
[""f'f' is'
!!SjJeCialy you.
primilitf of cruiliog aroond loolci"jlor good Ide. 3. Eaf.
~ 001 dog """ • prttilit~ except 00 fmly, """
l's CllllljliJsoly. 4. When you'1e stud n a ~you IOOSt
spe.Jk i1 tongues, halde snakes, iWid expeience phantasmagofia. 5. )'W' guanlian angel loves yoo bett~
m your room is amess. 6.ao.tilg ~are sacred;
yoo IOOSt !'lied them iom deseaation. 7. TOO gOO;tess
d !<We ill your proOiems I yoo solve ill heiS.

GEMINI (May lt-JIIle 20!:)'W' lillt ru~this week is to
pus/1 with al yoor rri<j1t to ensure lhe arrival of ease iWid
grac• )'W' secood rute o ~ act '" I the ooly way yoo
can po!!i!lty g<1 """' you want is to ~etend yoo doo'l
want lllWd, tJe aggr......tt sensitive iWid le!ociotlsly
rectjlive. folrth, Ci"f OLIIhe IIIOSI madlo loon of surrender you can ""9ne. Fiftll. be 50 urnerested n wt1at

500 Forest Avenue •

Jr.;.'

LAND LOCALS

UBRA l5ept 23·011 lll: /ole )00 ready to intensity yoor
pull\it ol higher edg<-ucatioo, lilra? We're not lal:ing
abOI.( p1ai1 old bool~ here- not abOI.( watching
and studying ife ~om asafe dlstan<e. )1>11 need to get

nm ollhe edgy tilll of know-how lhat's oo~ possible
10 scare up wi'Oe ilvnelsed o~· heat of the adion

out.'

That doesnl necessariy- )Ill """~hang
aadc !loose or ~"" to a "" zooe. O>oose a ornlieu lhat
excies yoor spontaneous llllilsiy, ""' pot yoorsetlo
the rridst d Is daly 1\Jw. Treat I '" aObooitory that wilt
tJe ali:tl """"' ol expe<inental data

37 Danforth Street, Portland. ME • 1.800.800.7785 • www.ltsmoine.com
Custom Screenprinting, Embroider_y & Marketing Products

SCORPIO 1011 23-lioY. l i t - an old~" othe rain
laesl <les and fOWies """· I takes ailog lime to
decompose. As I 00.,. I becomes 1'051 to new sapli"Js
lhal..,lhe decayiflij tog kJ IIO\.Iisllrrofl rd ike )00 10
pia~e )lliMt Sc"llio. sili1g othe loresl gali"} L1J0f1
~is sc..,.. How woo~ yoo desaibe I? Woo~ yoo 11>o11
• '1iJJ!y delai 00 lhe plilefadioo of the lalen ""
while ignorilg the lre!h ife SjXIliDlg out of I? I you dMI,
yoo'd be iniiUlg lhe spill ci modem
Or,
itstead, v.ookl you be ' winess. repOOilg 00
lhe decay""' ~o-111 .;~ equal enjlilasis? • the
weels to come, please be lhe 1att~.IThanls 1o lo1 in lhe
t:ootenay Moutons of llliish Columbia kJ Osjiiog this
horoo:opeJ

Looking for

(207) 228-0999

"""'isis.

SAGmAIIIUS INoY. 22-Dec. 211: At lhe """"""'I
pal'< Iwent w0s1 """"'· there was alxMih .nere you
""~get a tlict photO!I'aph of yourself Kxlged "the
jall'l of ashell. J SL'J!jesl yoo """ illl image lile ~•
made now. Sagilalill. 1'1 be aS)1Tdlol ollhe past you're
escaping rrom - the t1Ye4teflii>J rnawlllat aioost
derued yoo 1xrt rldnt Neoil, create asyrrlx) of yoor
We illhe loon ol ' second colage. Fa this .....
paste )00< lace oo the body d a pellOil 1iok1r1J alish·
i1g pole iWid saanoog oo adodc adjacent to ashal<
hilngi1J upside-down ~om ' hoo<
CAPRICORN&. 22-Jao 191: )1>11 know how ts possil*' to eljledie lhe blooming of plants by a.tiliiing
lhernilag-?IPI'tlOS'Ihiii)OOiilda""''l'laille approach 10 ... 00 yOIJ 9'~ ~
<iller wads, (apli:om, compel )WI v.ooies 10 marure
""' i!pi<ly. That way, """" of totmg )00 with '

slowprolilerOOollofhaii<OOSCious~lorli'o
ne>t 1ctx ..OO.IheYI ripen Q\'el!ll!jll
!her ~

no

bt<r<nstate)lio1beallteto"'"''...__
wlh them by llle eM ol this wee!\ iWid then """' oo to
more enjoyable~ Schedu~ yOIJ ""'l'J'S'TI
-the 01gasrric cu&nioalioo ol yoor v.ooies - kJ no
latertllln-27.

AQ.UARJUS !Jan. 20-Fell. t~: "M1y 5 150 hard to lind a

next,....,

next"""""

START DATING TONIGHT! Have fun, play the Maine
Dating Game. For information call 1-800-ROMANCE,
ext. 2238.

Our :New#

878-4441
Same Great Service,
Same Great Price
24 HOUR EMERGENCY ELECTRICAL SERVICE- Also, residential
and commercial. Free estimates, fully

207-939,1319 .
ATIENTION NEW ENGLAND

insu<ed. Ty<is Smith,

Transport your vehicle to Florida. Slart•ng at
$495.00.

can

us now 1-600-471)-4406

includes Insurance & Bond.

CROSSING PATHS: A CENTER
FOR NATURAL HEALTH. Expect
improvement. a new outlook and understanding in your approach to health. Each
treatment is an experience of Greater Vitality! For an appointment, please call Ron &
Chris Lemire at 683·1214.

M.C. CONSTRUCTION.

·your
Complete Home Contrado~ Remodeling
& Renovations. Custom Homes. Kitchen &
Bathrooms. Plumbing & Bectrical. No

Job Too Big or Small. Free Estimates. 774-2330.
T.W. ENTERPRISES. Tree Service.

... big and dassy but sterie, ""'the olher .... smal
""' fully but had lots d ooot castles ""' toys. As SOOI1
'" lhe lish iK>IJed inlo ooe
I was already
hJcmj ilogilgly ii the ooe I had "" lel \\liat does
my ....., "'""· o We.e
1 -Fru<loted Plscean
IA'etalel. • Dear Frustrated: In your ne>t <ieam, rewte
lhe lish ~a laleor ocean ..tlele I llil """manyeno·
IOfiT'OiliS IO choose lnrn.

""'"Ill\

o..oe

671-5870.
TLC MOVING SERVICE.

Always
professional and COURTEOUS. Fully
insured. Reasonable rates. "WE TREAT

YOUR BELONGINGS LIKE THEY
WERE OURS, WITH TLC." 774-45 tt.

•

by tailoring accounting services to meet
specific business needs. Accounting Made
can save businesses the costs of a full-time
and provide a higher level of expertise

new clients. Call today
-679-902 4

.

www. c asc obayweek ly. com
{?jbody&soul
GRAND OPENING! ROCKY JUNGIAN/EXISTENTIAL PSYCOAST FAMILY ACUPUNC- CHOTHERAPY FOR ADULTS. EatTURE is now in Portland. Please call to ing disorders. Spiritual issues. EMDR, traubook your FREE initial consultation today. ma wort. Relationship issues. Julia H.
We are located at 500 Forest Ave, Suite Ackennan, LCSW. 774-6486.
2A, Portland. 207-775-2059.

GROUP ART THERAPy.

Creative
self-exploration groups for people who are
motivated to make changes and get more
from their recovery and thetr lives. Safe

Homework: What part of you has become too set in its
ways?What can you do to rile it up into seizing wilder
ways of knowing? Write www.freewillastrology.com,

Thanksgiving in Waikiki! Special rates through November
(including Thanksgiving): $39 double occupancy; weekly
rates $200 and up. Recently renovated; microwaves,
refrigerators & coffeemakers. KUHIO VILLAGE RESORT.
(808) 791 -7171

Landscape, lawn Care, Tractor Services.
Now accepting plowing accounts. Proper~
ty Management & Maintenance Co.

sOOma!e'"

PISCES Well. I!HJach 201: 'Deal Oleam Doctor: I
<l'eanll was camg lor a bealiiiJ golden isll in a room
wih two aquaiJm> TOO lish kept lea!>i1i lnrn one
a<riDm to illlO!her, al1d my i>b was tD scoop I up iWid
renrn I 10 the water I inissed llell>ld lor I her:al.oe
I coulllll decide wh~ aqua<iJm i iked better. ()]e

WM-r• aJnol•• did:

Must ba 11+ •Phono company churgos muy .11pply

_ , . asil ps)diologist c..otyn Godsdild Miler ..

her boct SOOma1es: Foll<>mg mer GOOarce to lhe
Relatiorofl~ ol yr.. Oleons.l'<r """"' 'Becaose
IIIOSI of us are act1Ja!tt searching lor egomates ilstead.
We [lace lhe most linied and unt<Mng aspect of OIJ
mi1ds il chalge ci OIJ""'" kJ .... ""'"""why we ~enl succeedng.. .To llle deglee that we Mienlily will lhis false sense of set!, iWid opmte oo lhe basis
oils iniled poilt d view, we ...., hJcm.i lor someooe
10 lo'leso much '" recruiting felow """' to take oo
-"'!~ roles n a Iawrie meloll'>na. 'I SL'J!jesl yoo
make tlis aoore- kJ lhe
weels,
Aqlmls. /Jier lhal, )llll1 be p!ined w""" oo 10 lhe
which 5 "lll1ii CM I do to 01joy lilewih a

Fnll<n4tll5

FR[E* to call and browse 24 hours a day, 7 d:.I)'S a \h.'ek.

and supportive, therapist-facilitated, recovery- based. Mondays 6 8pm. Call ED OECHSUE

4' 831-20-4 OR 82&-1286 lr.ITIOfe IIlio

JIN SHIN JYUTSU SELF-HELP
CLASS. Dec. 7 & 6, 1-6pm., Diamond
Center. Peaks Island. Ancient art akin to
acupressure for harmonizing the life energy in the body. For those addressing ex1st·
ing stress or health disharmonies; for anyone simply choosing to maintain health,
harmony, & well-being. Take some t1me
now. J & J is simple, powerful, and avail·
able to all fo< self-help. Ann Foster.

774-3465 .

Male Witch. Psychic readings and counsel·
ing. Casting and removal of spells. Contact
with spirns. Call 2417. Tom 600-419-3346.
CrediVDebit Cards. Get your lover back.
PROFESSIONAL
THERAPEUTIC

MASSAGE THERAPy. Swe<lish, Deep
Tissue. Brunswick/Bath. 442-0815 for
appointment.

DIET PILLS AND VIAGRA, ETC. FDA
approved pharmaceuticals. Phentermine,
Did<el(, Adipex, Xenical. Without previous
prescription. Without Or. visits! Call toll
free 1-866-436-6656 or -www. lnte~
graRx.com

WHY WE'RE
GOING TO

WAR
FEATURING

THE CRANKY LI'L

CLIP ART GUYTMf

..

..M'SGA

~- ~
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men ~ women
HI. I am almost always found near the
ocean, on my boat or just riding my
motorcycle. I enjoy the ouidoors and
going out dandng or just staying at home
to watch a good movie with that someone special. ,.B5645
I AM interested in a sports partner for
golf. tennis, hiking or whatever interests you may have. I am open to the
potential for romantic involvement.

too. "85502
I AM looking for fun. No LTR, no
games. ~rB5457

women.~
29-YEAR-OLD SWF seeking emotionally available SWM for friendship
and possible LTR Enjoys cultural events,
music, wine, intellectual pursuits and
lhe outdoors. Looking !or a confident.
educated, thoughtful and good-natured
Man with similar interests. Dog lover a
must. ~r85007
35-YEAR-OLD, ATIRACTIVE SWPF,
5'B", medium build, intelligent, artistic,
witty, spiritual and huge romantic. I enjoy
being wined and dined, dancing, outdoor activities, quiet times. ISO SWPM,
5' 11"+, emotionally, financially secure,
self-assured, spilitual, humorous. Intriguing conversation about life, love, politics a must. tr85398

ENERGETIC "-ORIDA grandmother, 79,
in Maine for August. September. Looking for older young Man who likes to
go out on the town. Want to meet a
Man who likes bingo, dances and hanging out at my summer home. "B562 1
FREE-SPIRITED, 46-YEAR-OLD SWF,
down-to-earth, looking for that special
someone, fortysomething. Who says the
days of romance are over? Start out as
friends. Let'sseewhathappens.,.85012
FUN, SPONTANEOUS, attractive professional, 44. no children or baggage,
watching for a classy, attractive, humorous, n/s Male, 39-49, who enjoys dining, travel, dancing, animals, cooking
and an occasional show. Friends first
"B5609

men
NOT FOR everyone but worth it for
someone' Trulhful, forthright, humorous, articulate Woman wants Man who
is not afraid, not dependent, not needy.
Sportaneous, adventurous and thoughtful, mind of a smart Woman in her late
40s, spirit of passion, laughter, energy. tr85357

WANTED: FUN-LOVING, outgoing
Gentleman with a good sense of humor,
to date occasionally, with the possibility of LTR. Concerts, movies, theatre,
dancing or just hanging out with a bottle of wine in front of the fire works for
me. "85784

GIVEN UP? DWM, 39, 5'11", fitness degree, mas·
culine, muscular•.~lean-cutand stunning good looks, .
comical1 father,like reading, frisbee, gyro, swimming,
seeks loyal, kind, well:-bi.Jilt, sweet, responsible Woman,
25-46, no party girls, no chain smokers but children
welcome. Possible LTR. trt}5735
\\mil ofi'IJIS®.I. OfliEWIEK rme a9ft Cti1llcale au1e1J ofHarmoa's l ~ FIOO!t Cetbe 1111111 •

39-YEAR-OLD, ATIRACTIVE, 5'1",
125 lbs, brown/blue, nice smile, easygoing, caring, family-oriented, loves a GORHAM WOMAN, early 50s, loving
great sense of humor, walks, long dri- nature and spirituality. Looking for inte~
ves, beaches, movies, etc. Seel<ing ligen!, similar-aged Male to share •
5/DWPM, 37-47, honest, emotionally evening noncompetitive walks lthree
be!IQed"atSM Congress St. Alpe!!GM Ids entered C1l il)llllpei!GIIalllldiy. 1800-972-3155
stable, with similar interests, for pos- ·
to five nights a weekl. conversation and
sibleLTR Cumbertand~nty. ~rB5430
friendship. ~rB5417
39-YEAR-OLD WPF, attractive, mediHAPpY, HEALTHy, attractiveSWF, 35,
um build, green-eyed brunette, funny.
5'5", t281bs, blonde/blue, enjoys hikadventurous, passionate. love blues,
ing,
biking, movies. travel, great conrock 'n' roll, beaches and Bruins. long
rides on Harleys. ISO nice, stable PM versation and laughter. seeks intelligent.
on a Harley, 5' 1o• +,medium build plus, professional, fit, attractive Male, 29-39,
OUTDOORS MAN, 50-60, are you WOULD you like conversation, chemsense of humor and ready for fun. with positive attitude and a passion for
looking
to share life in a loving, com- istry, mutual pleasure in life with an interlife and love. ~rB5732
trB5399
municative, sensual committed rela- esting, intelligent, warm, attractive
39-YEAR-OLD, 5'4", t1B lbs, I AM 45, a Single mom and tired of tionship with a beautiful, easygoing, Woman? Seeking very intelligent, reablonde/brown, attractive, caring, good wolves knocking at my door. Looking thoughtful Woman who enjoys nature sonably attractive, eclectic, liberal Man,
personality, enthusiastic to new expe- for a burly woodsman to rescue me. and simple things in life? "85541
50s, who shares love of theater, art,
riences. loves the ocean, boating, hik- Must be honest. accepting and love
movies, NPR, "NY Times." walking,
ing, traveling, skiing, socializing, dining kids, family-oriented, as I will be the PORTLAND AREA DF, attractive, 5'B", dancing, travel and emo~onal ad~en
and movies. Looking for educated, same. ~r85356
lale 40s, seeks SM. 38-55, at least high ture. ~rB6B36
caring, self-assured, honest, goodschool educated, forfriendship first. posnaturedindividual, 3B-47, who h~ssim I'M TIRED of being lonely. SWF, 42, sible monogamous LTR. Ukes watch· WWFSEEKING decent Man, 46-62, with
large build, enjoy slow dancing, movies,
ilar interests. ~r85763
ing r:novies, dancing, dining, country dri- brains and morals. N/s, no kids, prefer
walks on the boulevard, NASCAR,
ves,
open to trying new things. Sense Widowed, funny and nice. Moving to
39-yeAR-OLD,SWEET,intelligentmed- World Wrestling Entertainment. Desire
Maine when house sells. Me: 46, 5' 4",
ical professional. caring, financially S/DWM, 35-49, medium to large build, of humor a plus. If interested, call.
126 lbs, no kids. ready to move, no
1tB57B2
secure mother loves snowmobiling,
forfriendship and LTR. Portland, Maine
baggage. Healthcareworker. trB5315
dancing, camping, fine dining. sunsets.
SOPHISTICATED, ATIRACTIVE, trim,
area only. ~rB5377
you: 35-45, respectful catholic Genfunny, caring, educated Woman desires yOUTHFUL DWF, 51, seeking secure,
tleman desiring to share life's journey IS youR love light on the blink? I will
companion to enjoy better, simple creative Man, 45-56, for companionwith a compassionate, honest soul. rechargeitwithjustonewink. ~rB5687
things in life, like the ocean breeze, ship and fun. Let's light up the lonely
1tB5003
LOVELY MAIDEN seeks charming island exploring, a gentle touch, laugh- light My interests: the arts, most music,
43-YEAR-OLD SWF, 5 ' 9", knight, slender and fair, artistic and play- ter and pleasant conversation. Please good books, movies, world affairs,
brown/brown, large build, likes long ful. Send me a sonnet ~r85593
be independent, respectfully over 45 walks on the beach. Lets get acquaintwalks, watching movies, dining out and
and less than 65. Portland vicinity. ed. ~rBS727
quiet times at home. Seeks a large, MESSAGE IN a bottle. Seeking my true
ttB5590 heavysel Male for fun times. "850 10 North born in 1940s, to share life and
love of the ocean. tr85346
SWF, 7 4, Biddeford area, looking for
61-YEAR-YOUNG RECOVERING
companionship with SWM,Iightdrinker,
carbohydrate addict, (free at lasU seeks MYARSTtry atthis. 31 years old. I like
to have some fun with, possible day 32-YEAR-OLD, GOOD-LOOKING,
spiritual kinsman. Share love of music, the outdoors, reading, travel and havmuscular, secure DWM, enjoy boating,
song, nature, quiet times alone and ing fun. Want to meet someone who trips, dancing. movies, dining, light music, going out. staying in, very outdrinker.
Let's
get
together
for
together, spiritual viewpoints and is funny, honest and compassionate.
going. ISO fit, attractive SWF for LTR.
insights, to help each other on this jour- Must also like to have fun and laugh! lunch.tr85704
(CTJ1t85358
.
ney back home to the heart of God. 1tB5418
SyMBOL, WO. 47, 5'7", 150 lbs, high32-YEAR-OLD SWM, 5' 11", 1B5 lbs,
"B5677
ly ornamental element. poaches at
NASCAR-LOVING FEMALE, long
physically fit. social drinker. Enjoy the
lakes,
liquids
on
skis,
melts
when
treatDWF, 51, full-figured and a nonsmok- blonde hair, 3 7, blue eyes, smoker, overgym, frequent workouts, much more.
er. who likes dining out and travel or weight, loves Jeff Gordon and what- ed well, absorbs rock, classic gems,
Seeking funny, down-to-earth, attracjust staying home. Looking for some- evercomes along.Wishes to meet Man, attaches to taller nls, 48+,secure, wo~d
tive SF, 25-35, with similar interests,
one who likes the same, with a possinonjudgmental, open-minded, light ly, extrovert and some other samples. who enjoys children, movies, nights out
ble long-term relationship. ~r85456
drinker, smoker ok, for good times. Near Portland and mountain mines. on the town. For new friendships.
1tB5759
EARTHY, SOPHISTlCATED, young 50s, ,.B5713
trB5762
Intelligent, energetic, athletic, pretty,
NEW IN town! 25-year-old, petite SWF VERY ATIRACTIVE blonde, caring, 34-YEAR-OLD ART grad, professionblondeSWPF, happiest doing any activgood shape, enjoys playing indoors and
ity outdoors, willing to be wined, dined, seeking friendship or more with geeky out Seeks educated, athletic SWPM, al who loves his off time, slim and in
Guy.
Loves
alternative
music,
concerts
shape. Loves jazz. shows. Looking for
escorted to museums, plays, musical
36-44, n/s, who wants a great love in
Female with similar profile. 26-33.1want
events, love to cook for some lucky and movies. Laughing is my favorite
1 his life, has the passion for inspiring
a Gal who loves me for me. trB5004
Guy. Seelking n/s, sincere, unattached. past time! Looking to have some fun
and nurturing it ~rB6041
tr85777
fit, funny SWPM. "85736

HARMON'S }r BARTON'S
1-800-SUN-LILY

i'-'-

774-5946

36-YEAR-OLDSWM, 6'2", 2001bs, shy,
sensitive and loving. Searching for

attractive SWF, 25-34, who is WPTH,
affectionate, loving and. above all, honestlwillmaketherightWoman'sdreams
come true. ttB5637
36-YEAR-OLDSWM, handsome, intelligen~ well-educated, with great sense
of humor, 5' 1a·. 165 lbs, brown hair,
green eyes. enjoy skiing, golfing, sports,
filness, family, friends. Seeking attractive, intelligen~ 27· to 37-year-old,
slender SWF, similar interests, good
sense of humor. Dating, possible LTR.
trB5197
405, TALL, attractive, n/~, n/d, thoughtful. responsible, educated, somewhat
shy, enjoys simple pleasures. Seeks
attractive Female, 35-45. ~rB5471
48-YEAR-OLD MALE, black/brown,
well-trimmed beard, smoker, looking
for a Woman who issponlaneous.llike
dining out movies, drives in the country, quiet evenings at home. Smoker,
drinker ok. Please call. trB5749
A CHEF in the area. People say I'm very
handsome, in-shape. I'm looking for nice
Girt, petite, kind to others, likes outdoors, long walks on the beach and
being treated very welL Have a good
heart Do you? ~rB5429
ALL NATURAL fringe dweller. Active,
heallhy, 46. Into a physical, metaphysical and spiritual lifestyle. Seeks
optimistic Female who can relate.
trB5575
AN OLD-FASHIONED romantic, youth·
ful at 56, tall, ·good hair' <gracefully
graying!, deep into theater tactsl and
classical music <plays!. Seeking truly feminine soulmate, petite or slim to aver·
age, who loves the arts in general and
classical music in particular. tr85685
ARE you looking for me? SWPM, 40,
spiritual, self-aware, kind, fit, very attractive, well-read, open-minded, selective.
Seeking classy, educated, shapely
counterpart Eclectic interests include
horses and candlelit nature. INJI
.. 85401
ARTSy, OUTOOORSy kinda Guy, SWM,
musician. music teacher, who loves to
ski and kayak. I'm handsome, loyal, creative. fast-witted, fun-loving and kindhearted. Seeking an honest, attractive,
intelligent Gal, 30-45, long hair a plus
as far as looks go. 1185420
CARROT CAKE, beach roses. coastalliving Male, 6', 230 lbs, fit physically,
emotionally, spiritually, sense of humor,
warm, sensitive, nurturing, spiritual.

Seeks an attractive Female, 47-54, physically, emotionally, spiritually fi~ sense
of humor and knows she deserves love
and nothing less. "85586
CIAO BELLA! Somewhat tall l5'11 "1,
dark, handsome, employed, romantic,
thirtysomething American Guy seeks
an intelligent. fun, kind Female for dining out. movies, comedy clubs and some
dancing. Let's start off as friends and
take things one day at a time. ,.B5740
CIRCLE HER;_ SW dad, easygoing,
5'9", 1701bs, athletic build, black/brown,
nice smile. ISO petite. attractive Female
under 5· s·, 30-40, who enjoys laughing and life in general. "B5780

CREATIVE, WARM, intelligent SWPM,
43, 5' 1o·. slim. I enjoy camping, boating, travel, concerts, theater, different
cullures, NPR. antiques, authentic conversatioris, companionship and more.
ISO active, confident, independent
S/DWPF with great sense of humor. to
share conversation, fun, romance and
life's advenlures. tr85737
DOCTOR JOY Brown told me my last
personal ad, was too cutsie, to find out
why, call this SWM, 34. tr85723
DOWN-TO-EARTH DWM, 42, bold.
bald, honest. mentally stable, worka·
holic, conservative yet respectful, love
music lexcept rapl. Also all sports. you
have at least three of the aforementioned qualities. ,.85330
DWM, 40, 5' 11", 1751bs, good-looking, hard worker, homeowner, love kids,
old rock ·n· roll, dancing, boats, road
trips, the ocean, dining in and out I'm
n/s and n/d but am not bothered by
people who do so in moderation.
trB5447
DWM, 6', 160 lbs, dark brown/speckle with gray, n/d, honest, faithful, have
job and own home. 6-year-old Female
Border Collie is also in my life. Enjoys
working around house and yard. call
me so we can start our life together.
"8575B
EASYGOINGDWM,43,5'10",1751bs,
n/s, light drinker, financially secure, enjoy
biking, motorcycling, avid hiker, camping, softball, basketball, beaches, movies,
music, stock car races and many many
other interests. ~rB5046
FROM RUSSIA love... that will be you.
I'm a 44-year-old DWM with an Italian
dog and lots of love to give. ST. 169
lbs. Looking for an Eastern European
Lady for possible LTR. ~rB5760
FUN AND loving, like to dance. Like
outdoorthings, watching movies, cooking, romance. Dark hair, brown eyes
and I love to cuddle. If this sounds good
to you, please respond back, you'll never
have so much fun. tr85516
GIVEN UP? DWM, 39, 5' 11 ", fitness
degree, masculine, muscular, clean-cut
and stunning good looks, comical,
father, like reading, frisbee, gym, swimming, seeks loyal, kind, well-built, sweet,
responsible Woman, 25-46, no party
girls, no chain smokers but children
welcome. Possible LTR. ~r85735
GOOD-LOOKING PROFESSIONAL
White Male seeks attractive and provocative Female for discreet, intimate nostrings-attached relationship. you must
be a social drinker, that is ok with a
social cigar smoker. "85599
GOOD-LOOKING GUY! Easy to be with
entrepreneur.WPM. thoughtful, sensual
and supportive. I enjoy life! I'm very
positive! Let's experience a little bit of
life together! Please, consider yourself
a 1O! 1185002
HELLO.! am looking for my best friend
who likes camping, the beach, cookouts and just walking around holding
hands. Hope to hear from you. "B5443
HI, THERE. I'm a 32-year-old professional White Male who just moved to
the Portland area from West Virginia.
I don't know anyone in the area and
would love to meet new friends. ~r85389

I'M A 24 -year-old SWM, a writer
wannabe, snowboarder, 5"11 ", tBOsomething lbs.you're 21 -34, hopefully
Single, athletic, smart and know how
to joke. ~rB5323
I'M LOOKING for a music, art and nature
lover who likes to have fun. a lover of
animals and crazy people. tr85477
IN SEARCH of somelhing new, something energetic and alive. Someone
older, someone younger, doesn't matter.Me:a 25-year-old Renaissance Man
who enjoys everything under the sun.
In great shape and, by my standards,
a hattie. "B5354
LET'SOANCE, go treasure hunting, out
to a movie, dinner and more. DWM,
52, 6' 1", lBO lbs, smoker, seeks SWF,
35-50, slender to medium build, for
fun, laughter, friendship leading to LTR.
Ok? ok! ~rB5 70B
LOOKING FOR friendship leading to
possible relationship. She should be
art1stic, alhletic, fun, good sense of
humor and intelligent Looking for
someone to enjoy times together.
trB5550
LOOKING FOR a Woman who enjoys
a close relation ship, the quiet life,
conversation, life in general, going

anywhere or doing most things. No head
games. A one-Woman Man for a oneMan Woma n. Let's try 1! together. Wail·
ing for you. "B5616
LOOKING FOR the good life? Organic farmer ltall, fit, handsome, late 50sl,
seeks bright co mpassionate Female
partner ltall, fit, 35-521, to share the
good life. Love I raveling, hiking, camping, reading and cultural intellectual pursuits. tr854 72
LOOKING FOR a real positive fun type
best friend, 30-55, who enjoys the out·
doors, the ocean, concerts at the State.
Nonsmoker, social drinker, no baggage.
Let's enjoy life together. ,.857B7
MAGICAL! UNBELIEVABE Man, 39, bighearted , family-oriented, sharp,
spontaneous, self-employed, like sports,
tons of TLC, candlelit dinners, fun.
Seeking partner, soulmate to share finer
things in life. you'll be pleasantly surpcised1 IMAI trB5712
MILES OF smiles! Share laughter,
conversation, great food, music and
quiet times with this DWM, 52, S'B",
135 lbs. Gentle, artistic, affectionate,
sincere Man seeks intelligent outgoing, romantic and gracious Lady, 4250, petite or H/W/P, for LTR. Portland
area and catlovers preferred. tr85668
NATIVE MAINER LOOKING for an
adventurous, water-loving, 30- to 40year-old Woman to share 'boa I dreams."
I'm 38, in great shape, 5'9", 165 lbs,
blonde hair, blue eyes. Looking for
someone self-relian~ fun, thoughtful,
sensual and easygoing. tr857B5
NEW YEAR. new start Just Divorced
46-year-old, nls, family-oriented. Seeking Female, good communicator, kind,
honest, who likes almost anything
lincluding kidsl, for LTR. trB5011
NICE, TALL, laid-back Guy seeks the
Woman of his dreams. Are you tall, sexy,
open-minded? Contact me. ~rB5461

PI.UMP LOVER. Seeking plump Woman,
300 lbs or less, who appreciates a Man
wholovesplumpWornen.Mustbeopen,
caring, honest Me: SBM, 40, special,
down-to-earth, very fine, friend, emotionally secure for you. Let's befriends
for happiness. "85679
PORTLAND AREA. DWM 50
brown/brown, 155 lbs, 5'7", a~com:
plished professional, somewhal oldfashioned, family·oriented, romantic
Guy who enjoys romance, nature, reading, working around the house, travel
afar and weekend getaways, seeks easygoing and self-assured soulmate.
tr85766
PROFESSIONAL BY day, hedonist by
night. 27, love dogs, music, motorcycles and my house. Looking for interesting people to meet as friends and
possibly more. Any ages are fine, just
be honest. Hope to hear from you.
trB5331
QUALil)'TIME and great benefits, also.
Are you absolutely, positively looking
to find decent quality Guy? Are you
40-60. n/s, light drinker, decent, outgoing. fit, energetic, communicative,
honest. open. flexible, monogamous,
affectionate? I am all of thai plus. It's
your move. "85773
SINGLE MALE, 30 years of age and
loves to have fun. Seeking someone
honest and caring. ~rB54BI
SINGLE, UNATIACHED, early 50s
Guy seeking outdoorsy kind of Gal. 1
enjoy all of the outdoors and I'm a good
cook.llikethe arts, photography, small
children and doggies. Not sure about
big kids. Looking for interesting Female.
trB5554
SM, 45, 6', 1751bs, physically healthy,
no kids, mostly vegetarian. Seeking
Female, 30-45, with or without kids.
tr85755
SOFT-SPOKEN SWM, 6', tBO lbs, light
brown/blue, n/s, n/d, very active,
romantic, finan cially secure. Owns
small farm, likes fishing, going out
beaches, fairs, any positive adventures. Seeking thoughtful, honestSWF,
35-45, for LTR, to share happy life and
home with. ttB5696
START WITH some wine by dim candles. frolicking in each other's loving
gaze, forgetting our world is all arms
with no hassles. "B53B2
SWM, 26, in sales, enjoys admiring cell
phones, cologne and hair geL Seeking
SF, perfect figure, no brains or ambition, to impress my buddies. Shallow
conversation a must. Do you get love
advice from Maxim, too? Contact me
sometime' trB5464
SWM, 30S, 5'9", 1651bs. reclusive by
choice, child-free. nondrinker, contractor, like camping, concerts, privacy. Seeking child-free Woman, 20s-30s,
handicapped ok. Maybe move out
west. maybe not. IPAltrB5582

men ~
SWM, FRESH 47, 5' 10", 190 wellplaced lbs, never-smoked, light social
drinker, insatiably honest, patient. good
listener, even-tempered, well-groomed.
Love kids, animals, museums, weekend getaways, boating, beaches, motorcycle riding . yearn ing for fit. well dressed Girl for monogamous relationship. Guaranteed replies. trB5296
TALL, ATIRACTIVE, born-again type,
50, would like to meet tall, attractive,
born-again type Lady, 45-55, for friendship, fun. maybe future. ~rB5392
TEDDY BEAR looking for his honey.
SWPM, 34, 5'1 o·, brown/hazel. nice
teeth, funny lno, no very funny!. Windham area. Bears don't smoke, occasional drink, very spontaneous. Seek·
ing Lady with a real bounce in her step,
who knows what she's looking for.
tr85711
WANTED: AF. SWM, 46, nls, handsome.
enjoys travel, adventure and romance.
Seeking attractive, fun-loving, honest
Asian Woman to share life with. trB5754
WHITE KNIGHT seeks nubian princess.
DWM, 40, 5'1 o·, 170 lbs, seeks princess
to sweep off her feet and rescue in
time of need. Enjoy the outdoors, ethnic food, good music. nature. You
must be someone who knows who they
are. tr85009

men~

men

29, SEARCHING for Guys who believe
in seizing the moment Me: 5"9", blonde,
pierced. you : over IB, enjoy having
fun. How much do you like mischief?
tr85473
34-YEAR-OLD, BROWN/GREEN, alh·
letic, poetic maverick unversed in love,
seeks hazard, mystery and primitive
provocation. No druggies, smokers or
drinkers. Just sinewy adventurers.
trB5533
39-YEAR-OLD, YOUNG-LOOKING,
young-thinking, nice Guy seeks olher
Guys between 35 and 42, for friendship and dating. ~rB5706
40-YEAR-OLD GWM interested in
meeting older Gentleman, 50+. 1nterests are in friends. music, golf, hockey. "B563B
40-yeAR-OLD LOOKING for someone
to share fun, new, interesting and intimate times with. Arts, ethnic foods.
music and nature. You know who you
are and be happy with that person.
Closeness and honesty will bring you
the same. trB5770
42-YEAR-OLD GOING on 23 <spiritually at least anyway!. Looking to meet
friends to enjoy outdoors, music and
ten thousand other things. Looking to
hang with Guys in their 20s-40s, perhaps meet over a cup of coffee and
see what brews. tr85698

SWM, 32, 5'9", 1651bs, brown/blue,
enjoys sports, outdoor activities, movies,
music. Seeking SWF, 21 -35, for friendship first, possibly more. ~r85154

BRUNSWICK AREA. Humorous, younglooking GWM, 51 , 5'6", 165 lbs,
brown/brown.ISO honest. sincere. loving SM, 45-55, n/s, n/d. call me! Let's
have some fun together' All calls will
be returned . "85891

SWM, 45, brown/hazel-green, new t9
area, smoker, social drinker, sense of
humor. enjoys walks on the beach, quiet
evenings al home, dancing, music,
adventure, conversation and lots offun.
Seeking Female, 20-55, with similar
interests. tr85733

GM MUSIC lover <Broadway to jazzl,
enjoys gardening, yard sales, walks on
the beach and theater. Seeking Guy,
45+, smart, talkative,.honest and passionate. Personality first, looks secondary. My oceanview I'll share with
you. "B6B30

SWM, 50, educated, sense of humor,
good cook, loves golf, gardening, live
music, theater. travel. Seeking Female,
35-50, who's intelligent. confident, n/s.
with big heart. "B5006

GM, 38, 175 lbs, 5' 10, blonde/blue,
athletic, in shape, seeking other of older
Men, 50+. Prefer chubby. heavyset or
husky. trB5641

SWM, 6'1", tBS lbs, 43, fit, financially stable, above-average looks, n/s.lnterests include beaching, sports. outdoors, animals, books, movies. Seeks
adorable SF to pamper. tr85468

GM, IF you're into body perfect, young,
handsome, then pass this ad by. On
the flip side, I'm an honest caring homebody in my 50s, interested in long-term.
You: no head games, serious, n/s, nonparty, bar person. All calls returned.
"85730

men

GWM, BOYISH, Southern Maine, 34,
5'7", 134 lbs, brown/ brown. healthy,
weightlifter, six-pack abs, hardworking,
drug-free and healthy, n/s, straight-acting. Looking for same, 35-42, hardworking, relationship-oriented, healthy,
honest, sincere, good-looking. ~rB5765
r M A 34-year-old Male looking to make
friends and anything else that may come
along. I am not into the club scene or
drama. If you are interested, then give
me a shout. Would like to meet someone similar. "B53Bt
I'M A a relationship-oriented Guy, so,
please no invitations to hook up. If you're
between 26 and 3B, email me lor more
information and let's get to know each
other. ~rB5597
LOOKING FOR a Man who's romantic
and sweet. someone also searching
for his soulmate and who can pul the
music back into my heart. If you're out
there, I'd love to hear from you. trB5 734

women ~ women

friends first

45-YEAR-OLD WF, honest, sensible,
a bit shy, enJOY college football, basketball, exploring New England, bik1ng
the cape, meandering around camden,
taking in the excitement and diversity
of Boston. reading, art. theater. Seeking secure, adventurous, n/s, with stmilar interests. Must love chtldren.
tr8 57 16

OUTDOOR LOVER! 4B-year-old Widower, Portland professional with a lot
of energy and interests. Seeks high
spiriled Female. ouldoor lover who
enjoys skiing, cycling, hiking, mus1c,
museums and likes to make the most
of each day' "85772

A "YOUNG" 61 -year-old loo~ing for a
Woman to share a friendship first.lhen.
who knows. Let's get lo know each other
over a cup of coffee. ~r85672

" SisterSpace "

SEEKING A diversity of left leaning
humanoids wilh strong head and heart
connections tany gender, ethnicity,
physical ability, orienlationl, who va lue
friendship. Love subtilled film <ca n you
translate?~. hot and spicy food, cats,
intellectual stimulation and sensual
dehghls. 42 going on 43. "B5778

I saw you

Presents

Women's Harvest
Tea Dance

AT WALDO'S! I see you mornings
around eighl you tall. slun. brunelte.
glasses, Honda Civic. Me: tall, slim,dark
hair, Sa ab.Would like to meel you please
call. ~rB5 7 B6

NEW POSSIBILITIES! HealthySGM, 55,
trim, soft-spoken, looking for new
friends always but, hopefully, monogamous life partner. You be malure, emotionally stable and available. trB519B

Sat, Nov 30th • 5-9 pm
at Williston West Church,
32 Thomas St., In Portland

NEW TO area. young-looking 50, 5'7".
155 lbs, brown/brown, full beard,
homeowner, semiretired school
teacher, romantic, likes movies, quiet
walks. homel1fe, music <especially
oldies!, cuddling, sports. Seeking Male,
20-55, to share good times and good
experiences with. Possible LTR. ~r85545

"-Questions: 892-3135.,

MA>NE BREWING festival . We talked
on the way out. You said your name
was Linda . I told you I liked your hat.
When I left, we hugged and I said "good
luck finding your friend." The pizza offer
still stands. tt85779

CINDERELLA. WHERE are you?SF, early
30s, looking lor SF, 18+, n/s, to sh are
first-time experience with. Race open
Friendship. possibly more. No Couples
Cumberland Counly only trB5 775

WINDHAM MCDONALDS, October
19, 2002 . you : absolutely beautiful,
blon deG ~rl silting in boolh across from
a couple Me Guy in jeans and lealher
jacket! should have come over Please
call and let me tell you why I d1dn·1.
,.B5788

NEW TO Saco ... me. GWM, 39, looking for companionship with Bi/GM
tr8651B
PORTLAND GM, sexy, sane, smart, caring, 45. 6'3", 230 lbs, red hair, beard.
Seeks relationship with sane, smart, caring Man. 30-45. slim to medium build.
tr85699
STRICTLY FRIENDS. Portland area.
very busy SGWM, 40, looking lor superfun Guy, similar age and interests, to
lake in the club scene, get trashy, lake
day trips and become good friends.
"85612
SWEET, SPICY will describe it. Me. 40ish, good build, 5'9", 1751bs, dark/hazel,
funny, lots of interests, n/s, n/drugs.
You: similar qualities. 35-50, sane. Us:
into sponlaneity, intimacy. romance,
sweet in public, spicy in private. Possible LTR. Grealer Portland area.
tr85700

women ~women
/

22-YEAR-OLD SWF, new to Portland
area, looking for a friend to hang out
wilh. Enjoy outdoor activities, clubs, photography and laughter. "8500B
35-YEAR-Olo, PETITE, emotionally,
spiritually and physically fit. Like dancing, quiet times at home, cuddling,
movies, sports and nature. Interested
in someone for dating, maybe more,
25-45, race unimportant. tr85725
39-YEAR-OLD WOMAN looking lor a
Woman, 38-40, who likes cats, candlelit dinners, movies and hiking. No
games or drugs. ~rB5 718
40-YEAR-OLD LESBIAN looking for
friends in the southern Maine area. Start
oul as friends, walks on the beach, dining out, dancing, movies, riding molarcycles.Just quiet evening at home.Must
enjoy life. Let's talk. ~rB53BO
45-YEAR-OLD, FUN-LOVING, balanced, fit. inlelligent, compassionate,
cute GF. Enjoy being in nature, candleligh~ flowers, intelligent conversa·
tion, music, laughing, movies, plays, traveling, new experiences..Seeking companion, playmate, loverwhostimulates
me emotionally, physically, sexually and
spiritually. Value openness, honesty,
intimacy, creativity, humor. ~r8528B

Tlx: $5.00
Refreshments Provided

HELLO, LADIES. I'm a 25-year-old
from Portland. My interests are reading, wrtting, dancing, laughtng, computers, occasionally going out with
friends. I'm blonde/ brown, 5' 4", lBO
lbs. Looking for someone with similar
inlerests and build. trB5567
I AM a th irtysomething curious Woman
looking for first-time experience. I am
attractive and fil. 5', II 0 lbs. Brown
hair. blue eyes. Please be sincere
"85670
IF you are feminine, with long hair,
attractive, slim, 39-46, secure wilh
yourself and know the difference
belween fantasy and reality, this feminine, attractive and assertive Woman
can't wait to meet you, date you and
romance you. Love sponlaneity with a
plethora of open interests. Please don'I
own a dog. "85691
LOOKING FOR other Women to correspond with. Any topic. ~rB5717
PHYSICALLY ACTIVE, outdoor-loving, 38-year-old Woman of poetic,
spiritual nalure, seeks special Woman
to share life, who also enjoys and wants
to consider sharing life with a childlrenl.
Appreciate language, literature and
music. 8e financially and socially responsible. ~r85475
SWLADY, brown hair, hazel eyes, pretty, outgoing and funny. Looking for
laughter and fun, someone to hang out
with and paint the town red . Not looking for commitment or a one-night stand.
Love art, dancing, dogs, music. Up for
anything! ~rB5539
YOUNG ARTIST seeking someone to
enjoy exciting and quiet times. I am
sensitive, funny and very creative.! enjoy
life even though it is busy and everchanging. I would like something
refreshing in my life. "85361

friends first
f WOULD like to meet people to enjoy
spending time outdoors. I love to bike,
kayak, walk my dogs. I am looking for
happy people who appreciate that life
is an adventure. "85707

you: BROWN HAIR, hair blue eyes
Slanding in fronl of bathrooms al Ma1ne
Mall Theatre on Saturday, wearing
black vinyl pants. I was wearing tighl
jeans and have long brown hair. You're
sexy. Coffee? tt85783
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couples seeking

women seeking
3()-YEAIHli.OBH:URlOUSWMiooklng for curious Male or Couple for
friendship, maybe more. fl"90791
38-YEAIHll.O, HIV+ Man seeking fun
Guy for friendship and maybe more.
I live in central Maine, own my home
and am self-supporting. Age and race
not Important Will respond to all.
1tg013g
42-YEAR-OLD MARRIED WM looking for younger, short Guy for mildto-wild. Nonsmoker. Thin and smooth
a plus but not required. Vg0135

HOT BRITISH BABFS

1-800-801-TITS
No credit card needed

49-YEAR-OLD DWM seeks a committed sensual relationship with an
easygoing Woman who is 40s to early
sos. 1t9000o

#1 Casual Sex Dateline

1-888-312-LIVE

52-YEAR-OLD, SUBMISSIVE WM
seeking domlnantWoman,lS or Couple to provide service and obedience
to. Experienced at providing body worship, foot worship, face silting, B&D,
discipline. Flexible schedule. Healthy,
discreet and expect same from you.
Age, race open. Long or short-term.
egooo8

Hot National Chatline

1-800-297-6969

ARE you bi-curious and interested
in exploring? Intelligent nice-looking,
healthy BiWM, 44, 5'8", 155 lbs,
brown/blue. ISO other for mutual
easygoing friendship and physical
enjoyment Absolute discretion a
must Mid-coast area. 1!90781

EAL HORNY

OVER 10,000 HORNY GIRLS CAll DAILY
TALK WITH HOT LOCAL GIRLS RIGHT NOW!!

1-888-355-SEXY

AVERAGE GUY but well-equipped.
45-year-old Married WM seeks a special Lady ISingle or Married! for mutual pleasuring. Age unimportant From
backrubs to kinky sex, I'm open to
anything. You must be healthy and
able to keep a secret 1!90799

69~

81-CURIOUS, 48-YEAR-OLD, handsome, rugged, professional, down-toearth Guy looking for discreet healthy

experiences. Looking to explore with
otherbi-curious Cross-dressers or Shemales. 1tgogo2

ONE-ON-ONE
MEN * WOMEN * Bl
GAY * .SHE-MALE

*****
CALL NOW FROM
ANYWHERE IN
THE USA!

BIM SEEKING Male, 30-55, who
would like to spend some daytime

activities together in the Portland
area. For occasional fun. Will answer
all calls. !1"90809
BISEXUAL MALE looking for other Bi
Males, Couples. TS or Cross-dressers.
I love giving oral. Age and looks not
important Healthy and discreet.. you
be as well . Can meet during the day.
Ar.n in the Augusta and Portland areas
daily. trgo134
BIWM ISO older BM who's looking
for good oral service. Please be wellendowed, n/d, n/dnugs. No heavies.
Hope to hear from you! Call me soon .
egos4g
BIWM. 45, who likes cross-dressing,
seeksthesameforfuntimes 1!90466
BM ISO Female for sexual pleasures.
Good-looking. s·g·, 1g5 lbs, 60s, wellendowed. Enjoy lots of role-play <giving and receiving!. You be younger,
healthy, at least 5'8". Race open.
Ug0011
CLOSETED TOP wanted for secret
morning rendezvous. BiWM, sexy
caramel, equipped, fit 2D-ish, fun, dis-

creet, seeking endowed, wellgroomed, masculine, gently aggressive, fit. attractive, comfortable. Interests: triple x, smoke, pleasing, playing, exploring. Married Couples wel-

comed. Confidence is respected.
ego127

Cc1~to

Pl'I'>Ofldl~

EBONy AND ivory means? SBM, 40,
very handsome, well-mannered, special, a friend, professional body massager and open. Seeking big beautiful Woman, 200 lbs or more or other
Female or Couples who want intimacy with a BM. First timers welcome.
'lfgoogs-

MALE LOOKING for discreet uninhibited relationship. Seeking intelligent
healthy, fun, reasonably attractive,
enjoyable Female for no-stringsattached relationship. Healthiness
and friendship a must Enjoy oral sex
and is willing to explore other things.
ego820

EXPERIENCED OR inexperienced,
dominant Female needed. Trained
slave, sissy maid available. Height and
weight unimportant 25-45. 1!9oo2g

MARRIED MALE. 46,1ooking for sex-

ARST ADI Someone to take care of
my bottom needs. I'm very healthy
and masculine until I get between the
sheets.llikeandwearpantiestobed.
I hope this doesn't sound too kinky
but I wouldn't mind toys. ego 141
GWM LOOKING for small-built GM
to have desired fun with at different
limes. I'm quiet laid-back. more olinhome type person . If you like to play

in diapers or it is a turnon for you,
lers give it a try. egos21
GWM LOOKING for Bi/GM, 45-60,
for deep satisfying, erotic massage.
Me: 6', 165 lbs, you be somewhat
the same. Please be healthy and discreet will answer all calls. 1tgoo55
GWM, 37, seeks GWM, 33-40, for
sincere friendship. Enjoy cyCling,
kayaking, hiking and exercise. Quality movies, dining, music, traveling,
reading and good conversation! Nonsmoker and social drinker. ego824
HANDSOME 55-YfAR-OLD, in excellent shape, at 6 ', 180 lbs, Clean-cut
sensitive, well-educated WM. Looking for an attractive, well-proportioned Female for discreet meetings,
possibly leading to healthy sane sexual encounters. Will fulfill all your sensual needs. ego 126

ual, sensual Female for run and excit-

MARRIED WM. 4Q-ish, handsome, fit
and fun. Looking for attractive, fit Single or Married WF, 25-40, to share
in sex-filled romps. egogo7

massage needs a person to practice
upon, to increase skills. Mature Male,
tall, warm, personable and healthy.
Treat yourself! No reciprocation
required or strings attached. 1!Qoog1
LIKE THE unusual? Loathe the mundane? Enjoy a hard body and balance?
Prefer a well-endowed, masculine
Man? Have a sensitive, artistic side
but like Guy activities, too? Like a little mystery and spontaneity? I'm 45,
5'1 o·. 180 lbs, muscular, reddish/blue.
1!90133
LOOKING FOR playmate! Black Male,
37, 5'10", 1g8lbs, black/brown, mustache. goatee, healthy, very discreet
oral. Seeks Single or Married Female,
looks unimportant but personality is.
Long-term is preferred. V90004

OtiK·r~ drl~l'rlr~('nWilh

~ort(' mes~dye~

~uhrnrlt~d

YOUNG 23-YEAR-OLD Male lookong for healthy, discreet adventurous
fun with attractive Lady. If interested,
send me a message. 'ltgogo3
·
youNG, A TIRAcnVEswinger lookIng for Ladies with curvy heavy legs,
who enjoy receiving oral. Into positions and long foreplay. Healthy,
endowed. Age not an issue. 1tg09o5

MARRIED WM, 58, Portland daddy,
looking for naughty Girls, 18+, who
needs a good old-fashioned OTK
spanking. Will answer all. Serious
only. Novice also welcomed. Dis-

cretion assured and expected.
egooo1
MASTER CHIEF. Versatile, top GWM
ISO versatile, bottom GWM. Are you
clean-cut? Into obsession? Domination?Obligation?Compensation?Satisfaction? Spontaneous tie-downs or
tie-ups? Being dominated in and out-

ATTRACTIVE, 38-YEAR·OLD BiF
looking for fun with BiF, race open .
No commitment. egoo 14
CINDERELLA, WHERE are you? SF,
early 30s, looking for SF, 18+, n/s, to
sharefirsHimeexperiencewith. Race
open. Friendship, possibly more. No
Couples. Cumberland County only.
1tgo774

doors? This is for real... for life!
Monogamy a plus. Lewiston,
Androscoggin County area. !1"90 I 17

PLAYMATES WELCOME! Me: slim,
healthy, over-sexed SWM, SO. ISO slim,
healthy, over-sexed NB/WM for playmate and oral fun together. Discreet
Call• ego686

especially interested in receiving anal.

LADIES ONLY! Relax, unwind and
enjoy! Student of the art of full-body

WELL-ENDOWED, 40-YEAR·OLD
WM, 5' 1o·. 175 lbs. brown/brown,
looking for Couples and Females,
healthy and discreet for adult fun and
fantasies. ego 129

MARRIED WM, Portland area, seeks
Female to help me improve my oral
skills. Wish to be a master of cunning
linguistics, English degree not required.
All replies answered. Thanks. 1!9o53g

NEW TO Sa co ... me. GWM, 3g, looking for companionship with Bi/GM.
!1"90603

Please be n/s, discreet drug free and
healthy, so am I. Race and looks unimportant vgo 123

VERY CURIOUS WM, 6 ' 1", 200 lbs,
45, seeking smooth, Eli, GM or BiCouple to explore fantasies, 18-55, healthy
and discreet egoo 12

MARRIED WM. mid-40s, seeks Female
for mutual seW-gratification. No physical contact needed or desired. Let's
just spur each other on. Age and looks
not as important as sense of humor
and desire for adventure. 1tgoog4

INDEPENDENT SWM, 34, seeks
friendship wilh older 40+ S/DF, any

INEXPERIENCED 44-YEAR-OLD WM.
s·a·. 225 lbs, gray/brown, seeks
older Male or Female to dominate me,

TS, TV wanted. If you're a Male who
likes to act dress like a Female, I would
love to meet you. Me: 6'3", 225 lbs,
b<own!blue, muscula•,ln shape, would
lovetospendeveningsalonewithyou.
You won't be disappointed. 1tg0137

MARRIED WM in search of Females
to join myself or my wife and I in a
sexual escapade.lf interested, please
call. 1!90866

MORNING MISTRESS wanted' Oldfashioned, working Gentleman, 4 7.
has time on weekdays for fun and fool ing around with a younger, lustful Gal.
Exotics most preferred. ego 1 16

race, for sexual encounters and good

THE BIGGER. the better. Seeking
beautiful Woman, race open, 30-60,
plus-sized, 200 lbs or plus, who wants
to experience and explore intimacy
and encounters with a BM. I'm s·g·,
44, well-endowed, athletic build, sensational lover, open and handsome.
Please call. ego 136

Ing times. Age, race, looks not important Must be very sexual. egoo 16

HANDSOME. CREAT1VE. honest sensual, intelligent fun-loving SWM with
a very, very strong attraction for voluptuousness. Seeking a busty Gal. At
least I'm upfrontaboutwhat I like! Intelligence, kindness also important; 30
to 45-ish. egoo 15

times. Will respond to all. trgo 132

SM LOOKING for Eli Couple, young
18-25, for a good time and relaxation.
egoo89

PRO LONGHAUL trucker spends one
or two days a month here on layover,
is looking for a big Girl who needs
some attention. I'm not looking for
any commitrnen~ just the goodies•
ego131
SBM, 34, 6', healthy, fit nice smile. I
enjoy playing sports such as basketball and running. I also like like watch-

ing movies, traveling and I'm real easy
to talk to. honest and shy. Seeking
pretty Female, 24-3g_ ego138
SEEKING KIND older Gentleman for
afternoon and weekend get-togethers for play and sex. I am 40, 5' 1 1",
1gSibs, brown/hazel, clean-cut I love
being in or around water and especially hot tubs. egoogs
SEXy, CLASSy, attractive Crossdresser seeking straight Male, Single
or Married, for long-term, part-time
discreet relationship. I am healthy,
n/drugs and sane, so you must be,
too.l prefer college-educated, attractive. white-collar Men. I have pies.
ego843
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HAVEFUN! Married BiF, adventurous,
caring, artist with sense of humor.
petite, 5'2", likes beaches, walking,
talking, movies, music, for companionship. ISO Female with similar interests, maybe expand each others·. No
commitment No Couples. Discreet.
ego104

MARRIED,IN love Couple looking for
a ollea~hy, discreet Female to join in

the fun. We're early 30s, a little overweight but attractive. 1tgoo64
SEXy, WILD, adventurous 27-yearold seeks adventurous Female for my
first bisexual experience with possibility of husband joining. We are both
very good and desire an uninhibited
"friend." Serious inquiries only and all
will be responded to. ego802
SWPF, ATTRACTIVE. full-figured, bicurious, 40s, seeking BiF for long-term
friendship, passion and more. Size not
important being open to explore all
possibilities and discretion is. If this
sounds like what you're looking for
in your life, leave a message. 1!90841

I AM a Married Woman looking for
another Woman to help make me and
my husband's fantasy come true. We
are happy and want to inClude anotherWomantospicethingsup. 1t90844
MARRIED WHITE Couple, 40s, fit
good-looking, straigh~ anxious to

meet Single or Married Men interesled
in a threesome. Give us a call, let's
have some lun. Thanks. ego 1og
MARRIED, WHITE. middle-aged Couple, both Bi and healthy, seeks middle-aged, Rubenesque BiF or select
Couples for fun times. Must be healthy.
egol25

ATTRACTJVE.MID-20SManiedWhite
Couple very much in lave, seeks BiF
for first-time experience. Fantasy of
'his, curiosity of hers. Let's have some
fun while the summers ~till here!
egoogg
BUSy PROFESSIONAL Couple seeking discreet Couple for friendship and
weekend getaways. Will respond to
all messages. We are late 20s to early
30s. Vg0118
CREATIVE TRIO seeks adventurous
blonde for uninhib~ed midnight romps.
Fetishes, foot worship and oral pleasures a must. If you have thought of
a fantasy, we have lived it! For a multiple orgasmic nigh~ reach out and
touch us! ego800
HOT MALE Couple screening applicants for new healthy experiences.
We are attractive, in shape, mid-30s
and well-endowed. Looking fOF ho~
in-shape, attractive Men, Male CoupleorMale, FemaleCouples. 1!90114

NORTH CONWAy. New Hampshire
Bl Couple seeks Couple. ego 1 15
PIDRTLAND AREA Couple, very open
and fun to be with, 48 and 53. average build and looks, looking for others to play, Female, Male, Couples.
Both are bi-curious and would like to

meet others who feel the same way.
1!90003
WE ARE a Black. heterosexual Male
and a bisexual WMe Female, 2 7 , looking for Couple or bisexual Female to
have fun with. ego 1 I I
WEAREahappilyMarriedCouplelooking for a small group of Men to party
with when we visit the Boston area.
fl"gOIJO

I AM a 50-year-old Female, portly,
casual and caring . ISO a committed
LTR with a Woman near same age,
who likes animals, homelife, spontaneity, not out to impress the world
or announce my sexuality preferences. ego 108
I'M A bi-curious, 32-year-old, hot
beauty with incredible sex appeal, so
I'm told. I am a large-breasted big beautiful Woman with a hot Man wanting
to help me fulfill my fantasies. Me, he
and you? Serious replies only.
ego871

Block of Time makes it easy to pay for
#900 line calls witlz a major credit
carrl. No charges will appear 011 your
phone bilL

I'M A BiF looking for someone to have
some great times with. You must be
healthy and discreet. Look forward to
hearing from you! 'll'go 113
I'M AN erotic, adventurous, sensual
and occasionally naughty, 32-yearold Married BiF seeking a fun, uninhibited sexual relationship and friendship with the possibility of husband
joining at a later time. Professional,
5'5 ", 150 lbs, who enjoys reading,
exercise, hot tub. egossg

purchase or to find

775-1234 or 1~uul·21~6-1160

MARRIED WHITE Female is looking
lor fun times with Black Gentlemen
only. ego 1o 1
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OTHER PROGRAMS (Slightly Higher Rates)

, FIXED RATE

• Programs for Borrowers with Problem Credit • Call for FREE Credit Report
• No Points and No Closing Costs Programs • No Income Verification (5% Down)
• Construction & Rehab loans • Jumbo Mortgages to $ 4 Million
• Purchase with Zero Down and Finance Closing Costs

5.38%6.09%
Rates are subject to daily change wffhout noNce.
Equal Housing Lender

apply by phone:

180 payments of $8. 1011,000 loan
(APR calc: 20% down-FNMA guidelines apply)

Rates for qualified owner occupied borrowers-loan amount $80K-2SOK. Higher rates for other loans I not FNMA eligible.

1-800-eastwest

apply online:

www.eastwestmortgage.com

For Sale By Owner
Acton - $199,800

Wells- $189,900

Colonial
3 bedroom
1.5 bath

Ranch
2bedroom
1 bath

(Ad #990)

(Ad #483)

N. Waterboro - $319,000

Colonial
3bedroom
2bath
alill,.·~~· (Ad #629)

Cape Neddick - $329,000

Cape Cod
4bedroom
2.5 bath

Contemp
3 bedroom
2.5 bath

Cape Cod
4bedroom
2.5 bath

log Cabin
3bedroom
2bath

(Ad #642)

(Ad # 1474)

(Ad #1482)

(Ad #814)

Dayton - $1&9,000
Cape Cod
4bedroom
1.5 bath
(Ad #723)

Windham - $449,900

"i'"r.o~~

N. Brldgeto,r- $475,000

Gray - $199,ooo

Cape Cod
3bedroom
2 bath

Cape Cod
2bedroom
1 bath

(Ad #774)

(Ad #999)

Harpswell - $449,000

Falmouth - $325,000

~

Colonial
4bedroom
4 bath
(Ad #1492)

Scarborough - $425,000

· Victorian
4 bedroom
3 bath

Colonial
3 bedroom
2.5 bath

Cape Cod
3bedroom
2.5 bath

Colonial
4bedroom
2.5 bath

(Ad #902)

(Ad #1449)

(Ad #1519)

(Ad #1513)

